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Praise for The Critique of Work in Modern 
French Thought

“The Critique of Work in Modern French Thought is one of the most original and 
insightful contributions to European intellectual history and a critical theory of 
labour in recent years. Anyone interested in the crisis of capitalism as a work soci-
ety will read this book with great benefit and fascination. Through a series of 
thoughtful readings of Fourier, Lafargue, Breton, Debord and others, Alastair 
Hemmens illuminates a largely eclipsed tradition in French thought. His superbly 
researched and enviably clear account of the critique of work in France demon-
strates moreover why we can no longer afford to be blissfully ignorant towards the 
Marxian tradition of Wertkritik in general, and its categorial critique of ‘labour’ in 
particular, if we want to break free from the utopian loop of sociodicy. While not 
everybody will agree, no-one can fail to be intrigued by the profound scholarship 
of Hemmens’ work. With its rigour and unflinching radicality, it will be a touch-
stone for the seriousness of critical political theory for years to come.”

—Heiko Feldner, Reader in German and Critical Theory,  
Cardiff University, Wales/UK

“These days the worship of ‘work’ seems almost as obligatory as the worship of 
God was in times past. It is also the case, on the other hand, that today the ‘work 
society’ is running out of work and that which it is still able to offer is hardly toler-
able. In such a context, the critique of work is more important than ever. Hemmens’ 
excellent book provides a highly informative and detailed account of the French 
part of the history of that critique, from Fourier to the Situationists, and beyond. 
More importantly, however, Hemmens does not simply limit himself to a descrip-
tion of this little-known aspect of modern intellectual history. Rather, he provides 
an innovative and far-reaching analysis of the authors in question, and often points 
out the limitations of their respective critiques. He does so on the basis of the 
‘critique of value’, a new reading of Marx’s basic categories (including work). 
Hemmens’ exceptional account of this new school of thought in itself makes this 
book an important contribution to contemporary debates about the decline of 
labour. Never work! Read this book instead.”

—Anselm Jappe, Professor of Aesthetics, Accademia di Belle  
Arti di Sassari, Italy
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“Hemmens’ book constitutes a thoughtful and inventive engagement with a core 
object preoccupying much of the landscape in critical thought and theory around 
politics and ontology today: namely, how does one not only arrive at a critique, 
but, more crucially, imagine a way out, of the neoliberal impasse which reduces life 
itself to an economic logic of work and competition. […] Thus, the bold, utopian 
question coursing through Hemmens’ study is not only “how do we work our way 
out of (the ontological and social dead end) of work,” but, more fundamentally 
and pointedly: “who needs work?” By its concluding pages, one cannot but find 
oneself nodding in assent: who needs it, indeed? An impressive, timely, and indeed 
necessary inquiry into the critique of work.”

—Robert St. Clair, Assistant Professor of French,  
Dartmouth College, USA
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CHAPTER 1

Marxian Theory and the Critique of Work

The critique of work has historically been treated as a marginal topic in 
discussions of French thought. Although there have been a number of 
studies of popular resistance to work in the workplace itself,1 analysis of 
the intellectual history of anti-work discourse in France is fragmentary at 
best and only very rarely a focus of critical interest. This is an unfortunate 
state of affairs because France has a singularly rich intellectual tradition of 
criticising work which stretches at least as far back as the early nineteenth 
century and which has galvanised some of its most important thinkers and 
cultural movements. It includes the utopian-socialist Charles Fourier 
(1772–1837), who called for the abolition of the separation between work 
and play; Marx’s wayward son-in-law, Paul Lafargue (1842–1911), who 
called for The Right to Laziness (1880); the father of Surrealism André 
Breton (1896–1966), who demanded a ‘war on work’; and, of course, the 
French Situationist Guy Debord (1931–1994), who authored the infa-
mous graffito, ‘never work’; as well as a host of other groups and figures 
before and since. Nevertheless, although many of these figures are today 
quite rightly considered to have made major contributions to the develop-
ment of French thought, the anti-work aspects of their respective intel-
lectual projects, along with the key ideas that drove this dissident tradition 
as a whole, have not been the subject of a great deal of serious theoretical 
analysis. It would not be too much of a caricature to say that, just as work-
ers who refuse to obey the beat of the factory drum have often found 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1007/978-3-030-12586-8_1&domain=pdf
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themselves vilified and marginalised, so too those radical French thinkers 
who have argued that work might be something quite suspect have, by 
and large, found this aspect of their writing ignored and dismissed as 
naïvely utopian and even as reactionary.2

The fact that critiques of work in theory and practice still meet with a 
great deal of resistance today is not surprising. The political consensus, 
since at least the nineteenth century, is that work is both a natural necessity 
and, barring exploitation at least, a social good. There are many who con-
sider it the foundation stone of all human society and even the defining 
characteristic of human being. The identification of mankind with homo 
faber, or ‘man the maker’, a being who consciously constructs himself and 
the world around him through the productive process is foundational to 
nearly all forms of modern social thought. Work as such has been treated 
variously in the modern era as a source of social wealth, of identity, of 
pride, of freedom, social progress, social justice and even as the essence of 
society or, as Marx puts it in Capital (1867), ‘life itself ’.3 Indeed, to the 
extent that labour has a hold on modern society, this really is the case. 
Most modern people, from the moment they are born, are destined for a 
childhood given over to training for competition on the labour market 
and, if they are one of the ‘lucky winners’, for an adulthood that is spent 
mostly in the factory, the shop or the office. Even the son of the bour-
geois, who, and this is said with no judgement, may never have to work a 
day in his life, owes his continued existence to the world of work and often 
has a job all the same. Political and social theory has therefore turned not 
so much on the critical analysis of work as such but on how best to manage 
work and distribute its fruits for the greatest social benefit.

In fact, far from criticising it, both sides of the political spectrum have, 
to a greater or lesser degree, turned work (and very often the ‘Worker’) 
into a veritable cult of worship. As Anselm Jappe notes, even the more 
libertarian wings of leftism, such as anarcho-syndicalism, were not entirely 
free from this fanaticism, as can be seen from this ideology’s celebration of 
industry.4 This religion of production reached its terrible apogee, of course, 
in the Soviet gulags and in the ‘negative factories’5 of Nazi concentration 
camps, where, as the Situationists once noted, the sign above the gates read 
‘Work will set you free.’6 At present very few governments, save for rogue 
states such as North Korea, feel the need to organise anything as systematic 
as the gulags; contemporary capitalism, as even the briefest glance at today’s 
newspapers will attest, is quite capable of pulling off the most extreme sac-
rifices to the labour god without state intervention. It should be recalled 
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that the crude productivist propaganda images of the ‘recuperative mod-
ernisation’ regimes of the past,7 so easily mocked by today’s liberals, were 
only considered necessary because these ‘backward’ peasant populations 
had not yet fully submitted themselves to an industrial labour discipline 
that had long ago been internalised in the West in the form of the deepest 
structures of the modern psyche. In other words, attendance at the church 
of labour is no less compulsory in the present- day world of Western ‘free 
markets and democracy’ where we are now supposedly recognised only as 
citizen-consumers. If anything, as the Orwellian doublespeak of today’s 
left-wing politicians will attest, the language has only become more insidi-
ous. There is no longer a ‘working class’, only ‘working people’ and ‘work-
ing families’. There are no ‘unemployed’; there are only ‘job seekers’. As 
the German social-democrat Friedrich Ebert (1871–1925) once said, in all 
seriousness, ‘Socialism means working a lot.’8

There are signs, however, that the social consensus that has surrounded 
work for the past several centuries is in a state of decomposition. Although 
there have always been pockets of resistance and opposition to work, capi-
talism thankfully can never evenly develop everywhere and at all times, 
what we are witnessing today, even in the most developed capitalist coun-
tries, seems to be something far more widespread, as a kind of desperation 
takes hold. The furore in France over the ‘loi travail’, or labour law, which 
saw a socialist government seek to knock back some of the meagre protec-
tions that workers are allotted, has led to huge protests with people march-
ing in the streets holding signs reading ‘work kills’ and, in a call back to 
Debord, ‘never work’ once more. One might also think of the mainstream 
success in France of books, such as Bonjour Laziness: Why Hard Work 
Doesn’t Pay (2004) by Corinne Maier, which suggest ways of resisting cor-
porate discipline in the modern workplace; and of Pierre Carles’ documen-
tary Attention Danger Travail (2003) that follows the movement of French 
‘jobseekers’ who proudly say, in a manner that is genuinely brave in the 
context of the ‘work society’, that they simply want to be left to enjoy their 
lives living off the dole without the hassle of looking for work that either 
does not exist or, under the conditions imposed, is hardly worth doing.

Indeed, everywhere one looks, one finds an ever-growing number of 
proposals from all quarters of society, even business management schools, 
for dealing with the ‘problem of work’: from well-intentioned calls for 
basic income, ‘degrowth’ and wages for housewives, to arguments in 
favour of a better work-life balance, a green economy and, the same refrain 
that has been sung since the start of the Industrial Revolution, hope that 
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technology will finally liberate us from the ‘natural necessity’ of labour 
through automation. In Britain and America alone, the past few years have 
seen a plethora of titles that claim to offer the possibility of a more critical 
stance towards work.9 Many of these studies, like the social movements 
taking place in France today, make reference to figures from the history of 
the French critique of work, albeit sometimes quite superficially, both to 
find a source of intellectual inspiration from the past for dealing with the 
problems of the present and to situate themselves within an ongoing his-
tory of popular resistance to capitalist exploitation. It is not in the least bit 
surprising that British and American authors should look to France given 
our shared history of projecting onto the French either the quality of lazi-
ness or of placing greater cultural value on life outside work, depending on 
one’s point of view. Although, while such projections might have had a 
certain truth to them in the past thanks to the history of uneven industrial 
development (with the caveat that laziness, if it means resistance to the 
modern labour process, can only be a good thing), it could hardly be said 
to characterise post-war French society, even if a few French workers pre-
serve the dignity of not hastily eating a sandwich at their desk for lunch 
and still enjoy some social benefits denied to their British and American 
counterparts.10

These recent developments are first and foremost a reaction to the 
global financial crisis of 2008 that was itself only an epiphenomenon on 
the surface of the deeper structural crisis that capitalism has been undergo-
ing since the end of the post-war boom in the early 1970s. Although there 
are still plenty of paid-up economists who continue to beat the drum of 
future prosperity, it has become increasingly difficult for even the most 
partisan of observers to ignore the patent absurdity of the immense pro-
ductive capability of society and the reality of mass under- and unemploy-
ment, working poverty, precariousness and relentless cuts to the arts, 
education and social services. Even the official figures of unemployment in 
many Western countries today would have made any post-war govern-
ment resign in embarrassment.11 At the same time, there is an awareness, 
even in the higher echelons of power, that we cannot go on as we have 
been if we want the planet to continue to be a viable habitat, and yet we 
continue to do so. Mainstream papers in the UK and France are even talk-
ing about the plethora of, what David Graeber has described as, ‘bullshit 
jobs’12 (something of a tautology one might add) and there is a genuine 
sense of decline of the ‘work society’ as conditions of hyper-competition 
drive successive national governments to impose worse conditions in an 
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age that the baby-boomer generation was told was to be dominated by the 
pursuit of leisure.13 Everything, in short, suggests that social movements, 
if they are to be effective, are increasingly being forced to address the cult 
of labour head on and this is why the French critique of work has more 
relevance than ever.

It is not the job of critical theory, however, to chase after social move-
ments and oppressed subjects to tell them how great they and what they 
are doing already are. While there are many positives that have emerged 
from these intellectual and social developments, there also seems to be a 
great deal of incoherence and confusion about what work actually is and 
of what the critique of work, as a result, might meaningfully consist. On 
the one hand, there is clearly a growing dissatisfaction with the concrete 
forms and conditions of work, and its compensation, as it currently stands. 
There has even been a widespread sense of the loss of the importance of 
the work ethic and of work itself as the centre of social life.14 On the other 
hand, while there is a general desymbolisation, or post-modern decon-
struction, of the work ethic, a recognition of its relativity, there is no real 
sense of what it is relative to nor what socially substantiates it. Indeed, the 
work ethic, which is only a cultural epiphenomenon, is nearly always con-
flated with ‘work’ as such or work in general. And it shows just how 
attached to work per se the modern subject truly is. Everything and every-
one can be at fault but work itself: the work ethic, neo-liberal governance, 
the work-life balance, the historical losses and betrayals of the working 
class, capitalist exploitation in general (as if it were not a veritable privilege 
today to even have a job where one can be exploited) and so on. All of the 
major left ideologues, including the likes of Thomas Piketty,15 continue to 
aim their critique at the spheres of circulation and exchange as though 
work as such really were an entirely neutral fact of life.

In 1999, the French sociologists Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello had 
already noted that a certain artistic critique of work embodied in the 
French avant-gardes of the past had been incorporated, albeit denuded of 
wider social critique, into a ‘new spirit of capitalism’.16 Indeed, in the 
course of researching this book, I came across a consultancy firm that used 
the phrase ‘never work’ in its advertising spiel because ‘if you enjoy your 
job, you’ll never work a day in your life’. The traditional Protestant work 
ethic, long ago, ceased to be treated by mainstream Western society as an 
unquestionable positive. However, as this example demonstrates, simply 
rejecting the work ethic and seeking to escape its drudgery is really quite 
meaningless if it is not part of a deeper social critique. You can hate work 
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in the name of making other people work for you. You can hate your job, 
but imagine a better one where you would have longer holidays and a 
nicer car. You can work minimum wage and live in a tiny bedsit in New York 
City while convincing yourself that your precariousness is a glamorous 
bohemianism. You can abhor the neo-liberal workplace, but dream nostal-
gically about the post-war Fordist factory floor. Above all, you can think 
that, under the right conditions, work would not be a problem at all for 
anyone, and see yourself as part of a heroic history of popular opposition 
to capitalist oppression. Even if you imagine a post-capitalist ‘non-work’ 
future, you can still think in terms of the organisation of labour. Workers 
and capitalist alike are just as likely to condemn as ‘parasites’ those who do 
not work or do not work hard enough (an accusation they have often 
thrown at each other). What is surprisingly rare, however, and ultimately 
this applies to a greater or lesser extent to many of the French thinkers 
examined in this study, is to take the promise of a ‘critique of work’ literally 
and criticise the category of work or labour itself.

The exoTeric Marx

The main philosophical argument of this book, and the mode of analysis 
that it takes up, is that there are really only two possible ways of under-
standing and approaching the critique of work. The first effectively 
dives straight into an empirical, historical, ethical and moral critical 
analysis assuming that work as such is not problematical but might 
become so under certain conditions. The second grounds its analysis of 
these phenomenological expressions of work in capitalism in a critique 
of the category itself. Although these two different approaches might 
occasionally arrive at very similar conclusions, though they may equally 
diverge radically from one another, they must necessarily start from very 
different conceptions of what work and its role in capitalist society actu-
ally is. It is even possible, as we shall see, that aspects of both approaches 
can be found in the work of a single author and, most significantly of all, 
in the writing of Karl Marx himself, who could be thought of as the 
main intellectual founder of two different, and sometimes complemen-
tary, opposing schools of thought about work in modern critical theory: 
that found in traditional Marxism and the Marxian ‘critique of value’ 
respectively. A better understanding of these two approaches helps to 
highlight some of the key theoretical problems and critical perspectives 
that the current work seeks to address.
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The first approach, which is broadly tied to, what Robert Kurz calls, the 
‘exoteric’ side of Marx’s thought (more about this later),17 but is equally 
characteristic of modern thought in general, we might refer to as a ‘phe-
nomenological’ mode of analysis in that it starts primarily with a critique 
of definite empirically perceived objects in a fashion that is, as Kurz argues, 
even in post-modern form, implicitly positivistic.18 From such a perspec-
tive ‘work’ per se could never be the object of critique, only specific phe-
nomena that fall under its rubric. Plenty of ink has been spilled therefore 
criticising or describing the phenomenology or sociology of work: the 
division of labour, its conditions, its compensation, who does it, why, in an 
immediate sense, do they do it, how it is organised, how it has developed, 
its technologies, its unfairness, what it feels like to do it, how its products, 
and the activity itself, are alienated from the producer and so on. These 
kinds of analyses can produce very powerful historical and empirical cri-
tiques of how work has been promoted to and experienced by the masses 
over the course of the past two centuries and more. They have even, at 
times, galvanised large numbers of people in revolutionary social move-
ments and, as in the case of many of the authors examined in this study, 
provided the basis for imagining entirely different societies where the 
‘abolition of work’ and some other kind of human ‘metabolism with 
nature’, as Marx puts it, might be possible.

On the other hand, such a perspective, precisely because it does not 
begin with a critique of work in and of itself, comes with a lot of philo-
sophical baggage that is not always perceived as such. So that, when it 
comes to defining work (or under its other banners of ‘labour’ and ‘pro-
duction’), many thinkers try to understand the category without reference 
to capitalism and its historical specificity as a mode of social life. Work is, 
above all, understood to be a ‘rational’ or ‘nominal’ abstraction that can 
be applied, as part of a critical analysis, to any form of historical or, poten-
tial, post-capitalist society. That is to say, it is imagined to be, in itself, a 
neutral, anthropological constant or transhistorical social form of funda-
mental human activity. The anthropologist Herbert Applebaum, for 
example, in his The Concept of Work (1992) provides a definition that 
would be fairly familiar to almost anyone:

The human condition compels the existence of work as the condition of life. 
Human beings are both in nature and outside of nature. They are in nature as 
biological beings subject to the laws of nature and the cycles of birth and 
death. They are outside of nature by what they create as a human environment 
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which is built and organised through work […] no human society can exist 
without work. There are no Gardens of Eden for human beings. Even picking 
apples is work. Whatever type of future we project with our high technology, 
we still must grow food, build shelters, and make clothes and other objects to 
protect ourselves and to satisfy our material needs. And we will also have to 
offer and exchange services to satisfy our needs. What is work? No definition 
is satisfactory because work relates to all human activities, and one would have 
to exhaust all such activities to exhaust the provinces of work.19

At face value, this definition could not be more innocuous. It certainly 
describes a reality that we all, as modern people, are completely familiar 
with. Applebaum is definitely not wrong to state that many if not all of the 
different activities he describes will need to continue even in a vastly dif-
ferent future and that many of the activities we perform today were done 
by our ancestors also. But what is it that allows Applebaum to group all of 
these different activities under the rubric of a single abstraction, ‘work’, 
when he himself points out that there is nothing about the concrete quali-
ties of these various activities themselves that might meaningfully allow us 
to group them together? Equally, can we be so sure that ‘work’ exists to 
satisfy material human needs? Is the opposite of not working simply soci-
ety having everything handed to it on a plate as if by magic, as his Garden 
of Eden image seems to suggest? And is nature really what compels us to 
work? Suffice it to say for now, before answering these questions, that 
treating ‘work’ in this way carries with it a set of basic assumptions about 
human society and human beings, or what we might call a social ‘ontology 
of labour’, that is by no means neutral or not open to question.

This kind of ontological discourse about labour, which is not transhis-
torical, is in fact an inheritance from the idealism of Enlightenment phi-
losophy. Work, in the period when capitalism was starting to emerge as a 
transforming social dynamic, had been seen as a limited form of social 
activity that was both torturous and reserved for the lowest members of 
society. This is perhaps best evidenced by the dubious etymologies estab-
lished for ‘labour’ in early-modern French dictionaries, oft quoted with 
glee by the critics of work, as deriving from the Latin tripaliare, to torture 
with a three-pronged instrument.20 Enlightenment thinkers, however, 
increasingly came to understand ‘work’ or ‘labour’ in terms of a broader, 
universal abstraction for all social activity and the simple expenditure of 
human energy in general (the nineteenth-century French physicist 
Gaspard-Gustave de Coriolis [1792–1843] would later introduce the 
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 concept of ‘work’ as a description of the energy expended by a force in 
mechanical action). Work could be understood therefore as an innate cat-
egory of Reason, or logos, through which the individual could grasp hold, 
both materially and ideally, of the whole of reality. Labour was as a result 
closely tied to the Enlightenment notion of human being as an individual 
‘subject’—in this specific case as the ‘producer’, the man of industry or 
homo faber, if not homo economicus—that consciously dominates itself and 
its environment through the application of reason, becoming, as René 
Descartes (1596–1650) put it, the ‘masters and possessors of nature’.21 
Descartes, for example, is famously meant to have claimed that the only 
reason that apes do not speak to humans is that they do not want to be 
forced to work.22 Much later, Kant, likewise, simply identified labour with 
the ‘realisation of reason’ full stop.23

Labour, which had previously been a term reserved for the lowest mem-
bers of society, was increasingly a category that was positively applied to 
everyone and almost any kind of activity. Even monarchs were thought and 
actually expected to ‘work’ in some sense like the lowliest of peasants. 
Queen Elizabeth II (1952–), who today is often praised for her extremely 
active role in public life (the no doubt nauseating and endless round of 
hospital openings and public parades), would have been looked on with 
disdain by the medieval aristocracy, and perhaps the peasantry also, for ever 
submitting to such a Protestant work ethic.24 The same could be said for 
today’s bourgeoisie in general. ‘Economics’, which, in pre-modern times, 
simply meant the running of the household,25 now became a scientific dis-
cussion of how to manage most rationally and, in the true utilitarian fash-
ion paved by ‘philanthropic’ social reformers such as Jeremy Bentham 
(1748–1832), for the greatest social benefit, the ‘energies’ embodied in the 
nation’s ‘workforce’; a reductive mode of thinking about human beings 
and society that could then be projected retroactively as a critique of the 
imagined backwardness and irrationality of ‘economic’ life in the pre-mod-
ern world. Bourgeois political economists, in particular David Ricardo 
(1772–1823), further aided the cultural valorisation of labour from an eco-
nomic point of view by arguing that work was the source of all economic 
value or social wealth (a discovery that is often incorrectly imputed to Marx 
though he himself never claimed to have invented the idea).26

Marx, at least in the ‘exoteric’ side of his work where he plays both the 
theorist of the workers’ movement and the political economist par excel-
lence, largely adopts the progressivist and positivistic conception of labour 
and the development of productive forces from bourgeois idealism. In the 
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Grundrisse (1857–1858), for example, Marx recognises that ‘production 
in general is an abstraction’, but he claims, without any attempt to sub-
stantiate this, that it is ‘a rational abstraction in so far as it really brings out 
and fixes the common elements’.27 Elsewhere, Marx asserts, again without 
establishing any kind of evidence, that ‘the notion of labour in this univer-
sal form, as labour in general, is also extremely old’ and that it ‘express[es] 
an ancient relation existing in all social formations’ that is ‘valid in all 
epochs’.28 Though he immediately contradicts himself by saying that 
‘“labour” is a modern category as are the relations which create this simple 
abstraction’.29 In Capital, Marx attempts to rationalise the abstraction of 
‘work itself ’ by defining it simply as ‘purposeful activity’.30 This is equally 
contradictory, however, because the fact that an action is performed with 
a purpose could logically only form the basis for a rational abstraction if 
those purposes were the same. The abstraction ‘worship’, for example, 
unites many different forms of activity together by the fact that they have 
a common purpose even if they are performed very differently. Under 
Marx’s definition, however, even private prayer or obeying a call of nature 
could equally be considered a form of ‘labour’.

In another section of Capital, Marx attempts to fix the rationality of 
the labour abstraction to a concept of utility: ‘Labour […] as the creator 
of use-values, as useful labour, is a condition of human existence which is 
independent of all forms of society.’31 Here the same problem arises, how-
ever, because, as Kurz notes about this passage, use-value itself, or the 
‘paradoxical-real determination’ of abstract utility, is only the specific way 
in which capitalism takes hold of ‘objects that are in themselves not 
abstract’.32 Use-value, that is to say, is a concrete manifestation of the 
abstract universality of labour. It does not refer to the real usefulness or 
necessity of particular products and services for human life. It is only the 
expression of the historically specific ‘need’ to ‘realise’ value in exchange 
by means of some product or service in which dead labour can be con-
gealed. This explains, for example, the great efforts that producers go to 
in order to ‘educate’ and excite the ‘need’ for their, often absurd and poor 
quality, products in potential consumers. Use-value is therefore not a 
 transhistorical social form. This is a point of confusion for traditional 
Marxism which, while it can, when it considers the problem at all, occa-
sionally allow that a ‘bad’ value-producing (or profit-making) ‘abstract 
labour’ form—terms discussed in more detail below —might be specific to 
capitalism, always wishes to preserve the concept of a ‘good’ transhistori-
cal ‘use- value’ producing ‘concrete labour’. Such aporetic, and ultimately 
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 simplistic, thinking about work means that a certain progressivism, utili-
tarianism and Protestant work ethic is often able to creep into the critical 
theory of even many of the most radical critics of capitalist society in very 
subtle ways. Moreover, at the more extreme end of the spectrum, this can 
be expressed as a hatred of ‘bad’ profit-making capital (and jobs), in favour 
of the celebration of ‘good’, ‘productive’ and ‘socially-useful’ capital (and 
jobs); an ideology that played an important role in the development of 
modern Antisemitism, as we will see in our chapter on Fourier, as well as 
other dangerous forms of pseudo-opposition to capitalist domination.33

Marx, although he is thankfully far more interesting and ambiguous in 
his approach to work than many of his latter-day Marxist interpreters, still 
wishes to preserve some concrete basis for labour as a rational abstraction 
because his thinking reflects and even further contributes to the social 
ontology of labour of bourgeois political economy. Marx goes on to say, 
for example, that ‘[labour] is an eternal natural necessity which mediates 
the metabolism between man and nature, and therefore human life 
itself ’.34 Here Marx conflates the fact that human beings must have some 
kind of relationship with the natural environment with the mediation of a 
single social abstraction. A fact of life that, while typical of capitalism, is 
certainly not the case for all forms society. Marx, in other words, repro-
duces the Cartesian formal opposition between the subject, ‘man’, and the 
object’, nature’, such that ‘labour’ takes on the role of dominating and 
appropriating nature that logos does in rationalist thought.35 Through the 
labour process, Marx says, the producer imposes his ‘sovereign power’ on 
nature.36 Marx, in this aspect of his writing at least, imagines this relation-
ship, which is very real in modern society, not as the product of a specific 
form of social life, capitalism, but as a kind of positivistic scientific fact that 
arises out of human biology.37 Labour, and the rational domination of 
nature (and oneself), therefore becomes synonymous with the mediation 
of ‘life itself ’ and, as a result, the essence of human being. Man is labour 
or, to put it in the language of the younger Marx, labour is man’s ‘species 
being’. It is, for Marx, transhistorical ‘natural necessity’ then, not a 
historically specific socially imposed reality, that makes work a ‘rational’ 
abstraction and provides the basis for the work ethic (something to which 
he himself, unlike his son-in-law Paul Lafargue, was quite attached).38

Marx, despite offering a very different perspective elsewhere in his 
work, wants to preserve labour as a rational abstraction based in human 
need in large part because he is deeply attached to bourgeois notions of 
social ‘progress’ through technological development and, albeit more 
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ambiguously, the rationalisation of the labour process. Nature, in the con-
text of such a teleological development of productive forces, can only be 
envisioned as a barrier to the full flourishing of human powers and a fron-
tier that must be crossed. Marx, in volume three of Capital, develops this 
social ontology of labour further by dividing all human activity into a 
realm of necessity and a realm of freedom.39 The realm of necessity, which 
gives rise to ‘necessary labour’, is the concept that labour is first and fore-
most characterised by those activities that are most basic to human survival 
in a hostile world. Because Marx places it in opposition, it is implicitly 
characterised by a lack of ‘freedom’. However, through the development 
of productive forces, mankind increasingly wins for itself, through the 
social appropriation of free time made possible by technological develop-
ment, the ‘freedom’ to perform activities that are not strictly concerned 
with reproduction. The realm of freedom is therefore the domain of ‘sur-
plus labour’, not strictly ‘necessary’ labour, and leisure.

The increasing domination of nature is, as a result, the tool of man-
kind’s liberation, in this limited sense and in the context of a socialist 
society, because it allows the ‘necessary labour’, demanded by a hostile 
nature, to be temporally reduced through rationally ‘accomplishing it with 
the least expenditure of energy’, even if it will never entirely disappear.40 
Though even then Marx criticises pre-modern elites for using up their free 
time in ‘pure idleness’, so presumably much more will be expected from 
workers in a socialist society.41 Marx presents here, in volume three of 
Capital, a real mishmash of different concepts that, while they may—due 
to the historically specific relationship of labour power to capital discussed 
below—characterise modernity, make very little sense as transhistorical 
social categories. Indeed, the idea of ‘necessary labour’ is far more redo-
lent of bourgeois notions of natural scarcity and the hardships of imagined 
pre-modern subsistence economies, which have been overturned, or at 
least complicated, by more recent historical and anthropological research.42 
It, nonetheless, allows Marx, in this ‘exoteric’ part of his work that became 
foundational for the Marxism of the classical workers’ movement, to pre-
serve labour, particularly in its ‘concrete’ form of utility, homo faber and 
the rational domination of nature, as a transhistorical and progressive 
activity. These issues will be of particular importance in our chapter on 
Guy Debord and the Situationists.

The fact that Marx does not fully identify labour per se with capitalism, 
a practice that characterises all major modern intellectual paradigms, has 
had a major impact on how his critique of capitalist society has been 
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understood. Traditionally, Marx is believed to have ‘corrected’ political 
economy by revealing the ‘theft’ of the full value of the workers’ labour 
that is carried out by the capitalist class. Workers are forced to sell the only 
commodity that they possess, their ‘labour power’ or their capacity to 
perform labour, because the capitalist class owns the means of production. 
The capitalist, however, only pays the workers in the form of a wage 
enough to reproduce their labour power, so the workers are only fully 
compensated for a fraction of their working day, while the capitalist takes 
the value produced in the rest of the time that the worker works, or sur-
plus value, in the form of profit. Capitalism is, as such, imagined to be 
primarily a system of personal domination in which a small stratum of 
wealthy elites, the bourgeoisie or the capitalist class, extracts the surplus 
created by the producers. The ‘theft’ is concealed because the exchange of 
labour power for wages appears to be an exchange between equivalents. In 
vulgar Marxism, this process can often be understood simply as a kind of 
trickery. Workers are, as a result, alienated from the product of their labour 
and from the activity itself, over neither of which have they any control. 
The capitalist class uses propaganda and state institutions to prevent work-
ers from questioning the system of oppression and, when they do pose a 
problem, to crush them with the use of violence. The economic interests 
of the workers are therefore entirely opposed to the capitalist class. They 
must through a process of class struggle seize the means of production 
and, in more authoritarian versions, the institutions of the state in order to 
create a society in which workers receive back the full value of their labour 
(or value is made to work for the workers more rationally) and, in more 
libertarian versions, control the conditions and results of production 
themselves through direct democracy. Work, and the working class, would 
thereby be liberated from capitalism.

This is the ‘exoteric Marx’—the Marx of class struggle, the dissident of 
political economy and the positivistic scientist who celebrated the process 
of modernisation embodied in technological development—that we are all 
familiar with from our basic educations and that is easy to understand. It 
is above all this aspect of Marx’s work that has animated the workers’ 
movement and traditional Marxism, and in many respects, there is a great 
deal to recommend this schema. Profit certainly does arise from the extrac-
tion of surplus value and, at a phenomenological level, there are obvious 
structures of oppression, including great inequalities in wealth and power, 
that are tied to sociological classes. Equally, the state certainly has, and 
continues, to use propaganda and violence to enforce capitalism; even if its 
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self-proclaimed enemies are far fewer and further between than earlier in 
its historical development. Furthermore, while many of the worst regimes 
in history—one need only think of the USSR, Maoist China or Pol Pot—
have been inspired by this ‘exoteric’ side of Marx’s work, there have also 
been some movements, particularly within the Anarchist tradition, that 
have taken it very close to realising a genuinely emancipatory social move-
ment against capitalism. There is certainly room for a great deal of varia-
tion in what it has and continues to inspire, and it is not by any means the 
intention of this book to dismiss these historical experiences out of hand.

The ‘exoteric’ reading of Marx, however, holds within it a number of 
very problematical assumptions about the essence of capitalism, and of 
social oppression in capitalism, thanks to the social ontology of labour 
upon which it is built. Is work really just a neutral activity that is ‘per-
verted’ in some sense in capitalism? Are human beings actually subject- 
producers who must rationally dominate the natural world? Can the vast 
complexity of capitalist society, with its, seemingly out of control, social 
and environmental destructiveness, really be reduced to the machinations 
of a class of powerful elites (the ‘one per cent’ as so many contemporary 
activists like to claim)? Is the development of productive technology and 
the crossing of all external frontiers an unquestionable social good that 
arises out of human need? Why have so many social movements against 
capitalism failed or even, as in the case of real-existing socialism, become 
the most violent expression of many of its core features? Above all, how 
can it explain the current crisis, worsening working conditions and the 
difficulty of finding work today? There are, of course, many attempts from 
within this exoteric Marxian tradition to answer these questions, not all of 
which can be dealt with in detail here, but, alternatively, might not it be 
possible that Marx himself, in another part of his work entirely, provides 
us with a very different understanding of the labour form and the nature 
of oppression in capitalist society? Might not we be able, following a very 
different reading of Marx, to take the critique of work literally?

The esoTeric Marx

The notion that Marx might point the way towards a critique of work per 
se is a relatively new one in the history of ideas. It is perhaps most clearly 
expressed in the critical theory of the late Robert Kurz (1943–2012) and 
other members of the Wertkritik, or ‘critique of value’, school of Marxian 
theory associated with the German-language journals Krisis and Exit!.43 It 
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equally finds expression in the radical reinterpretation of Marx’s mature 
works undertaken, on an entirely independent basis, by Moishe Postone 
(1942–2018), a professor of history at the University of Chicago, in the 
United States.44 Postone is now, quite rightly, a widely respected critical 
theorist and academic. Kurz, however, is still hardly known in the English- 
speaking world despite enjoying an important reputation abroad. Anselm 
Jappe (1962–), who has himself contributed to the development of the 
Wertkritik paradigm particularly in France,45 has suggested that this is in 
large part due to a certain hostility towards a body of theory that overturns 
many traditional Marxist assumptions.46 One might also refer to the fact 
that Wertkritik was, from the start, a critical project that self- consciously 
took place, for the most part, outside the official spheres of intellectual 
discourse such as academia and the media in favour of a more polemical 
and independent position. Kurz, for example, was himself a worker, in the 
traditional sociological sense, who worked nightshifts packing newspapers 
for delivery. Moreover, although Postone is obviously available to English 
readers, there has been a dearth of translations of Wertkritik theory that has 
only relatively recently started to be addressed.47 Nevertheless, as this book 
hopes to show, the critical approach of Kurz, and others like him, repre-
sents a major leap forward in terms of our understanding of what work is 
and, therefore, of what a critique of work might meaningfully consist today.

The importance of these critical theories is to have shown that, far from 
unambiguously presenting a positivistic vision of the social ontology of 
labour, Marx, in another part of his work, puts forward a radical critique 
of the labour form. Here Marx presents labour, first and foremost, already 
as an inherently destructive, fetishistic and anti-social category of social 
synthesis that forms the basis for an ‘abstract domination’ by an ‘auto-
matic subject’, the value form (or ‘dead labour’), that proceeds, in the 
manner of a quasi-Kantian a priori, the sociological ‘character masks’ 
worn by workers and capitalists alike. This ‘esoteric’ side of Marx’s work—
‘esoteric’ for being difficult to understand, little known and requiring a 
certain initiation48—was largely ignored by traditional Marxism, which, 
when it considered the problem at all, tended to either reduce the discus-
sion of fetishism to a description of the obfuscation created by bourgeois 
property relations or dismiss it entirely as unfortunate Hegelian non-
sense.49 Western Marxism, however, which included such movements as 
the Frankfurt School and the Situationists, would take on certain aspects 
of this ‘esoteric’ critique, in particular as commodity fetishism, but often in 
a manner that reproduced Marx’s aporetic understanding of labour. 
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Labour ‘in capitalism’ might, for these critical theorists, be in some sense 
abstract, but the abstraction itself was still preserved as a rational one, as 
was the notion of the proletariat as the revolutionary subject, which, 
through the process of class struggle, could or would liberate labour, or 
productive activity, from the yoke of bourgeois exploitation. This is not to 
say that class struggle and the subject form do not exist; they certainly do 
(even if neither is necessarily emancipatory), but that the radical impor-
tance of the ‘esoteric’ Marx, which suggests a very different conception of 
social transformation—that is, through an ‘ontological break’ with the 
labour form—was not fully understood nor developed to its logical con-
clusion, which would have meant a break with modernisation, the subject 
form and class struggle.

Postone shows, through a rigorous rereading of his mature works, that 
Marx provides not only ‘a critique of capitalism from the standpoint of 
labour’, and therefore a critical political economy, but ‘a critique of labour 
in capitalism’, and therefore, as the subtitle of Capital tells us, ‘a critique of 
political economy’, that is, of the basic categories themselves, which mediate 
social reality in capitalism.50 Labour as such therefore forms the basis of a 
form of ‘abstract domination’, historically specific to modernity, that cannot 
be sufficiently understood within the traditional Marxist remit of a ‘con-
crete’, or personal, domination carried out by individuals or groups, nor 
primarily as a critique of private property relations and the market, that is, 
the particular modes of distribution and exchange.51 Rather, labour, and the 
industrial mode of production itself, ‘constitutes a historically specific, quasi-
objective form of social mediation that, within the framework of Marx’s 
analysis, serves as the ultimate social ground of modernity’s basic features’.52 
In other words, labour is, for Marx, not a neutral fact of all social life, nor is 
modern industry an inevitable stage in human evolution; rather it is a his-
torically specific social form that establishes the grounds for an impersonal, 
subjectless, and abstract domination that gives a historical ‘directionally 
dynamic’ character to phenomenological reality.53 Work, as such, is essen-
tially a category of social mediation that forms the grounds of social being 
only in capitalism, structuring both historically determinate, social practices 
and quasi-objective forms of thought, culture, worldviews and disposi-
tions.54 Work, within the limited sphere of capitalist modernity, mediates 
and therefore shapes the whole of objective and subjective reality (and even 
necessarily overcomes, and explains, such theoretical dichotomies).55

Kurz, and Wertkritik as a whole, has arguably gone further even than 
Postone in the direction of a critique of work as a basic category of social 
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synthesis specific to capitalism. Work, for Kurz, is not only, as in Postone, 
the basic social ground for the fundamentally abstract oppression embod-
ied in capitalist modernity, it is also a category that is, and has been since 
the mid-1970s, in a state of crisis. Wertkritik distinguishes itself from other 
critical theories in large part by its insistence that the financialisation of 
markets and various forms of crises currently visible at all levels of capitalist 
society are part of a wider process of collapse as capitalism reaches its inner 
limits of accumulation due to technological development.56 Such an end 
to capitalism, however, is not imagined necessarily as a moment of eman-
cipation but rather as the threat of even greater barbarism precisely because 
the ‘subjects’, which, for Kurz, are no more than ‘objects’ of the valorisa-
tion process, by definition have no control over the ‘beautiful machine’ of 
capitalist accumulation and, at the same time, have themselves already 
internalised its constraints into the deepest parts of their psyche. Equally, 
Wertkritik has made another significant theoretical advance through the 
theory of ‘Abspaltung’, or ‘dissociation’, developed by Roswitha Scholz 
(1959–), that seeks to encompass those areas of modern life—such as 
domestic ‘labour’—that are excluded from and subordinated to the sphere 
of valorisation.57 These different facets of Wertkritik are discussed in more 
detail below and will provide an important context for our analysis of the 
authors studied in the current work.

On what basis then can we claim that work is an inherently destructive 
social form? Let us return first to the notion that work, or labour, is a 
‘rational’ or nominal abstraction that is so crucial to the social ontology 
of labour examined above. We normally understand abstractions as gen-
eralisations that human beings make about the concrete world in order 
to describe and think about complex phenomena. An abstraction is 
‘rational’ to the extent that it is a generalisation that is based on the con-
crete similarities, the form or essence, that objects, which are strictly 
speaking non- identical, share. The word ‘tree’ is a rational abstraction 
because it refers to different species of flora that, although not the same, 
share common characteristics: they have limbs, leaves, roots and so on.58 
Equally, the abstraction ‘carpentry’ refers to a set of different activities 
that, nonetheless, use the same or similar tools, similar movements of the 
hands, similar materials and create similar products. The substance, of 
these abstractions, the characteristics that give them form, and a certain 
rational validity, arise out of the shared qualities that these objects pos-
sess. Each substance, in turn, can be thought to be essentially different 
with respect to its form and content from another.59
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Pre-modern societies had a variety of ‘rational’ or ‘nominal’ abstractions 
to refer to different kinds of human activity, some of which contained decid-
edly social content, but there was no concept, nor material reality, of a uni-
versal and generalised social activity or substance.60 The medieval words 
‘labour’ and ‘travail’, from which our modern terms arise, had much more 
restricted meanings and, arguably, a more rational basis. In French, for exam-
ple, travail referred almost exclusively to activities that were either reserved 
for the lowest members of society, in particular field work, or empirically 
painful or exhausting, or both. Modern English retains some of the original 
meaning of ‘travail’ in its archaic usage such as the ‘travails of Christ’. Equally, 
we speak about the ‘labour’ that women perform in childbirth. Labour 
could, potentially, have a wider, and linked, social meaning in medieval soci-
ety of fulfilling one’s Christian duty. The medieval Christian criticism of 
‘sloth’, for example, did not refer to a social need to be ‘productive’ but 
rather to carrying out one’s social role as a Christian, within the context of 
the feudal hierarchy, which would be different depending on a person’s caste. 
There was absolutely no sense in these pre-modern societies that the activities 
of a peasant, a knight and a king were essentially the same thing. Equally, 
although each task had its own concrete time (the harvest always needs to be 
brought in before the storm and the emperor needs his new clothes yester-
day), there was no universal abstract time through which these tasks could be 
compared to one another.61 There was therefore no abstract social pressure 
to be ‘productive’, no ‘work ethic’, beyond what was necessary to the repro-
duction of social life, something that could be debated, or that was, at least, 
overtly exploitative. As Kurz puts it, ‘All premodern societies implicitly start 
from the position that there is in any case always enough time available so 
that everyone “has time” and this does not have to be put additionally into 
some “shortage relation” of various human activities or alienation gener-
ally.’62 Indeed, if medieval people, including peasants, aspired to anything, it 
was precisely to be like God, and to rest, as the lives of the nobility, the weekly 
ritual of the Sabbath and the surprisingly large number of holy days would 
attest.63 In some parts of the world, whole seasons would, thanks to weather 
conditions, be from the modern perspective ‘unproductive’. At the same 
time, there was no separate social space for ‘productive’ activity that had its 
own rules from that of the home and normal social life. It is incorrect there-
fore to think that pre-modern people ‘worked’ and, as Kurz argues, it is a 
mistake to translate these pre-modern words directly64; even if many of the 
activities, such as the growing of food and the building of shelter, which we 
call work today were also performed in these societies.65
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The modern abstraction ‘labour’, however, cannot meaningfully be 
said to be a primarily ‘rational’ or ‘nominal’ one of the sort described 
above. There is nothing about the activities themselves, no movement of 
the hands, no training, no concrete purpose inherent to the task, no mate-
rials, no tools, no physical qualities or even strictly sociological class group-
ing that allows us to bring together the work of a banker, a cleaner, a 
schoolteacher, a miner, a prime minister and a plantation slave under the 
rubric of a single abstraction. Nevertheless, the objectivity of the labour 
abstraction, of a universal form of social activity—whether embodied in 
the concept of ‘work’ or ‘labour’ or even, strictly speaking, ‘production’—
is no less real in our society for all that.66 It would be impossible, if this 
were not the case, to use the word with the confidence, and naturalness, 
that we do in modern society. The abstraction ‘labour’, that is to say, takes 
on, increasingly over the course of the past five centuries, a phenomeno-
logical form that is in many ways ‘empirically’ abstract.67 ‘Work’, for exam-
ple, is an activity that often takes place in a separate social place that is 
removed from the rest of social life such as an office or a factory.68 Here 
there are regulations that do not necessarily apply in other spheres of life. 
One is expected to be ‘working’ all the time that one is employed, breaks 
are expected to be reduced to a minimum and the rhythm and conditions 
of production are defined according to criteria established by direction. 
One is not ‘at home’ when one is at work.69 One is expected to be ‘useful’ 
to the production process. More importantly, work is something that a 
person performs, necessarily, in order to have access to a market of goods 
that allows them to purchase commodities, and, as a result, and particu-
larly when times are hard, many workers are ultimately indifferent to what 
the particular form of work in question is. They, after all, have no other 
way to survive. These kinds of phenomenological forms of abstraction, in 
particular the emergence of ‘wage labour’, embodied in a separate sphere 
of social life are in large part what have made it possible to think in terms 
of a generalised social activity in our everyday language. However, these 
phenomenological forms—the ‘concrete’, or empirical, ways in which 
labour is organised and which are the subject of most critical discussions 
of labour—are not the ‘essence’ of ‘labour’ or ‘work’ as such, but only 
secondary, albeit no less objective, modes of appearance that arise out of 
it. Equally, just because this concrete side of labour produces material 
things or services, it does not make it transhistorical or non-destructive, it 
is still the same anti-social (abstract) labour.70
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The real, and more essential, abstraction embodied in labour is already 
contained in the form of social mediation itself. In fully developed capital-
ism, which is what we are always referring to here, human beings do not 
decide in advance on what they are going to produce and under what 
conditions. Instead individual producers—individuals or businesses—pro-
duce commodities for anonymous markets in conditions of total competi-
tion. Human activity as such—which is not in itself abstract but made up 
of an infinite variety of concretely different forms of activity—only ‘counts’, 
at the most essential level of social reality, as an abstract undifferentiated 
expenditure of human energy. This expenditure is measured in ‘socially 
necessary labour time’ which is the average amount of time that it takes to 
produce a particular commodity. If, for example, it takes an artisanal tailor 
on average one hour to make a shirt, a shirt will be ‘worth’ one hour of 
socially necessary labour time. If, however, a factory owner introduces a 
machine that allows a worker to produce a shirt in 30 minutes, the same 
tailor, using the old method, might still take 1 hour to make a shirt, but 
that shirt will, under the new social conditions of production, only be 
worth 30 minutes of socially necessary labour time. Equally, if it takes two 
hours to make a cluster bomb and one hour to make a child’s toy, the 
bomb will be worth, in the capitalist sense, which is nonetheless the most 
essential mode of socialisation, twice as much as the child’s toy. Of course, 
what really matters from the point of view of the actors involved is the dif-
ference in surplus value, and ultimately the profit, that is produced. Labour 
is an ‘abstract’ social form—it is ‘abstract labour’—therefore because it 
recognises only differences in quantity and does not, at the deepest onto-
logical level, recognise any concrete qualitative social content. If it is more 
profitable to employ people to make bombs than toys, that is, regardless 
of the moral compunctions of the various actors involved, what will tend 
to happen. The particular form, what Marx calls ‘concrete labour’, that 
labour takes—bomb-making or tailoring—and the ‘use values’ it makes—
bombs or shirts—does not matter from the perspective of ‘value’.71

The ‘value’ form, or ‘dead labour’, is the form that labour or ‘living 
labour’—labour, that is, simply in the moment that it occurs—takes on 
once it has been expended. Human activity, in capitalism, is therefore 
transformed into an abstract ‘substance’; it takes on a new function or 
essential character, as its essence changes through the mediation of labour. 
There is more or less ‘value’, more or less social ‘substance’, produced in 
the labour process according to how much living labour has been turned 
into dead labour. One hour of expended living labour, or undifferentiated 
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human energy measured in socially necessary labour time, is embodied in 
one hour of dead labour, or value. The goal of production is to produce 
value (use-value only occurs as a necessary by-product that allows dead 
labour to be ‘crystallised’ in an object that is not itself abstract). However, 
the value created in production only counts once it is recognised as a valid 
expenditure of socially necessary labour time. A value, in other words, can 
only be realised in exchange, that is, on the market, because it is only here, 
after production is complete, that the energy expended can be socially 
recognised by comparing all of the different labour performed in society. 
It is perfectly possible, and it happens at every moment of every day, that 
labour is performed and commodities are produced that do not find a 
buyer. In such cases the labour is simply voided because its value has failed 
to realise. This is precisely because the products of labour are not created 
to satisfy pre-existing human needs, nor are they, as in pre-modern societ-
ies, the result of a social discussion and negotiation (even if, as in feudal 
society, such social discourse and control could be one sided and hierarchi-
cal). The individual producers are forced, by structural constraints, to 
compete with each other to realise the social validity of the labour that has 
been employed in order to win back, in the form of money, a portion of 
the total mass of social substance, or ‘value’, produced by society.

We can already see here that it makes no sense to try to define labour 
without reference to the specific negative forms of social mediation that 
occur in capitalist society because it is only on the basis of these abstract 
social forms that the category of ‘labour’, and the social ontology of 
labour, could have any material basis to exist. It is, indeed, nothing less 
than labour, in its form of ‘dead labour’, that gives value, money and capi-
tal substance. At the same time, it is precisely from the perspective of ‘dead 
labour’, or rather the forms that result from it—value, money and capi-
tal—that ‘living labour’ must be constantly employed. The individual 
producers, particularly from the perspective of ‘living labour’, the work-
ers, once they have realised a value on the market, selling their labour 
power, for example, must repeat the formal process of substantialisation 
in order to reproduce themselves. Equally, from the perspective of the 
possessors of ‘dead labour’, in its money form, simply trying to repeat the 
process so as to arrive at the same amount of value with which one 
began makes no logical sense. Recall that labour does not refer to any 
concrete content or to qualitative human need. It only knows quantitative 
differences. A greater quantity of value means a greater quantity of the 
 substance of social wealth in capitalism. Value that is simply  consumed, 
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CMC (commodity–money–commodity), or arrives at the same amount of 
social substance, MCM (money–commodity–money), must therefore be 
considered a failure because it disappears or remains the same, it is not 
‘productive’ for the individual producers and possessors of dead labour 
(persons, businesses, states, pension funds, etc.).72 As a result ‘dead 
labour’ cannot simply sit idle, rather it must transform itself, in a purely 
quantitative movement, into more dead labour or, as Marx puts it in 
Capital, MCMʹ (money–commodity–more money). It is here therefore 
that ‘dead labour’ logically takes on the form of capital: dead labour that 
invests itself in living labour in order to produce a greater quantity of dead 
labour.73 The whole of  society, regardless of sociological class, therefore 
relies on the successful realisation of value and its self-valorisation because, 
in capitalism, it is the only way that social ‘wealth’ can be accessed and 
created. In essence, therefore, the labour form, labour sans phrase, can be 
defined as the undifferentiated expenditure of human energy—measured 
in socially necessary labour time—for no other purpose than the purely 
formal, quantitative, fetishistic and autotelic process of turning itself into 
greater quantities of itself in its dead form, that is, turning £100 into £110.

The labour form, furthermore, contains within itself another funda-
mental and essential directional and destructive social dynamic that escapes 
the control of the individual producers. Let us return to our previous 
example. When the capitalist introduces a machine that can make a shirt in 
30 minutes as opposed to the artisanal tailor’s 1 hour, he can reduce the 
price or exchange value (which, as we can see from this example, is not 
directly identical with value)74 of the shirt just enough to undercut the 
artisan and take over his share of the market. The capitalist will therefore, 
for a period of time, not only take over the market but, equally, he will be 
able to make a significant profit because he is selling shirts at a price that 
reflects the fact that other individual producers, his competitors, are still 
artisanal tailors taking one hour to make a shirt. One of the results of this 
process is that the capitalist, by introducing his machinery, has essentially 
destroyed jobs and therefore livelihoods, irreversibly, because less labour is 
required to produce the commodity. However, in capitalist society, the 
introduction of new technology is incapable of allowing people to work 
less because access to social wealth can only take place through commod-
ity production and the reduction of labour time does not, paradoxically, 
contribute to ‘wealth creation’, from the perspective of capitalism as a 
whole, but destroys it. Instead the artisanal tailor has to either go work for 
the capitalist or find a job in a new sector, which, precisely because labour 
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power can only reproduce itself with access to the market and because liv-
ing labour is the only source of value, means that capitalism constantly has 
to find new sectors of growth to provide new jobs to keep people 
employed.75 Without such growth, it would be impossible for labour 
power, and society at large, to reproduce itself.

At the same time, although the capitalist will, for a time at least, domi-
nate the market, he still has to compete with other individual producers 
who must, in order to realise their dead labour on the market, seek to 
catch up with or surpass him technologically. Indeed, this is one way in 
which Kurz theorises the various ‘Communist’ systems that emerged in 
the twentieth century, as models of ‘recuperative modernisation’ that 
allowed certain industrially backward countries to ‘catch up’ with Western 
production techniques so that they would not be as vulnerable to the 
modernisation of the global marketplace, as was the case for much of the 
Global South.76 Technological development is, thanks to competition on 
anonymous markets, a question of survival for individual producers. 
However, when competitors catch up to the technology of our shirt- 
making capitalist, the socially necessary labour time, or average produc-
tion time, for the creation of a shirt drops to just 30 minutes. The shirt, 
which, under artisanal conditions, was ‘worth’ 1 hour, is now only worth 
30 minutes. It embodies half as much ‘dead labour’ or ‘value’ as before. 
Such ‘time-saving’, which can only seem innocuous from the perspective 
of ‘necessity’ and ‘efficiency’, leads to the destruction of livelihoods and 
the ruin of whole communities (as can be seen in much of the misty-eyed 
nostalgia for the heyday of industrial working-class manufacturing com-
munities). More subtly, however, it also reduces the amount of value that 
can be realised in the production of a specific commodity. In other words, 
in order to realise the same amount of ‘value’, or ‘dead labour’, the capi-
talist must produce and sell twice as many shirts as he did before. At the 
same time, the same capitalist must use up twice as much physical matter 
to create that same amount of value. That is, if a shirt now embodies 
30 minutes of value, he must sell two shirts to realise 1 hour of value, 
when it only took one shirt before.77

It is this constant time pressure, and pressure on materials, arising out 
of the labour form that gives capitalism its directional and destructive his-
torical dynamic, its need to constantly grow and expand, to dominate ever 
more ‘rationally’ and utilise scientifically human energy and the natural 
world. The more one can reduce the amount of labour time it takes to 
produce a commodity, the less expensive it becomes to make, the higher 
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the rate of surplus value realised; until a competitor catches up, and the 
whole cycle begins once again from a new technological standard. This is 
why in modernity there is, indeed, never enough time and time is money 
in a very literal sense. The competitive mechanism built into labour means 
that an abstract universal time of production becomes the measure for all 
things; there can be no ‘unproductive’ seasons, the labour process must be 
intense and any pauses during work hours must be reduced to a minimum. 
It is this dynamic that shapes, and brings about, the phenomenological 
side of labour: the work ethic, the working week, the division of labour, 
wage labour, the workplace, the different social classes (and their roles) 
and everything that is, quite rightly, usually discussed within the context 
of a study related to ‘work’. At the same time, this need for constant 
growth is the root cause of the history of primitive accumulation as a 
whole, the destruction of pre-modern ways of life, Western imperialism 
and the expansion of consumer culture. The value form, and, indeed, the 
entire society that has become mediated by it, requires ever newer and 
larger markets regardless of the social and environmental cost. Equally, it 
is the cause of our seemingly unstoppable destruction of the planet; for 
technological development means ever more material must be used to cre-
ate the same amount of value. The human beings that are caught up in this 
real-existing cult of labour are reduced to ‘combustion engines’: they are 
only the ‘human material’ that, to the tick of the universal clock time that 
has taken over the globe, is used up in a runaway process of abstraction 
that is beyond the control of any persons, institutions or groups.78

The labour form, nevertheless, contains within itself a kind of pre- 
programmed limit against which the valorisation process, and the whole 
society mediated by it, must ultimately come up against. If the amount of 
value embodied in a commodity will fall over time due to technological 
competition, this means that the overall mass of surplus value produced by 
society is also being gradually reduced.79 As noted above, capitalism has 
historically responded by constantly growing and expanding into new areas. 
The most dramatic of these expansions in the twentieth century was the 
post-war boom, or ‘Thirty Glorious Years’ as it is known in France, when, 
through a combination of Keynesian government policies and Fordist busi-
ness practices, a huge amount of labour was employed in the modernisation 
and rebuilding of a devastated European continent. These modernisation 
efforts, which relied in large part on the creation of mass consumer com-
modities, which were previously only luxury goods, such as automobiles 
and televisions, led to an unprecedented increase in the mass of value pro-
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duced by society as a whole. It was above all this historically specific, and 
today unrepeatable, situation that allowed, from an economic standpoint, 
increases in the standard of living for working people—including full 
employment, rising wages and the expansion of social programmes—as 
enough labour was being productively employed, and, therefore, value cre-
ated, to fund these kinds of social-democratic measures.

However, at the same time as new jobs were being created, the Second 
Industrial Revolution, which relied upon a Taylorist hyper-rationalisation 
of the division of labour, and the emerging Third Industrial Revolution, 
which introduced cybernetics, was expelling huge amounts of labour from 
the production process, on a scale that had never before been seen. The 
sheer size of post-war modernisation and rebuilding programmes was, 
from the late 1940s to the late 1960s, able to compensate for the real 
subsumption of labour by displacing workers into new jobs, but it could 
not do so indefinitely. The OPEC oil crisis of 1972–1973—which appeared 
around the same time as the end of the gold standard and a growing 
awareness of the ecological crisis—was an epiphenomenal moment that 
revealed how fragile the Keynesian model of capital accumulation had 
become and brought an end to the post-war boom. In the decades that 
followed, successive governments, including socialists, in France, for 
example, François Mitterrand in the 1980s and François Hollande more 
recently, found that the introduction of neo-liberal policies and the 
 financialisation of the markets appeared as the only ways in which to keep 
the economic system going at all. On the one hand, this has meant trying 
to stay more competitive on the global market by reducing the cost of 
labour power through reducing wages, taking away many labour protec-
tions and cutting social programmes. On the other, it meant encouraging 
markets to trade in financial products that, essentially by betting on the 
future creation of value in the real economy, allowed value that had not yet 
been created to be spent. As each of these transactions relies upon a false 
premise, that value will be created in the future, such financialisation has 
led to the creation of ever-larger financial bubbles, which, when the prom-
ised value inevitably fails to realise, must, as with the dotcom bubble in the 
1990s or the subprime market in 2008, burst with devastating social 
consequences.80

The process of crisis that we are currently living through is an intractable 
and systemic one that cannot be resolved by changing government policies. 
This is why, for example, there is constant pressure on and cuts to education, 
social services and healthcare because, from the perspective of the valorisa-
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tion of value, these are nothing but necessary evils. It is equally why capital-
ism cannot be saved by simply paying people a basic income or putting 
people to work in jobs that, from a qualitative point of view, might seem 
socially beneficial such as teaching and medicine, or the arts. All of these 
proposals rely upon someone somewhere producing both value and surplus 
value, yet it has become increasingly impossible for capitalism to do so due 
to technological development based on conditions of absolute competition. 
The only way to keep capitalism going at all, over the course of the past 
decades, was to virtualise the process of valorisation for a time through 
financialisation and to engage in the vicious circle of cuts to basic social 
protections, wages and anything not immediately profitable that we have 
witnessed from the mid-1970s onwards. Even these are only desperate tem-
porary measures, however, and the crisis can only deepen at all levels of 
society as time progresses. What we are witnessing therefore is nothing less 
than a crisis of ‘work’ itself and the way of life founded upon it.

It should be noted at this point that ‘labour’, understood as ‘abstract 
labour’, is a more or less precise category that cannot be applied to any-
thing and everything. In fact, perhaps one of the most oppressive and 
fundamental characteristics of labour—and, by extension, of value—is pre-
cisely that it is based upon the exclusion, abstraction and denigration of 
vast swathes of human experience that do not, and cannot, contribute 
directly to the valorisation of value. Labour, that is, necessarily assumes a 
division and organisation of social life into that which contributes to the 
valorisation of value (the fetishistic heart of capitalist society) and that 
which cannot (the ‘unsaid’ or ‘dark side’ of capitalist socialisation).81 
Work, in other words, assumes and requires the existence of non-work: 
those aspects of social life that cannot be mediated by the labour form, 
which do not produce value, but without which it could not properly 
function. Scholz employs the concept of ‘dissociation’, or ‘Abspaltung’, a 
term consciously taken from Freudian psychoanalysis, in order to describe 
the process of suppression, repression and interdependence of these differ-
ent aspects of social life.82 That which is ‘dissociated’ (and does not take 
the form of labour)—in particular, domestic activity such as childcare, but 
also art, friendship, community, love, family life and so on—is not just a 
pre-existing, nor an inessential, derived, substrate, a mere appendage, to 
capitalism, that exists autonomously from production; rather, it is abso-
lutely necessary to the continued existence of the labour form and tied up, 
albeit indirectly, with its rule over society. These facets of social existence 
are necessary for the reproduction of labour power, but they cannot be 
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placed directly under or understood within the exigencies of the ‘time- 
saving’, total competition and production of surplus value that character-
ise the labour form. One is not in competition, as a parent, for example, 
with all other parents, to reduce the amount of time it takes to comfort a 
crying child; nor does one expect, by investing in one’s household, neces-
sarily to realise a profit. Scholz argues, as such, that it is incorrect to try to 
understand domestic ‘labour’ as a form of ‘work’ or ‘labour’.83 Rather, it 
is one of the oppressive realities of capitalism that the labour form—and 
the valorisation process as a whole—exists in tandem with an informal, 
subordinate, set of dissociated realities, functions and roles, which include 
‘housework’.84 The common cultural application of the words ‘work’ and 
‘labour’ to these aspects of modern life is misleading and does not reflect 
the most essential social determination. The activities that generally fall 
under the rubric of ‘housework’ may well be just as hard, if not harder, 
and just as, if not more, socially beneficial—looking after children all day 
and cleaning the house is obviously both an extremely taxing task and 
more beneficent than making AK47s—but they do not take the form of 
‘labour’ in the modern capitalist sense. This structural relationship of sub-
ordination to the sphere of valorisation—the turning of dead labour into 
more dead labour—explains why these ‘jobs’ are generally unpaid and 
often understood, culturally speaking, as being in some sense inferior. The 
ideological tendency to apply the category of ‘work’ to everything in exis-
tence—no matter how inappropriate from the perspective of a critical 
theory of labour—is due to the abstract, empty and completely irrational 
character that the labour form gives to the concrete world—its incapacity 
to see in any human action anything other than an ‘undifferentiated 
expenditure of human energy’. Labour, as such, makes a false claim to 
totality that it could never truly realise in practice and, as a result, ‘dissoci-
ates’—in the full psychoanalytical sense—from all that contradicts it.

To be clear, the argument that ‘domestic labour’ is not a form of ‘labour’ 
as such is not an omission on the part of the critical theory of value-dissocia-
tion, but, on the contrary, one of the ways in which the theory seeks to 
describe the fundamentally patriarchal character of capitalist modernity. Its 
role in society requires its own theorisation and it cannot be subsumed within 
the categories of the critique of political  economy, nor understood simply in 
terms of an extension of class exploitation. Value-dissociation, labour and 
non-labour, logos and that which lies outside it, ‘masculinity’ and ‘femininity’, 
emerge together as a dynamic and dialectical process transforming each other 
and the world around them. Capitalism is a ‘broken totality’,85 a system of 
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identity and non-identity, wherein the sphere of valorisation developed those 
characteristics that came to be designated as ‘male’ (as well as white and 
European)—hard- heartedness towards oneself and others, Reason, hard 
work, physical and moral strength, leadership and the ‘rational’ use of force 
(everything in short that allows one to realise a profit)—and the dissociated 
sphere of all that lay outside it was projected onto the ‘female’ (and various 
‘others’)—soft-heartedness, sentimentality, irrationality, laziness, physical 
and moral weakness. As a general rule, therefore, the character mask of 
value—in its forms of money, labour and capital—fell to men and everything 
left was allotted to women and other marginalised groups. Nevertheless, 
value- dissociation should not be understood in simplistic terms as a strictly 
binary, static, structure. On the contrary, not only were women historically 
active in the sphere of valorisation from the very beginning (albeit often less 
well paid and unrecognised), gender roles, and notions of gender, have been 
in a state of constant flux since the inception of capitalism. Today, for exam-
ple, there are many house husbands and female CEOs, and gay marriage is 
accepted as law in many of the most developed capitalist countries; all of 
which would have, at other periods in the history of capitalism, been unthink-
able. However, even though the particular race, gender and sexual orienta-
tion of those assigned to these different spheres have been made more equal 
or queered or become more gender fluid (with the caveat that racism, trans-
phobia, homophobia and sexism remain entrenched empirical problems to 
be overcome), the structural problem of dissociation has not essentially 
changed: ‘housework’, whoever is performing it, necessarily remains unpaid, 
degraded, dissociated from and in a subordinate position to ‘production’. 
Value-dissociation can change its forms of appearance but not its essentially 
oppressive character. The critique of work should, as such, go hand in hand 
with a concomitant critique of patriarchy and other forms of marginalisation 
and discrimination, but it has not always done so.86

It is necessary to stress here that all of the oppressive social processes 
that have so far been described—from unemployment and hospital clo-
sures to financial crises and the destruction of the planet—can be explained 
without any recourse to the malevolent machinations of any human per-
sons or groups. They arise out of the essentially fetishistic character of the 
labour form itself. There are people performing these actions, but they are 
only carrying out the orders of the fetishistic social laws that govern them. 
The only ‘doer’ in all of this is the value form, or ‘dead labour’, which 
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seeks to mediate the whole of social reality, setting strict rules for what it 
is possible and necessary for the various actors in this historically specific 
social system to do. This is why Marx refers to both workers and capitalists 
as the ‘character masks’ of value. The value form demands that the whole 
complexity of human relationships be mediated by a purely quantitative 
and undifferentiated expenditure of human energy for no other purpose 
than its own tautological expansion. Whole alternative ways of life are 
destroyed, and millions are killed or maimed or have their lives wasted, in 
the name of this form of abstract social mediation that is unrelenting in its 
indifference to human suffering. All of social reality must be made to be 
‘useful’, to serve a ‘purpose’, to the value form, which demands that the 
natural world be further appropriated and dominated through the devel-
opment of productive technology and highly rational modes of scientific 
thought that project its abstract categories of social life as timeless univer-
sals. This impersonal, quasi-autonomous, quality of capitalism is the rea-
son why Marx chose to describe value, or ‘dead labour’, as the ‘automatic 
subject’,87 or, as Kurz puts it, capitalist society is a form of fetishistic domi-
nation ‘without a subject’.88

Labour—and, at a metalevel, value-dissociation—has the quality of 
being a quasi-Kantian a priori or ‘total social form’.89 The category of 
labour—and with it the commodity, value, money and capital—precedes, 
limits, shapes and determines the forms of thought and action that are 
possible in modern society. It should be stressed, however, that such a 
position is understood as a criticism of capitalism and not a general state-
ment about human society as such. Capitalism, in other words, is oppres-
sive, destructive and alienating precisely because of its deterministic, 
unconscious and fetishistic character. Of course, no society can be, or has 
ever been, entirely conscious, in control, and rational, but capitalism, 
thanks to the abstract character of its social forms, has a peculiarly deadly 
and tight grip on what is, and can be, done and thought. Value, the ‘auto-
matic subject’, only recognises human beings in as far as they are able and 
willing to carry out its orders. The very emergence of the concept, and 
reality, of the ‘subject’ form in the early modern period was closely tied to 
the rise of capitalism as it transformed social life and notions of human 
being. Early modern philosophy, as we saw above, relegates nature, and 
concrete reality, to an object that the subject, man, consciously and ratio-
nally acts upon and transforms, realising his will. The notion of the sub-
ject, however, is not simply incorrect, as some have argued; rather, it 
reflects the reality of the value form as it shapes human consciousness and 
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action. It is value, and its iron laws, that is the true subject that relegates 
the entire concrete world to an object in which it realises itself. Human 
beings attain the status of ‘subject’ when they begin to perceive the world 
as it does, when they have proved capable of acting as a character mask of 
value, whether in its form of labour, capital or money. As a result, to be a 
subject is, ironically, in reality to be an ‘object’ of value. Historically, the 
status of subject was first accorded to white European property owners—
the first real ‘NCOs’ of capital—and only gradually awarded to different 
groups, such as workers, once they had fully incorporated the exigencies 
of value; that is, they could be trusted to carry out, even with enthusiasm, 
its orders and further its interest (in the name of technological ‘progress’ 
or the ‘Republic of Labour’, for example).90

The critique of the subject put forward in Wertkritik marks a major 
point of departure from traditional Marxism and has ‘political’ implica-
tions.91 Most anti-capitalist theories hold that capitalism is a form of per-
sonal domination in which a subject, the bourgeoisie, exploits a growing 
portion of humanity, the proletariat. The proletariat develops through its 
history of struggles with its enemy into a consciousness of its own exis-
tence as a class and, in turn, becomes a subject that asserts its interests 
against those of the bourgeoisie. These proletarian interests, moreover, 
were supposed to be entirely opposed to those of its class antagonist. 
Capitalism, as such, was imagined to bring about its own ‘gravedigger’ in 
a ‘radical’ subject: the working class. However, as Kurz argues, in many 
respects, the concept of a radical subject is problematical. The subject, as 
it is generally conceived here, is a fetishistic concept because, on the one 
hand, it claims to be autonomous from capitalism and emancipatory, while 
on the other, it is always thought of precisely as an object that is created 
through the development of the logic of capitalism itself.92 The develop-
ment of the class struggle schema of social emancipation emerges from the 
history of struggles of living labour against capital. These struggles were 
very real, sometimes deadly and even a matter of life or death for the par-
ticipants; however, they were still battles that turned around the distribu-
tion and management of categories—value, money, labour and capital—that 
were not in themselves questioned. Not least because to be seen to break 
with these forms would mean to cease being a ‘subject’. Indeed, the work-
ers’ movement—precisely because it represented the interests of human 
beings only in as far as they were ‘workers’, that is, as labour power, the 
character masks of labour—often played an important role in breaking 
barriers to the full realisation of the valorisation of value. It pushed for 
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many modernisations in the face of a reactionary bourgeoisie that was, 
especially in the nineteenth century, quite happy to maintain the status 
quo. Workers gained the right to vote, to take part in government, to 
enter into contracts, to demand higher wages and so on; all of which 
implicitly promoted and extended the material and ideal reach of the value 
form over social life. Class struggle is therefore not an emancipatory con-
flict but a ‘family quarrel’ or competition over categories that are taken for 
granted or even celebrated, as in the case of labour, by both sides. The 
gradual erosion of the importance of the workers’ movement in politics 
over the course of the twentieth century has led many thinkers to identify 
new potential radical subjects that could fulfil the promise of social eman-
cipation—youth, students, the precariat and so on—but the same logic 
applies. No ‘subject’ can save us.

Wertkritik has often been criticised for these positions because it would 
appear, from the perspective of a more traditional approach, that it simply 
dismisses the immanent struggles of social movements and seems to offer 
no space for any kind of autonomy from capitalism to emerge. However, 
Kurz is quick to argue that immanent struggles—over, for example, social 
protections, the closure of hospitals, wage cuts and so on—are the neces-
sary starting point for social movements. What is important, nevertheless, 
is the way in which these movements develop.93 The same old tactics will 
not work anymore. It is not possible, in the context of the current crisis, 
to impose Keynesian economic policies, and this is not simply due to a lack 
of political will. In the face of ever-worsening conditions, we need social 
movements that seek to construct a different way of life beyond, and 
against, the mediation of labour, the market and the state. Jappe, for 
example, states the need for a new ‘grassroots revolution’ that would not 
hesitate to seize basic necessities—food, shelter and other things necessary 
for a new metabolism with nature—by ‘bypassing’ money.94 He argues, 
moreover, in favour of uniting different struggles, over the environment 
and technology, for example, in order to bring about a real ‘transforma-
tion of civilisation’ that would be far more profound than anything that 
could occur in the ballot box or through the seizure of the state. What is 
necessary therefore is that social movements develop in the direction of a 
‘categorical break’ with the ontology of labour that we have described in 
this chapter. The end of capitalism, as such, requires the abolition of work.

The ambiguity of the history of the ‘critique of work’ that is explored 
in this study also has important political consequences. It demonstrates 
quite clearly the pitfalls of what Kurz calls ‘affirmative critique’: a critique 
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of work that touches upon its phenomenological side but does not reach, 
at least not fully, the category itself.95 Such an approach, Kurz argues, may 
logically only result in the call for a ‘quasi-adjectival’ change and not the 
necessary ‘categorical break’:

The critique and suspension of the categories themselves appears to be 
unthinkable. Thus, it is possible to critique a certain politics in order to 
replace it with another; but within modern ontology it is impossible to cri-
tique politics in itself and replace it with another mode of social regulation. 
For this we lack the appropriate form of thought, and therefore all the con-
cepts as well. Only the determinate content of politics is malleable, but not 
the categorical form or mode of all content. The same goes for the catego-
ries of nation, state, rights, labour, money, and market, as well as of the 
individual, subject, and gender relations (social masculinity and femininity). 
At any given point, any of these categorical forms can be modified, only in a 
quasi-adjectival sense. Yet the category itself and its corresponding social 
mode are never put up for substantial negotiation.96

Work is already per se a form of social being that is worthy of our criticism 
even before we start to think about issues of workplace hierarchy, exploita-
tion and ‘alienation’ in the immediate sense. What Kurz is saying is that 
the ‘critique of work’ must be taken literally as a critique of a historically 
specific and socially destructive real abstraction. Critical insights into the 
essentially negative character of the labour form have, for a long time, only 
been partial and often contradicted in the writing of a single author by a 
more limited, one-sidedly phenomenological, mode of critical discourse 
that constantly reasserts the social ontology of labour. One of my wishes 
for this book therefore is that it will, by counteracting this trend, contrib-
ute in some small way to the development of the forms of thought neces-
sary for effective social critique. The abolition of work, if it is to have a 
positive meaning at least, will not be a technological achievement but the 
result of actual human beings thinking critically and acting accordingly. 
Before we can do that, we need to understand what it is we are facing.

This lengthy exposition of the categorical critique of work as developed 
by the ‘critique of value’ might seem out of place in a book that is osten-
sibly devoted to the critical analysis of an aspect of French intellectual his-
tory. However, the perspective that I have put forward here is fundamental 
to my analytical approach and, due to the fact that it is little known in the 
English-speaking world, I felt it necessary to clarify for the reader a per-
spective with which they might not be familiar. In short, the critical theory 
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of work that I have described above provides a new critical perspective 
from which to analyse past critiques of work. Traditional Marxist, Anarchist 
and liberal conceptions of labour could, at best, see in these historical 
forms of anti-work discourse only a history of ongoing popular resistance 
to the capitalist exploitation of the working class. It is true that many of 
the critiques examined in this book adopt something of this perspective 
themselves. However, what makes these specific authors—and the French 
anti-work tradition in general—so interesting is precisely that they con-
tain, to a greater or lesser degree, elements of a ‘categorical’ critique of 
labour. We can therefore draw upon the critique of value in order to 
unpack and explain the complexities and ambiguities of these discourses, 
their historical and social context and their strengths and weaknesses. The 
fundamental distinction drawn by Kurz and others between a purely phe-
nomenological, and therefore ‘affirmative’, critique of work and a negative 
categorical critique is absolutely essential to the argument put forward in 
this book. What is ultimately presented is, I hope, more interesting, and 
useful, than a far-left utopian hagiography, while still being deeply sympa-
thetic to the shared radical goal of overcoming the crushing restraint that 
labour imposes upon human life.
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CHAPTER 2

Charles Fourier, Utopian Socialism 
and Attractive Labour

On 10 March 1969, at seven in the evening, a group of 20 Parisians, call-
ing themselves ‘the barricaders of the Rue Gay-Lussac’, erected a statue of 
Charles Fourier in Place de Clichy on an empty plinth.1 The plinth had 
lain bare since the Nazis had removed the original statue of Fourier during 
the Occupation. The replacement of the statue, a replica of the original 
first erected in 1899, was made of plaster but given a bronze effect and 
had not been sanctioned by any official institution. It was instead a politi-
cal statement that coincided with the start of a general strike. The police, 
who were almost immediately alerted, arrived soon after and placed a 
guard around the statue. A couple of days later, a team employed by the 
authorities, under the supervision of the police, dismantled it and left the 
plinth empty once more. For the next few decades it remained vacant, but 
not forgotten. In 2007, the Aéroporté collective, a radical group inspired 
by the Situationists, placed another unauthorised work of art on the plinth: 
an empty box made of glass that was meant to bring attention to the 
absence of the statue.2 City authorities, once again, chose to remove the 
piece. However, this time, they launched a competition to replace it. The 
winner was The Fourth Apple by Franck Scurti, a huge shinning metal 
apple, upon which the continents of the globe are etched, atop a multico-
loured glass box—representing Newton’s discovery of the light spec-
trum—encasing the original plinth. The apple refers to a moment in the 
life of Fourier when, having travelled from Rouen to Paris, he saw that an 
apple was worth a hundred times more in the capital than in the provinces. 
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He describes this as a eureka moment, the ‘fourth apple’—the first, the 
apple given by Eve to Adam, the second, from Paris to Venus, the third, 
that inspired Newton to theorise gravity—that began his critique of the 
‘fundamental disorder’ of industrial society.3

Fourier, who, as we can see, was not afraid of situating himself in the 
most exalted of company, is a cult figure for the left. In his own lifetime, 
he already had a devoted coterie of followers who did their utmost to 
spread his ideas. In the nineteenth century, his theories inspired experi-
mental communities in countries as far away as the United States.4 He was, 
moreover, compulsory reading for every generation of Anarchists and 
socialists, from Proudhon (who once met him) and Marx himself to Guy 
Debord and our present-day critics of capitalist society. Marx and Engels, 
in particular, had a great deal of admiration for Fourier.5 At the same time, 
they criticise Fourier and Utopian Socialism in general both for their 
impossible schemas and for failing to recognise the proletariat as the sub-
ject of history.6 However, Fourier’s popularity, at least as a point of curios-
ity, has stuck. The French avant-garde, in particular André Breton, above 
all celebrated his fantastical imagination: his fanciful images of copulating 
planets and seas of lemonade. Likewise, in the 1960s, his ideas about free 
love found a ready audience in the prevailing counterculture.7 The 
Situationists, Raoul Vaneigem most of all, were especially enthused by his 
notions of replacing an ‘alienated labour’ with a more playful ‘attractive’ 
one. Today, Fourier remains a recurring point of reference. His work finds 
echoes in radical ecology and in more recent debates about the future of 
labour in light of automation.8 Fourier is therefore an important source of 
inspiration for contemporary anti-work debates.

There are many reasons that Fourier should be seen as a foundational 
figure in the history of the French critique of work. He was one of the 
earliest critics of industrial capitalism and much of his focus is on changing 
the empirical situation of labour in modern society. Unlike many other 
‘utopian socialists’—such as, Robert Owen and Saint-Simon (about whom 
he had very little positive to say)9—Fourier could be considered a critic of 
the Protestant work ethic and the cult of labour in general. He explicitly 
criticises, for example, those philosophers who call on man to ‘love work’: 
‘You wish us to love labour that is unrewarding and repugnant, and you 
do not even give it to those who ask.’10 Furthermore, Fourier is not only 
concerned with ‘exploitation’. His critique rests upon the theory that 
work, at least in its current empirical state, is unnecessarily unpleasant and 
destructive. The unpleasantness of labour, for Fourier, is not an inherent 
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aspect of society but the result of a historically specific social order that can 
and should be changed. While he does not necessarily question the cate-
gory of ‘labour’ as such, labour qua labour, Fourier is clear that modern 
work is intrinsically at odds with human being and, more fundamentally, 
an affront to the very order of the universe (an idea that, as we shall see, 
carries with it the full weight of its metaphysical implications). As such, 
when, in his The Theory of Universal Unity (1822), Fourier tells us that 
‘[t]he refusal of work [is] the first right of man’,11 he does not simply mean 
that we have the right to withdraw our labour. He means that it is a matter 
of human dignity and even moral responsibility to refuse the modern 
industrial system in favour of something better.

Divine LegisLation

Perhaps the strangest, and least mentioned, aspect of Fourier is that his 
theory is in many respects fundamentally a theological one. Unlike the 
other authors examined in this book, all of whom were committed athe-
ists, Fourier believes strongly in the existence of God and, like many of the 
thinkers of the Enlightenment that inspired him, he assumes that there is 
a natural social order or human destiny that can be discerned through the 
scientific study of his creation. Fourier, as we saw above, often compares 
himself and his method to his hero Newton who, likewise, understood his 
own mathematical theorems as the reflection or revelation of divine laws. 
Fourier even frequently claims that his own theories and arguments are 
simply an extension of Newton’s own work.12 Where Newton had discov-
ered the laws of gravity that bound celestial objects together and provided 
calculation as proof, Fourier seeks to reveal and calculate, in similar math-
ematical fashion, the divine laws of ‘attraction’ that bind together human 
society. At the same time, it would be a mistake to think of Fourier as a 
religious thinker in the mode of an interpreter of religious doctrine. On 
the contrary, while he accepts God as a deistic principle, Fourier marshals 
his observations of these ‘laws’ against the dominant morality as inter-
preted through the world’s major religions. Where others see vice—lazi-
ness, corruption and infidelity—Fourier sees a society at odds with the 
innate, God-given, desires for creativity, pleasure and sexual self-fulfilment. 
Human desire is, for Fourier, a far better source of information as to the 
divine will than any moral philosophy or holy book. It is a perspective that 
he applies as equally to labour as to sex. If human beings are ‘lazy’, if they 
do not want to perform the labour on offer, it is not a problem with 
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human beings, but with the work itself, which, in its repugnant form, 
exists in contradiction to natural law.

Given that he was so religiously minded, and justified his critique of 
work on the basis of God’s ‘divine legislation’, Fourier does not shirk from 
addressing the supposed biblical origins of labour (which by this time in 
history had become implicitly synonymous with the empirical reality of 
‘abstract labour’):

Labour, Scripture tells us, is man’s punishment: Adam and his children were 
condemned to earn their bread by the sweat of their brow. Before this pun-
ishment, the primitive happiness of man was to have nothing to do, like 
Sunday for our own populace. It is therefore clearly recognised, even in 
religion, that civilised labour is a state of unhappiness for man […] Scripture, 
in telling us the truth about the unhappiness that is currently attached to 
work, never said that this punishment should not end one day, nor that man 
could never return to the happiness that he primitively enjoyed.13

Labour, as such, may be a punishment of some kind from God, but it was 
never the plan that it should be an eternal punishment for humanity. 
Fourier suggests that to claim otherwise, to say that God intended labour 
to be an eternal form of punishment, encourages atheism and, in the 
hands of moral philosophers, even something far worse than atheism; it 
suggests that the creator is ill intentioned.14 Throughout his work Fourier 
therefore casts himself, quite explicitly, in the role of God’s prophet. He 
has come to proclaim an end to labour as punishment and to bring the 
good news that a paradise on earth is at hand.

Fourier, however, does not approach the critique of work primarily from a 
categorical perspective. He clearly understands labour largely in the positivistic 
sense of a transhistorical social category. Nevertheless, he is concerned with 
the way in which labour, or the organisation of labour, has changed empiri-
cally over the course of human history. He does not see in modern industry 
any kind of ‘natural’ state of affairs or evolution. Although he pertains to a 
religious telos that would result in a material heaven on earth, Fourier does not 
conceive of human history as one of positive progression (despite the occa-
sional whiff of excitement about certain technological developments). At the 
same time, the historical periodisation of human society that he does adopt 
complicates how we should understand the object of his critique. Fourier, 
unlike Marx, does not clearly identify ‘capitalism’—nor ‘bourgeois society’ or 
even ‘modernity’—as a distinct historical form of society. Rather, and to give 
a somewhat foreshortened version, he divides human history and pre-history 
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into the states of Eden, Savagery, Barbarism and Civilisation. What we would 
call capitalism falls into the latter category. However, ‘civilisation’ would also 
include the so- called high cultures such as Ancient Greece, Rome and 
Byzantium. The tendency simply to group capitalism into the category of 
‘civilisation’—in contrast to ‘non-civilised’ societies (a division that perhaps 
arises out of value-dissociation logic projected onto the past)—was a common 
one in the nineteenth century, stressing continuity with the past rather than 
rupture. Fourier was, of course, aware that there are empirical differences 
between the way in which ‘production’ is organised between, for example, 
Ancient Greece and Modern France. Moreover, where he does criticise ‘civili-
sation’, it is clear that his main target is the mode of life and thought that 
dominates in what we would call the modern period. Nevertheless, in focus-
ing on ‘civilisation’, rather than capitalism, he departs somewhat from discuss-
ing the historical specificity of labour.

Fourier constantly uses the state of ‘Eden’, of biblical fame, and 
‘Savagery’, meaning the hunter-gatherer societies encountered by 
European colonisers, as a point of comparison against which to contrast 
and satirise contemporary society. Edenic peoples, at the dawn of time, 
lived in a state of ‘primitive series’, that is, forms of pleasurable free asso-
ciation that organise society around innate individual desire (albeit not 
perfected). Fourier states that the collapse of the original ‘series’, or social 
organisation, came about, in typical Malthusian logic, from overpopula-
tion and the emergence of dangerous animals. Hunter-gatherer societ-
ies—he uses the colonialist terminology of ‘wild men’ or ‘savages’—are, 
for Fourier, the closest living examples of an ideal society because they are 
‘closest to nature’ and therefore the divine will.15 Moreover, unlike Marx, 
Fourier believes that hunter-gatherer societies are founded upon the 
assumption of abundance and pleasure, rather than scarcity and mere sur-
vival. Yet Fourier, because he relies upon a civilisation versus non- 
civilisation dichotomy, the subject and its other, does fall into the ‘noble 
savage’ trope wherein he constructs an idealised and uncorrupted nature 
and human other, without any attempt to grasp the complexity of the 
societies in question (his ‘savages’ are, generally speaking, empty, abstract 
and cultureless). The picture of these hunter-gatherers is not that of con-
crete human beings in all their complexity—as, for example, in the best of 
modern anthropology—but rather a projection onto colonised peoples of 
an ideal mode of existence that he finds lacking in modern society and its 
subjects. As such, his statements about ‘savages’ obviously tell us much 
more about Fourier, and the prejudices of his time, than they do about the 
peoples in question.
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Nevertheless, these comparisons do provide clues as to what exactly it 
is Fourier finds objectionable about modern life. Specifically, Fourier states 
that the ‘savage’ enjoys a ‘right to work’ that is denied to ‘civilised’ man.16 
Although couched in the language of political economy, what Fourier has 
in mind here is the fact that in hunter-gatherer societies, a person’s subsis-
tence is not at the mercy of the vagaries of the labour market. Hunter- 
gatherers are able to provide for themselves through direct access, 
unmediated by private property, to natural resources: through hunting, 
fishing, gathering, herding and so on. Human beings, who do not need to 
worry about where the next meal is coming from, can live a more ‘care-
free’ existence:

[The savage] has […] the full flight of passions of the soul; he is, above all, 
carefree, a state very much unknown to civilised man. He is, it is true, 
obliged to hunt and fish for his subsistence, but this labour, which is attrac-
tive to him, does not detract from his active corporeal freedom. Enjoyable 
work is not a form of servitude, as the plough would be. For the savage, 
hunting is a form of amusement […].17

Here Fourier makes a point that will, as we shall see, be central to his con-
cept of ‘attractive labour’. Not all forms of activity that provide human 
beings with sustenance and shelter can be characterised as inherently 
repugnant or painful. On the contrary, as in the case of hunting or fishing, 
there is not necessarily any distinction that can be made, at least in these 
societies, between that which one does purely for fun, play, and that which 
one does out of necessity, work. Furthermore, although it is questionable 
to characterise hunter-gatherer life as ‘carefree’ (like all human communi-
ties these societies have to deal with natural disaster and human conflict), 
it is true that there is no socially imposed scarcity of ‘work’, that is, one is 
not prevented, by the absence of a ‘job’, from directly providing for one-
self and one’s community.

Fourier also asserts that if one were to give the empirical human beings 
in question, the ‘savage’ or the modern wage worker, a choice between 
these two models of social being, it is clear which one they would choose 
every time: ‘Ask an unhappy worker with no job and no bread, under pres-
sure from creditor and debt collector, if he would not prefer enjoying the 
right to hunt and to fish, to have, like the savage, trees and a flock? He 
would certainly opt for the role of the savage.’18 Despite the obviously 
idealised alternative, it is a conclusion that has some basis in reality.19 The 
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fact that ‘savages’ reject the imposition of wage labour is, given that they 
are supposedly closer to nature, further proof that modern wage labour is 
against divine law: ‘Civilised or fragmentary industry is not natural to man 
as savages or men of nature obstinately reject it.’20 Fourier is, moreover, 
fond of repeating the claim that ‘savages’ will insult one another with the 
phrase ‘May you be reduced to labouring in a field.’21 Fourier, however, 
who clearly is not concerned with the social and cultural achievements of 
these peoples, is not interested in them beyond their utility as a point of 
contrast. The purpose of the figure of the ‘savage’ in Fourier is to call into 
question the claims to universality of the modern organisation of produc-
tion. What he believes is that, at the very least, society should be able to 
provide each individual with the ‘rights’—freedom of expression, a means 
of subsistence, and pleasurable activity—enjoyed by these ‘non-civilised’ 
peoples. At the same time, his mode of making these arguments rests in 
part upon a racist stereotype of non-European societies as both ‘uncor-
rupted’ by ‘civilisation’ (implicitly inferior in terms of culture and com-
plexity) and, as we will see below, ripe for further colonisation.

Repugnant LabouR

The central motif of the critique of work found in Fourier is that labour in 
‘civilised’ society is a fundamentally oppressive and repugnant activity. In 
particular, Fourier rejects the notion that labour, as it currently stands, can 
meaningfully be said to be ‘free’.22 First of all, wage labour, in his own 
time as in ours, always exists alongside a whole range of explicitly ‘unfree’ 
forms of labour: including slave, workhouse, galley and prison labour.23 
Indeed, Fourier notes that those nations that are the most ‘loquacious 
philanthropists’ and who vaunt most loudly the principles of liberty—the 
English, the Dutch and the French—also tend to be the ‘most atrocious 
towards their slaves’.24 Secondly, Fourier points out that, even in the case 
of ‘free’ wage labour, there are a vast array of socially produced forms of 
coercion that seem to be required to make people work. Labour, that is, 
does not only function through engaging the individual in the national 
quest for prosperity:

A Russian, an Algerian, labour out of fear of the whip or a beating; an 
Englishman, or a Frenchman, out of fear of the starvation that torments 
their poor household; the Greeks and Romans, whose freedom is often 
vaunted, laboured in slavery and fear of torture, as today our blacks do in 
the colonies.25
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Fourier paints a picture of workers that are recalcitrant before the forms of 
labour on offer and that will only submit to labour under the most severe 
threats. Beneath all of the discourse about the freedom of labour in mod-
ern society, therefore, there still remains underneath all of it the threat of 
the ‘gibbet’.26 ‘Truth and evidence’, Fourier writes, ‘tell us that industrial 
man is not free because he works only out of fear of starvation and the 
gallows, and that he rises up the moment authority appears to be weak.’27 
Thirdly, Fourier takes aim at the empirical conditions of the large manu-
factories found in central Europe where workers are harshly disciplined 
and children are sorely mistreated.28 He calls these circumstances a kind of 
‘half-slavery’ that is, in a certain sense, arguably worse than slavery itself 
due to the risk of starvation.29 Fourier notes, for example, that it is not 
uncommon in Poland for freed serfs, faced with the vagaries of the market, 
to sell themselves back into servitude.30

Despite the claims of liberalism, therefore, Fourier is not convinced 
that mankind has been liberated in the form of the wage. For Fourier, who 
was by no means a revolutionary in the political sense, this state of affairs 
is an extremely dangerous one from the point of view of human peace and 
prosperity:

We are nothing more than a society of slaves of whom some few know how 
to escape labour and come together to maintain themselves in idleness. 
These latter are hated by the masses, who, like them, tend to free themselves 
from labour. From thence are born the fermentations of revolutionaries, 
agitators who promise to make the people happy, rich and lazy, and who, 
once they have reached this role by some upheaval, pressure the multitude 
and subjugate it further, in order to maintain themselves in the role of lay-
abouts or managers of industrial men, which is the same as laziness.31

It is quite striking how, while they do at the same time point to some of 
his pro-work tendencies in their critique of the idleness of the ruling class, 
these same words could have come from the mouth of a left-communist 
critic of the Soviet Union. Nevertheless, it was already a historical ten-
dency that Fourier had clearly observed in the French Revolution and in 
the hypocritical discourses of ‘liberty, equality and fraternity’ that Jacobins 
promoted while condemning the French labourer to longer hours at the 
workshop and abolishing his holy days. His conclusion is that ‘wage labour 
[is] a wage of misfortune, of persecution, of despair’.32
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Fourier, equally, rejects the notion that the new industrial society inevita-
bly brings about an increase in social wealth. He notes, for example, that 
poverty and unemployment remain problems in the most industrialised 
regions of the world—specifically in England and the most developed parts 
of France—and can even be worse than in non-developed countries: ‘We 
observe that industrial regions are just as, and even more so, chock full of 
beggars as countries where this degree of progress is unknown.’33 There is no 
‘guarantee’ that the ‘growth of wealth’ that industrial labour creates serves 
the producers themselves.34 On the contrary, while the Industrial Revolution 
has undoubtedly developed the technical aspects of production, it cannot 
seem to put them to good use: ‘Today we see the work that poverty imposes. 
It brings sweat to the brow. It leaves the creature isolated, without consola-
tion, without any increase in happiness, without hope. It degrades and kills 
the creature.’35 ‘Industrialism’, as such, is, Fourier says, a ‘scientific chimera’ 
that amounts to ‘the art of turning gold into leather’.36 Modern labour rela-
tions, then, produce immense poverty as well as the misery of the work itself. 
Indeed, the fact that the majority of producers have no real economic interest 
in the production process and the ‘growth of wealth’ is one of the central 
criticisms, of a more political- economic bent, that Fourier makes in his writ-
ing. He argues it discourages productivity (an aspect we will return to later). 
The repugnant nature of the work means that the rich have to place workers 
under constant surveillance to ensure that they do not slack-off and steal 
from them.37 The critique of poverty in Fourier, however, is not tied, as it 
would later be in traditional Marxism, to a critique of private property rela-
tions or class (nor, much later, to a fetishistic valorisation of value—Fourier 
does not criticise capital or property), but rather, through drawing explicitly 
on Malthus, Fourier, when he is not blaming the tricks of merchants and 
bankers, identifies its causes with the gap between the available material 
product and the size of the population.38

Fourier discerns further evidence that modern labour is against ‘divine 
legislation’ in the behaviour of contemporary Europeans. He focuses, in 
particular, on the fact that wage labourers will choose to shirk the work on 
offer whenever possible. The empirical fact of laziness and the work shy is 
proof that something is deeply wrong, not with the people in question, 
but with the way in which labour is organised:

We see wage labourers and the whole popular class more and more inclined 
to idleness. We see them in the towns adding unemployment on Monday to 
unemployment on Sunday. They work without ardour, slowly and with 
disgust.39
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The people, in civilisation, [le peuple civilisé] aspire only to inertia […] Why 
is this labour, which we are told is our destiny, only torture for the civilised 
and barbarian wage labourers and slaves, who seek only to rise up against the 
exercise of industry, and abandon it from the moment that they are no lon-
ger constrained by the fear of punishment?40

Fourier evidently considers it unreasonable to expect human beings to 
engage in any activity that appears to be so against natural inclination and 
that will only be assented to under duress. The sight of the wilfully unem-
ployed is a negative one for Fourier both because it speaks to the lack of 
pleasure in the contemporary human condition and, as we will see, it rep-
resents a vast amount of wasted productive capacity (individual and collec-
tive ‘inertia’ is evidently not an option).

Fourier identifies a number of concrete reasons for the laziness or revolt 
against work that he observes in modern society. His main focus, which 
speaks to the increasing industrialisation of labour in early-nineteenth- 
century France, is on the ‘repetitive’ character of most jobs. Modern wage 
workers engage in the same type of work all day, every day, for the whole 
working week. For labour to be attractive, however, according to Fourier, 
it requires ‘frequent variation’.41 Nevertheless, writes Fourier, ‘the people, 
in civilisation, [le peuple civilisé] enjoy only a variety [alternante] of suffer-
ing and privation, the only variety they experience is worry [ennui] on top 
of worry. They leave an exhausting, repugnant, workshop to come home 
to a starving family in rags devoured by vermin.’42 The problem, to put it 
in simpler terms, is that modern wage labour is fundamentally boring: 
‘Our sages say, “We must love work”. Uh! How? What is there to love in 
civilisation for the nine out of ten beings for whom it produces only bore-
dom [ennui] without benefit?’43 Fourier, it should be clear, does not see 
labour, understood in the positivistic sense as material production, as nec-
essarily unpleasant. Rather, it is the way in which it is organised that is the 
problem. Moreover, Fourier believes that it is hypocritical for philosophers 
and the rich to promote the cult of labour, as something to be loved, when 
they themselves do absolutely everything in their power to avoid doing it: 
‘The rich, who only participate in that part which is profitable and conve-
nient, […] generally consider [labour] to be repugnant. How is the poor 
man to be made to love [labour] when we are ignorant of how to make 
the rich love it […]?’44 This is, for Fourier, the fundamental question that 
faces modern society and the problem that his philosophy seeks to address: 
‘Up to now politics and morality have failed in their project to make work 
likeable.’45 Fourier believes he has succeeded where others have failed.
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attRactive LabouR

Fourier is clearly not afraid of making direct attacks on modern industrial 
labour. However, by far the major part of his critique takes the form of a 
highly detailed schema for a new type of ideal society that he calls 
‘Harmony’. This positive image of a utopian society is the main conduit 
through which Fourier casts a critical light upon ‘civilisation’. Nevertheless, 
Fourier does not imagine Harmony so much as a product of his own 
mind. Rather, it is a schema that is already immanent to the universe. It is 
the revelation of a ‘divine legislation’—analogous to the law of gravity—
that can be deduced through the observation of Creation. Where Newton 
observed, and came to understand, the movement of the planets, Fourier 
observes human behaviour in order to deduce the desires or drives that 
God has imparted to each individual in society. The distribution and sum 
total of these drives, for Fourier, is the key to understanding the creation 
of a harmonious, divinely ordained, human community. As we saw above, 
Fourier believes that moral principles can be drawn from these observa-
tions. If promiscuity and laziness are widespread, it must be concluded 
that marriage and labour—at least as they are currently practised and 
applied in ‘civilisation’—are against the views of God. Such general obser-
vations are, however, only the very tip of the iceberg. Throughout his 
work, Fourier develops extensive, detailed and frankly bizarre calculations 
based on his observations of humanity. God has endowed the subjects that 
make up society with the exact variation—across the group and in the 
individual—of desire necessary for everyone to find a functional and plea-
surable role in the world. He asserts, for example, that only one in eight 
women actually enjoys looking after children and that, with the right social 
division of labour, this is the perfect fraction necessary for the fulfilment of 
the task. Fourier even asserts that the divine plan is so detailed that there 
are people who would spontaneously prefer cultivating green apples 
instead of yellow ones and vice versa.46 These distributions and variations 
of desire attached to particular objects form the basis of his theory of 
 ‘passionate attraction’, a social bond based purely on pleasure, that forms 
a ‘chain of flowers that unites the universe’.47

The centrality that Fourier gives to unconscious human drives in his 
theory of society has led many commentators to note similarities with 
Freudian psychology. Fourier has less in common with Freud himself, 
however, than he does with Wilhelm Reich and other so-called Left 
Freudians.48 Freud holds that civilisation and its moral strictures (such as 
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the incest taboo) are necessary constraints on destructive human drives 
that, through a process of sublimation, allow human beings to develop 
into maturity. Reich, in contrast, identifies these constraints as the primary 
cause of human unhappiness. Human beings need to push back against all 
socially imposed barriers in order to arrive at a maturity based on the 
unmediated expression of desire. Fourier expresses very similar sentiments 
in his work, for example: ‘The goal is to reach a spontaneous mechanism 
of the passions, without repressing any of them.’49 In the 1960s, these 
ideas obviously found a ready audience among non-conformist youths and 
artists for whom such taboos were associated with bourgeois social domi-
nation. We might ask, however, to what extent these arguments rest upon, 
and perhaps contribute to, an uncritical conception of the ‘subject’. A 
traditional argument of liberalism, from Mandeville onwards, has always 
been that taking the lid off ‘private vices’ will lead to ‘public virtue’.50 
Roland Barthes suggests, for example, that Fourier, in his call for a realisa-
tion of every desire, could be read as a cognate to the philosophy of de 
Sade.51 Likewise, we could, following Anselm Jappe, suggest that a subject 
that recognises no barriers would be narcissistic to the extent that the 
exterior world is reduced to an object in which desires are realised without 
restraint and mutual reciprocity. Such criticisms, of course, are not meant 
as a reactionary defence of Protestant morality; it is only to point out that 
the problem is not as simple as the removal of all constraints in an abstract 
way, regardless of content, from an already ‘good’, pre-existing, ‘subject’ 
that subsists beneath the corruption of civilisation. Fourier uses a God-of- 
the-gaps explanation—Harmony is a perfect, clockwork system—to 
resolve the conflict between subjects and between subject and object. 
Nevertheless, it does have the ironic benefit of implying, in the face of the 
Protestant work ethic, that labour, as it currently stands, is irreligious, 
even blasphemous.

Fourier places the principle of ‘attraction’ at the heart of his reconcep-
tualisation of society. It plays a similar role in his oeuvre to gravity in the 
theory of Newton (even to the point of ruling the relationship between 
celestial objects). Attraction is the lynchpin of the transformation of the 
‘fragmented’ and ‘false’ labour of civilisation into the ‘attractive labour’ of 
Harmony. The key feature of ‘attractive labour’ is, as one would expect, 
that each individual citizen is motivated to perform it almost exclusively 
for the pleasure that it accords them. That pleasure requires a complete 
transformation of every sphere of social life, from agriculture and manu-
facture to politics and the arts. Moreover, in contrast to many utopian 
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theories, it does not assume the creation of a ‘new man’ or new subject; 
rather, it claims to be based upon a realistic picture of mankind as it already 
is, transforming his vices into the greatest civic virtues.

First, Fourier seeks to address the repetitive nature of labour in ‘civilisa-
tion’. Any activity, he argues, whatever it may be, will become unattractive 
if one is forced to engage in it too often or for too long a duration. Fourier 
argues therefore that it is essential that any activity—be it work or recre-
ation—never be undertaken for longer than two hours. The everyday life 
of a Harmonian—a citizen of Harmony—is to be a kaleidoscopic succes-
sion of endless variation in pleasurable activity with no clear distinction 
between work and play:

In industry, as in pleasure, variety is evidently the wish of nature. All enjoy-
able activity [jouissance] that lasts longer than two hours without interrup-
tion leads to excess, fullness, dulls the organs and wears pleasure out. […] 
Functions must be varied from day to day, week to week, month to month, 
season to season, year to year, successively exercising each part of the body 
and the mind. This is the opposite of the current regime where one sees a 
worker do only the same thing from morning to night, all year round and all 
his life; a regime that we could call a veritable industrial hell in comparison 
to the continuous charm of the passionate series.52

Here we see how Fourier uses the image of Harmony to shine a critical 
light on contemporary society. Capitalism, or ‘civilisation’, commits the 
individual to an overly specialised role that necessarily excludes the plea-
sure that comes from variation and the full exercise of the faculties.53 Over- 
specialisation, especially as it is imposed rather than chosen, is an insult to 
nature—it does not engage the whole concrete individual in all its parts—
and, as such, is even an affront to the Creator. ‘Attractive labour’, as such, 
has a quasi-devotional quality. Moreover, variation and the pleasure it pro-
vides serves a sanitary function. Fourier argues that a society founded 
upon his theories would see a dramatic increase in life expectancy—well 
into the mid-hundreds—as the different diseases associated with a life of 
drudgery and unattractive work would disappear.54 Fourier is clear that his 
system would essentially eliminate workplace accidents and, what we 
would call, stress: ‘Attractive labour causes no physical difficulty, nor men-
tal pain, it is for industrial man an amusement, a free exercise of his facul-
ties.’55 ‘Work’, as such, ceases to exist in separation from ‘play’. The whole 
of social life becomes a kind of playground in which the individual engages 
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in a variety of activities that are both necessary to material production and 
enjoyable. Harmonians are, thanks to this system, able to fully flourish as 
individuals, both in the mind—something currently denied to the poor 
and overworked—and in the body—denied to the idle rich.56

Secondly, Fourier departs from a vision of labour as an isolated, indi-
vidual, activity, in favour of collective, pleasurable, endeavour. All social 
activity in Harmony is organised through a near-infinite, constantly chang-
ing, matrix of ‘passionate series’, or groups, made up of freely associated 
individuals that share a passion for a particular form of activity. There 
would, for example, be different passionate series for the cultivation of 
cherries, the fashioning of tools, the construction of fine sculpture, the 
organisation of musical performances. Anything, in short, that one could 
imagine: ‘It is nothing other than the art of refining, varying, intriguing 
pleasures, and then agricultural and manufacturing jobs, which, in this 
new order, are metamorphosed into pleasures.’57 Individuals would flit, 
from hour to hour, year to year, from one series to another. Unlike in 
‘civilisation’, where the distribution of social roles is filtered through age, 
race, gender and class, in Harmony, ‘every man, woman and child fully 
enjoys the right to take part at any time in whatever branch of labour that 
they so choose’.58 Moreover, these series are not imagined to be made up 
of isolated, competing, individuals, whose only interest is in the task at 
hand, but rather a ‘company of friends spontaneously brought together’.59 
Friendship, the fact that one will be spending one’s time with people one 
likes, forms a core part of the ‘attractiveness’ of the labour in question. 
Competition exists, but it is not the competition of the market. Rather, it 
is a matter of friendly rivalry between friends, between series, over who can 
make the best quality product and achieve the most attractive organisation 
of labour.60 As we noted earlier, Fourier argues that these ‘passionate 
series’ are made possible thanks to the endless variations of desire that are 
innately present in each individual that makes up society. God, in his infi-
nite wisdom, endows each person with the exact degree and variation of 
natural impulses necessary for the creation of a harmonious social matrix. 
Fourier, as such, rejects Jacobin notions of ‘equality’. Harmony is made 
possible only through the rich and varied distribution of human personal-
ity and talent in different fields. If mankind were simply a uniform, empty 
vessel, the passionate series would not be possible. It is the combination of 
concrete particularities and not abstract equality before the market that 
makes ‘attractive labour’ possible.
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Thirdly, Fourier bases the organisation of ‘attractive labour’ within 
these ‘passionate series’ on a rationalisation of the labour process. Fourier 
frequently insists that rationalisation would make it possible for a single 
person to work for only one hour on a task that would otherwise take 50. 
His reasoning is that if everyone has the opportunity to take part in a vari-
ety of activities, then work can be divided up between everyone. Instead 
of one man working on a single task for 50 hours, 50 people will work on 
that same task and complete it in 1  hour.61 Likewise, in contemporary 
society, a housewife may be expected to cook a whole meal and perform 
each individual part of the process from beginning to end. Instead, Fourier 
argues, meal preparation could be a collective endeavour where each task 
is shared out between a large number of people only engaging in that 
aspect that they enjoy.62 There are a number of obvious objections that can 
be made to these ideas. Fourier does not consider, for example, that there 
are plenty of tasks that require sustained attention and that cannot be 
divided up abstractly on the basis of a strict division of time. Equally, there 
is a pleasure in seeing through some tasks from start to finish. Perhaps, 
however, he would not be so prescriptive in such cases (it is mainly the 
producers themselves in his system who decide how to organise the condi-
tions of production). Our main observation is that these ideas obviously 
enter into a capitalist logic of ‘time saving’. At the same time, here the 
rationalisation of labour does not, as in Taylorism pure and simple, occur 
in order to drive down costs, but rather, in a more salutary fashion, to 
make work lighter and more enjoyable. It is quite the opposite, at least in 
its own visionary terms, from the ‘dark satanic mills’ of industrial England.

Fourthly, the world of ‘attractive labour’ would be organised through a 
new type of human community that Fourier terms a ‘phalanstery’. Each 
phalanstery would be comprised of around a hundred families. These fam-
ilies would live and work within and around a luxurious, collective palace, 
with spaces for every social function, and variations in accommodation 
according to wealth (though thoroughly opulent throughout). These 
phalansteries would cover the entire globe, ideally under the aegis of a 
single monarchical government, in order to ensure universal peace, with 
its capital in Constantinople. Local and more extended production and 
other social necessities would be organised through stock exchanges where 
representatives of different phalansteries and passionate series invest capi-
tal and organise work projects.63 As contemporary workshops are ‘so dis-
orderly, so disgusting, as to inspire horror for industry’, the phalansteries 
would be provided with beautifully constructed and well-furnished luxury 
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workshops.64 As such, the architectural surroundings, the material condi-
tions, of production are, for Fourier, just as important as brevity, ease and 
variation; everything in Harmony must conspire to make the labour as 
attractive as possible in order to bring people to it spontaneously and with 
the greatest joy, as though society were organising production as one great 
party.65 Crucially, and without abolishing ‘value’ and therefore criticising 
‘abstract labour’, Fourier states that, instead of a wage, each man, woman 
and child would be compensated for their labour, capital and talent in the 
form of a dividend for their involvement in whatever productive endeav-
our they have taken part or invested in.66

Fifthly, and finally, Fourier asserts that ‘attractive labour’ is not possible 
unless it is freely chosen. Wage labourers do not have a choice. They are 
forced, due to the existence of the market, to work in order to survive. 
The Harmonian, however, is completely free of these pressures as he or 
she is endowed with an inalienable ‘right to work’. Fourier does not mean 
a ‘right to work’ in the legislative sense—that is, a right to a salaried job—
rather he is referring to the basic rights enjoyed by the ‘savage’ referred to 
above: direct access to the means of providing for one’s own food, cloth-
ing and shelter. Moreover, each individual in society is provided with a 
‘minimum’ that allows people to purchase the basic necessities. It is only 
on the basis of these rights that freedom from ‘repugnant labour’ is pos-
sible: ‘The minimum […] is the only way to liberty, the sine qua non 
condition.’67 Effectively, in the philosophy of Fourier, these rights serve as 
the ‘compensation’ that society must provide for removing the human 
from his ‘natural’, ‘Edenic’, state:

We will only have the equivalent of the [natural rights of man] in a social 
order where the poor man can say to his compatriots, to the phalanstery 
where he was born: ‘I was born upon this earth. I demand access to all of 
the labours that are undertaken upon it and the guarantee of enjoying the 
fruits of my labour. I demand the instruments necessary for the exercise of 
this labour be given to me, and subsistence as compensation for the right of 
theft that simple nature gave me.’ Every Harmonian, however ruined he 
may be, will always have the right to this way of speaking in his home coun-
try and his request will find a warm welcome there.68

Fourier is clear that there is no condition, save the worst crimes, under 
which any person can be ruined or meaningfully deprived of basic access 
to what they need to flourish and to take part fully in society. There is 
no shame in unemployment and poverty—they are even impossible—as 
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production and reproduction are integrated aspects of life and serve 
 concrete functions. The individual is completely free to choose to work or 
to not work. Fourier is certain, however, that people will choose to work 
because it has become a pleasurable activity that, like hunting for the 
hunter- gatherer, is not dissociated from recreation. These ideas obviously 
find echoes in contemporary calls for a basic income which it is, likewise, 
imagined would allow people to engage in creative pursuits, take more 
risks as entrepreneurs and only engage in those jobs that they find fulfill-
ing. Like Fourier, however, these proposals do not address the more fun-
damental problem of abstract labour, seeing only the empirical problem of 
the labour market. Moreover, even here, in the concept of freedom from 
such constraints, Fourier cannot help but couch his ideas within the labour 
abstraction, as a ‘right to work’.

While many of Fourier’s concrete proposals are undoubtedly absurd, 
there is no doubt that one of his great achievements is to have intuited, in 
however outlandish a fashion, the fact that the division between work and 
play, or productive activity and recreation, is one of the more oppressive 
features of capitalist society. Arguably, the central point of the theory of 
‘attractive labour’ is that work takes on the empirical characteristics of 
play: creativity, pleasure, enjoyment. The very meaning of ‘recreation’ 
itself is turned on its head. It is attractive industry that people look for-
ward to and not leisure time. Leisure, as far as it is distinguished from 
work, is rather a matter of physical recuperation: ‘In such an order, the 
charm is such that, thanks to its sheer intensity, there is need of some 
respite, some moments of calm, such as the library. […] The civilised order 
establishes recreation in order to unwind from a labour that is hateful; the 
societal order [Harmony] organises only a moderation of pleasure.’69 
Nevertheless, the fact that Fourier seeks to overcome the distinction 
between work and play does not mean that he fully criticises the category 
of labour. The identification of labour with pain confuses the pre-modern 
and modern meanings of the term. Work, in capitalism, is much more than 
simple toil that can be contrasted with leisure. Such an approach does not 
touch upon the place of labour within the valorisation of value. It remains 
uncritically attached to the assumption that labour as such exists to pro-
vide humanity with concrete wealth. Fourier, although he seeks to over-
come the work-leisure schema by identifying labour with pleasure, is no 
exception to the rule and, as we will now see, his critique of labour also 
reaffirms the productivist logic of valorisation.
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pRoDuctivity, capitaL anD cLass

The minimum, Fourier argues, is made possible primarily by what he con-
siders to be one of the main and universally attractive advantages of ‘attrac-
tive labour’: an immense overall increase in human productivity.70 Fourier, 
throughout his work, provides readers with present-day comparisons 
between the poor quality of ‘fragmentary’ labour and the ‘prodigious’ 
character of ‘attractive labour’. One example that Fourier refers to on sev-
eral occasions occurred in Liège when around 80 workers in Beaujonc 
were trapped underground by water. A team of miners worked day and 
night to free their comrades and refused any monetary compensation. 
Fourier notes that people said that what these miners achieved in just 
4 days was ‘unbelievable’ and would have taken them 20 days if they had 
worked as they normally do for a wage.71 It is on the basis of such observa-
tions that Fourier claims ‘attractive labour’ would greatly increase the 
material wealth of society: ‘It is certain that the societal regime will gain 
through doing nothing, or by doing very little, ten times more than 
civilised man gains through forced labour.’72 Fourier is hardly consistent in 
his claims about the size of these increases in productivity, claiming every-
thing from two- to ten-, or more, fold growth. He insists, nonetheless, 
that if a labour is attractive, the producer will produce a far greater amount 
and create a better-quality product in less time.

It is here that we start to see the side of Fourier that clearly enters into 
an affirmative understanding of labour as such as the production of con-
crete wealth and of a universal need of ‘time saving’. God, Fourier states 
on several occasions, is the ‘supreme economiser’.73 He has endowed 
human beings with the capacity for attractive labour in order to reduce the 
amount of energy expended in production. There are many forms of ‘time 
saving’ that could be realised through a more rational organisation of pro-
duction, transport and exchange, and the reduction of waste. Harmonians 
are so devoted to production that they barely have any time to wash and 
dress, let alone sleep (though Fourier assures us this is as a result of ‘plea-
sure’ rather than coercion):

Ten minutes suffice. Harmonians perform their toilette as swiftly as they do 
everything else. The suits are brilliant, varied, but comfortable and easy to 
put on. There is not a moment to lose. Every minute counts, not out of duty 
or discipline, but because people have a chain of pleasures to follow during 
the day and they do not want to miss any of them. As a result, Harmonians, 
men, women, and children, are prodigiously active.74
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As these fantasies make clear, Fourier desires, in many respects, exactly 
what political economists desire, a more rational and productive organisa-
tion of society, such that the human being is reduced to a kind of frenetic 
combustion engine, hardly, for one moment, unattached from labour and 
its exigencies. Indeed, in a telling passage, Fourier states that ‘the distinc-
tion between producers and consumers that exists in the civilised world 
will finish. In Harmony, there will only be producers’.75 There will, as 
such, be no unproductive moments in Harmony. Even leisure continues 
to function, as in present-day capitalism, as a means of realising greater 
‘productivity’.

Fourier also has in mind the idea that there will not be a separate 
‘unproductive’ class, the idle rich, as these too will wish to take part in the 
labours of society. As we saw above, Fourier believes that only when the 
rich love work will the dream of ‘attractive labour’ have been realised. He 
imagines, for example, a young Louis XVI choosing to become a worker 
and patron, with his great fortune, of the Trianon ironworks, for which he 
has a fascination, even buying his favourite passionate series special uni-
forms.76 The bringing of the rich, and the aristocracy, to labour is an 
important moment also because it will, Fourier argues, create lines of 
friendship between the rich and poor, the plebeian and the aristocrat. The 
example of Louis XVI is telling as Fourier clearly feels that, had society had 
his own plan in place at the time, the huge debts and class resentment that 
led to the horrors of the French Revolution, including the execution of 
King Louis, would not have occurred. Despite his dismissal of discourses 
of equality (rich and poor continue to exist), Fourier clearly imagines 
Harmony as a certain kind of ‘Republic of Labour’ to which the ruling 
class are expected to pertain, albeit spontaneously and with joy, as much as 
the lowest member of society (a condition familiar, to present-day rulers 
who, likewise, are now expected to work, though not out of ‘attraction’). 
The poor, in turn, will become as ‘polite’ or well-mannered as today’s 
aristocracy, making them more attractive companions to the rich.77

Fourier argues that these increases in productivity—and not, as in most 
socialist thought, wealth redistribution from rich to poor—will solve the 
problem of poverty. Everyone will experience a dramatic increase in mate-
rial wealth even though wealth inequalities will continue to exist. The 
poor will eat food and drink wine as fine as that of present-day kings (every 
phalanstery, moreover, is blessed with a wine-tasting committee to ensure 
only the best quality vintages are available), while kings will enjoy gastro-
nomical pleasures that far exceed those currently on offer to them.78 
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Indeed, although he imagines Harmony as a kind of Republic of Labour, 
Fourier equally imagines it as a Republic of Capital, with everyone in soci-
ety, from the poorest to the richest, able to invest in the many schemes of 
industrial development that the phalansteries would engage in. Fourier 
constantly insists that present-day capitalists and the rich would make 
more money and material wealth from his system of ‘passionate attraction’ 
than they currently do under the liberal economic systems of contempo-
rary civilisation. He even goes so far as to say that it would be reasonable 
to expect a 50 or 60 per cent rate of return on investments.79 There is, as 
such, no criticism in the work of Fourier of the category of value, and 
therefore of abstract labour, which renders null and void all of his many 
proposals for the concrete transformation of our metabolism with nature, 
as none of these are possible while the ‘automatic subject’, or the dictator-
ship of the economy, continues to shape the whole of social life. Fourier 
only speaks of value in terms of ‘REAL value’, the ‘tripling of real income’, 
that is, not of monetary value, but a kind of deflation, where money can 
simply purchase more than it did previously.80 Although Fourier thinks 
primarily in terms of ‘concrete’ wealth, he cannot detach any conception 
of production from the valorisation of value and does not criticise the 
absurdly tautological character of (abstract) labour. Everyone gets to make 
a fortune in Harmony through capital investment (another concept that 
has, in our own time, become mainstream government policy).81 Fourier 
therefore feels his system is superior in large part because it will provide 
greater productivity. The main difference from bourgeois political econ-
omy is that the increase in wealth derives from the invisible hand of ‘pas-
sionate attraction’, rather than the invisible hand of the market.

paRasitism, coLoniaLism anD the state

These positivistic and productivist conceptions of labour lead us to what 
are inarguably the most objectionable aspects of Fourier’s thought. Fourier 
understands production as a positive and transhistorical form that creates 
the concrete wealth of a society. As such, although he plans to transform 
labour, in particular, through making it more attractive, he does not grasp 
its underlying fetishistic character as a form of abstract domination. Fourier 
therefore theorises that the problems of modern society are rooted pri-
marily in neither, as in traditional Marxism, class exploitation, nor in any 
other, more fundamental, logic. Instead, Fourier presents us with a fore-
shortened critique or understanding of the causes of the negative effects of 
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capitalism that is identified with empirical persons or sectors of society that 
are deemed to be ‘parasitical’ as a result of being unproductive of capital, 
destructive to concrete wealth or engaged in pure consumption without 
work. Indeed, for Fourier, although he recognises the need to provide for 
the disabled, a person does not fully pertain to the social body unless they 
are actively engaged in work. Every person or institution that does not 
work he terms parasites. These include, he states, about three quarters of 
the population: most women, the army, the commercial sector, servants, 
the unemployed and so on. Here Fourier uncritically embraces the idea of 
the separation of society into ‘productive’ and ‘unproductive’ persons. 
Indeed, there is little sense in how Fourier uses the category of ‘parasite’ 
beyond the general notion that the persons in question do not sufficiently 
contribute to the creation of concrete wealth. Fourier, despite his evident 
sympathy for a person’s refusal to work under present conditions, there-
fore sees laziness as a highly negative aspect of modern society that his 
theory seeks to overcome.

The central target of his ire, however, is above all the commercial and 
financial sectors that, outside ‘repugnant’ industry, are the main object of 
his critique of contemporary society. Fourier criticises liberals for allowing 
merchants complete free reign to engage in stock jobbing—that is, artifi-
cially raising prices of goods through holding on to them until prices are 
high—and for legalising bankruptcy. Commerce, for Fourier, is simply a 
matter of making money from repeated falsehoods. One of the main criti-
cisms that Fourier levies against the ‘civilisation’ of his own time, as the 
Industrial Revolution was ramping up, was that governments seem com-
pletely helpless before the agents of the market. Commerce is variously 
characterised as a ‘snake’, a vampire, a ‘minotaur absorbing the sweat of 
peoples’ and a form of piracy.82 Empires are, as such, at the mercy of a 
‘parasitical’ class. Fourier is evidently reflecting a growing recognition of 
the domination of social life by the economy, but as we see here, it 
expresses itself through a positive conception of production and a negative 
conception of the spheres of circulation and exchange. The negative 
effects of the value form—identified exclusively with these latter aspects of 
the economy that are seen as ‘parasitical’—are, in turn, projected onto 
actual persons, in this case, merchants, bankers and Jews.

We can argue, on this basis, that Fourier is one of the forerunners of 
modern Antisemitism. Those who have wished to present Fourier as an 
unabashed critic of labour have generally passed over his Antisemitic dis-
course, as though it were a historical accident, unconnected from his 
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understanding of production. However, as we can see above, his 
Antisemitism is intimately tied up with his productivism and his positive 
conception of the concrete side of labour. Despite many fundamental 
insights, Fourier, in the greater part of his work, seeks only an ‘adjectival’ 
change. He does not criticise labour as a form of abstract domination, nor 
its universality. He wants only to turn ‘repugnant’ labour into ‘attractive’ 
labour. Fourier can only conceive of the negative side of social reproduc-
tion in capitalism as, on the one hand, poor management and, on the other, 
as a conspiracy by those who he understands to exist outside of the social 
body proper. Labour persists as the ‘concrete’ positive pole of social repro-
duction, and everything outside it is the negative, ‘abstract’, side. The 
Jewish people, who, due to their historical persecution and recent emanci-
pation in France, were both traditional and topical objects of suspicion, 
become, in Fourier, the embodiment of a worldwide conspiracy identified 
with banking and commercial trade. ‘The Jews’, Fourier states, ‘are, by the 
principal of commerce, the spies of all nations’;83 ‘Jews only employ other 
Jews, people who are the enemies of all nations and never reveal any pre-
meditated act of dishonesty committed by one of their own.’84 Fourier 
regrets the emancipation of the Jews by Napoleon and fears that, if the 
French were to let the Jews spread throughout France, the nation would 
becoming nothing but a ‘vast synagogue’ as they plan to buy up everything 
through usury.85 The ‘danger’ represented by the Jews, Fourier states, ‘is 
one of a thousand symptoms that attests to social degradation’.86 Fourier, 
in an even more bizarre Antisemitic statement, also  claims that the 
Rothschilds ought to embrace his system of Harmony as it would make 
them more money.87 It would not be unfair then to say that while Fourier 
may have contributed to the development of an anti- work discourse in 
France, he was equally, and in part due to his positivistic conception of 
production, one of the forerunners of many of the core features of modern 
Antisemitism. These observations alone should be enough to demonstrate 
just how foreshortened and dangerous aspects of his critique are, and they 
should not simply be passed over in discussion of his approach to labour.

Another racialised aspect of Fourier is his support for colonialism. 
Fourier, because he understands labour as a positive universal form, pro-
poses ‘attractive labour’ not only as a solution to the problems of the 
Industrial Revolution but also as a model for global development. Fourier 
argues that the Harmonian model would actually help to advance European 
colonial interests. Currently, Fourier states, those with colonial ambitions 
have to force their customs on colonial subjects through violence.88 
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Attractive labour would, in contrast, inspire all the indigenous peoples of 
the world to become ‘productive’ citizens. Fourier does not want to leave 
anyone, in particular ‘savages’, outside of his abstract  universal system of 
attractive labour. He even goes into great detail about how the world could 
be divided up on the basis of his system. Australia, for example, would form 
the basis for 15 Harmonian empires the size of France.89 Fourier bemoans 
the fact that indigenous peoples ‘go against nature by refusing agricultural 
industry, which is the destiny of man’ and condemns their ‘inertia’.90 
Fourier, in other words, wants to put the ‘savages’ to work. The only thing 
that separates his ideas from mainstream bourgeois ideology, in this case, is 
that he believes these indigenous populations will spontaneously adopt his 
system simply on the basis of seeing it practised among Europeans. The 
whole of Africa, he states, will, as a result, adopt the Harmonian system, 
resulting in a dramatic drop in the prices of colonial commodities, such as 
coffee and sugar.91 Furthermore, Fourier calms the fears of those Europeans 
who worry that the resulting autonomy for Africans would mean that the 
continent’s resources would no longer be available for exploitation by sug-
gesting that they will be so grateful to their European ‘benefactors’ that 
they will let them exploit their mines for free.92

This idea that the colonial expansion of an ideal labour form could 
occur through spontaneous adoption leads Fourier to some bizarre posi-
tions on slavery. Fourier rejects liberal attempts, such as those of 
Wilberforce and others, to abolish slavery within the context of present- 
day society. He argues, on the one hand, that simply freeing slaves within 
present conditions would leave them at the mercy of the wage labour 
system (another kind of slavery) and, on the other hand, that it would 
‘compromise the interests of slave owners’(!).93 He states that even to 
compensate slave owners for the emancipation of their slaves would be to 
‘throw [money] out the window’.94 Fourier takes the position instead that 
slave owners would spontaneously and happily free all of their slaves once 
they realise that they would become far wealthier through the system of 
attractive labour. Fourier is, moreover, quite serious. Although he sees 
slavery as something that ideally needs to be abolished, he adopts the per-
spective of the coloniser and the slave owner, not that of the slave. Fourier 
regrets the fact, for example, that slaves cannot be made to work: ‘We feel 
the need more and more as we cannot make the blacks of Saint-Domingo 
perform agricultural labour, despite the rewards, concessions to freedom, 
the advancement of means, no more the blacks of Brazil, despite the 
attempts of a colony that is as judicious as it is generous.’95 The  ‘generosity’ 
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it seems Fourier was referring to was the freeing of some slaves, which, he 
argues, only led to violent uprisings that it was ‘necessary’ to put down 
with ‘massacres’.96 It is certainly the case that Fourier wants to avoid vio-
lence and to establish a new kind of society that is not oppressive. However, 
by adopting the perspective that ‘productivity’ and ‘commodity’ produc-
tion is in itself the positive pole of a universal human society, he finishes by 
sharing the perspectives of some of the worst aspects of bourgeois politi-
cal economy.

Fourier equally has a highly positive conception of the state. He refers to 
the representatives of the British Empire, for example, as the ‘educating 
angels’ that mediate between Civilisation and Barbarism.97 Fourier dreams 
of the British using their monopoly on world trade to impose his new 
world system. He speaks very positively of Hobbes,98 as only a single global 
government endowed with overwhelming force could ensure universal 
peace and harmony. In true theological style, Fourier believes that it is the 
will of God that the Earth should come to resemble the Heavens, with a 
single imperial ruler imposing the conditions for his ideal society. Indeed, 
the long-running criticism that Fourier provides us only with a still image 
of a perfect society, without any ideas as to how to realise it, is patently 
false. His oeuvre is brimming with suggestions. These turn, for the most 
part, on convincing a rich patron, ideally a monarch or head of state, to 
organise a single phalanstery as a proof of concept. The experiment, he 
believes, would act as a lightning rod, inspiring, in the manner of a chain 
reaction, the whole of humanity to adopt spontaneously his system of 
attractive industry. These concerns explain, for the most part, the emphasis 
that Fourier places on the financial benefits of his system. His work does 
not address the subaltern masses as it does any potential philosopher kings 
who could realise his ideas. Fourier even regrets the fact that he so often has 
to emphasise the ‘mercantile’ benefits of his system, but, he believes, this is 
the aspect of his work most likely to attract interest in the present day.

These perspectives, which seek a transformative authority that knows 
no bounds to the labour form, express themselves equally in a kind of 
productivist Prometheanism. There have been attempts to read Fourier as 
a fundamentally ecological thinker. There is some basis for this position in 
that he regrets the damage that modern-day industry has done to some 
aspects of the natural world, such as deforestation. However, one of the 
few things that people know about Fourier is that he suggests all sorts of 
bizarre results and plans for the system of attractive industry. A key one is 
his proposals for immense ‘industrial armies’ that would take the place of 
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the ‘destructive armies’ of the present-day military.99 With war a thing of 
the past, these armies would allow people, both men and women, the abil-
ity to go on ‘campaign’ and to earn honour through productive works. 
Fourier imagines that, through cultivation, practically the whole planet 
would become equally viable for agriculture. The Sahara Desert would be 
irrigated.100 There would be such an overabundance of fruit that it would 
have to be thrown into the sea which would turn its waters into a type of 
lemonade.101 Likewise, Fourier demonstrates a certain utilitarianism when 
he speaks of the fact that whole dangerous species would be wiped from 
the face of the Earth, to be replaced by prodigious new beasts, including 
‘anti-lions’ that would allow people to travel from place to place at 
unimaginable speeds. The notion of industrial armies could be read as a 
satire of the destructiveness of the military. However, it was probably 
intended quite seriously, as an expression of the need to employ untapped 
human energy ‘productively’. Fourier, while he recognises in some parts 
of his work that civilisation has had a negative effect on the environment, 
at the same time, enters into a certain Cartesian mindset, one that wishes 
to cross all boundaries and consciously dominate the entire natural world.

passionate Domesticity

Fourier in many respects defines himself as a critic of patriarchal society.102 
He consistently takes aim at the fact that contemporary society seems to 
be ‘disposed entirely for the convenience of a single sex’.103 In the face of 
mainstream opinion, he claims that ‘the greatest scoundrels and the great-
est imbeciles on earth have been père de famille [patriarchs]’.104 Fourier is, 
moreover, one of the few authors examined in this book to provide any 
sustained critique of the situation of ‘domestic labour’. He criticises con-
temporary thinkers for reducing the role of women in society solely to that 
of domestic servants and housewives. He points out that, as far as he can 
tell, the vast majority of women do not enjoy domestic labour. Philosophers, 
rather than condemning women for not conforming to their ideals of 
womanhood, should rather change their views of society: ‘Let us conclude 
that women are fine as they are, that three quarters of them are right to 
disdain housework.’105 The Harmonian system, as such, aims to ‘deliver’ 
women ‘from the boredom of housekeeping’.106 Furthermore, Fourier 
also criticises the idea that women who reject, or do not take well to, the 
role of motherhood should be cast as immoral or bad mothers. Rather, it 
is a sign that God would prefer them to engage fully in the productive life 
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of society. Although Fourier still believes that it is women, albeit only a 
quarter of them, who are naturally suited to motherhood and domestic 
labour, women in Harmony for the most part seem to exercise, on an 
equal basis, all of the same leadership roles and productive functions as 
men. As Fourier says, ‘[i]n the series, women always enjoy full liberty in 
industry and the right to benefit individually.’107 Fourier does therefore 
criticise the structural subordination of ‘women’ into ‘unproductive’ 
spheres. Fourier states that ‘the industrial character of women is generally 
falsified in civilisation and people will be surprised by their industrial pref-
erences when they see them freely exercising in a different social order 
[…] their full capacity to give themselves over to their industrial tastes’.108 
Fourier, as we saw above, also proposes universal childcare in order to 
facilitate the access of women to the sphere of production.

Fourier holds that the reproductive sphere in Civilisation would in 
Harmony be transformed into ‘passionate domesticity’.109 The most uto-
pian expression of which would be that each phalanstery would possess a 
pool of collective domestic servants. These servants would exercise all of 
the traditional functions of the domestic sphere—washing, cleaning and 
so on—but comprise only those who have a natural inclination for this 
kind of activity. Naturally, reproduction would be highly rationalised also. 
Fourier imagines, for example, a contraption that would allow one woman 
to rock dozens of babies in their cribs at once, while their mothers and 
fathers are at work.110 Fourier falls into the trap, however, of continuing 
the logic of value-dissociation even within Harmony. He wishes women to 
become an integral part of ‘industry’ not only because of the oppression 
that they face in the domestic sphere, but also, and even primarily, because 
women, in civilisation, are an untapped source of labour power. The acces-
sion of women into labour increases the overall productivity of society. 
‘Production’, as such, continues to exist as an abstract sphere that is supe-
rior in terms of ‘freedom’ and importance to the social body. Furthermore, 
Fourier is not a perfect feminist, even if he was far in advance of many of 
his contemporaries. In his oeuvre, women are still the ‘weaker’ sex and, of 
course, it is mainly women, and not men, who have a penchant for child-
care, even if it is a dramatically reduced number.

Finally, Fourier schematises a very different role for children in 
Harmonian society than the one that they currently occupy. Fourier notes 
that children are particularly rebellious against work in civilisation.111 He 
criticises the fact that children are separated from the rest of society for 
most of the day and that, rather than engaging in a productive function, 
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they are forced to study. In place of contemporary forms of education, 
Fourier suggests that children could learn through a perpetual apprentice-
ship, based on imitation, for those manual and intellectual tasks for which 
they have an ‘instinctual vocation’.112 He provides some very quaint 
descriptions of children engaging in ‘attractive labour’, work-playing, in 
little workshops with tiny tools. Fourier also observes that children love 
filth, so he suggests that they could form bands devoted to the dirtiest 
labours. Even the childish penchant for destruction could be put to good 
use. He is, moreover, clearly horrified at the way in which children are 
treated in the new industries. It should be noted, however, that here also 
Fourier betrays his positive conception of production for its own sake. 
Children, in contemporary civilisation, are, like women and the unem-
ployed, functional ‘parasites’. His utopia puts children to work, even if it 
is ‘attractive work’, from the earliest age possible. The aim is always, as in 
political economy, to realise the most rational and utilitarian expenditure 
of the energy contained in the social body.

Fourier deserves a place in this book as the most imaginative early 
French critic of industrial labour. He intuits, albeit in a fanciful fashion, 
that much of the unattractive quality of labour in capitalism is not neces-
sarily inherent to the task at hand, but rather socially produced. Material 
production could, as such, be transformed through a new form of social 
organisation. It could be made ‘attractive’. We could therefore read 
Fourier, in this aspect of his work at least, as a critic of the concrete, empir-
ical side of abstract labour. His image of a different kind of society, one 
based on attraction, is a visionary, poetical and even lyrical portrait of a 
world where the distinction between work and play has been overcome. It 
was, above all, these aspects that made Fourier a touchstone of avant- 
garde artistic radicalism in the twentieth century. However, there are sev-
eral fundamental caveats. Those readings that emphasise Fourier as a 
visionary madman, a poet and a critic of work have, generally speaking, 
downplayed or ignored the more problematical—and, quantitatively 
speaking, preponderant—aspects of his thought. We might call this his 
positivistic side that situates him squarely in the project of the 
Enlightenment. Fourier actively adopts and promotes, in large parts of his 
writing, many aspects of the perspective of the valorisation of value, in 
particular, the need to increase productivity for its own sake. His critique 
of capitalism, as it does not touch the deeper categorical level of abstract 
labour, is a dangerously foreshortened one. His Antisemitism, his racist 
views of non-European societies and his arguments in favour of  colonialism 
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arise out of a consciousness that is unable to perceive the category of 
labour sans phrase in anything other than a positive light. The central 
problem with Fourier was never, as Marxists assert, that he was too ‘unsci-
entific’ or that he did not identify the proletariat as the subject of history. 
Rather, it was that, while he criticised certain empirical characteristics that 
the labour form took on in his own time, he only ever lightly brushed up 
against the deeper ontology of labour.
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CHAPTER 3

Paul Lafargue, Early French Marxism 
and the Right to Laziness

On 13 August 1866, Karl Marx wrote a strongly worded letter to a young 
Creole medical student who had been courting his daughter, Laura, over 
the course of the summer months. Marx was concerned, or so he stated, 
that the young gentleman had been overly forward for the ‘latitude’ of 
London. The two of them had been on far too intimate terms at home and 
they had been making a public spectacle of themselves riding up and down 
Hampstead Heath together. More importantly, however, Marx was wor-
ried about the young man’s ‘economic situation’. Not only, Marx 
observed, did the gentleman speak English extremely poorly and show no 
signs of making any effort to improve it, he had already been indefinitely 
suspended from his university in France for upsetting local authorities with 
his rebellious activities. Moreover, as far as Marx could discern, the young 
man did not cut the figure of a hard and assiduous worker. ‘Observation’, 
Marx wrote, ‘has convinced me that you are not by nature diligent, despite 
bouts of feverish activity and good intentions.’1 And, in a private letter to 
Engels, Marx confided: ‘He has a heart of gold but is an enfant gâté and 
too much a child of nature.’2 Marx told the young man that, until his 
‘economic situation’ had been cleared up, there could be no question of 
an engagement, as he required assurances that his daughter would not be 
condemned to the poverty and widowhood to the revolution that Marx 
had inflicted upon his own wife.

The young gentleman in question was Paul Lafargue, who, after suit-
able guarantees from his parents, and the completion of his medical 
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degree, married Laura Marx in the spring of 1868. Marx, as his private 
correspondence makes clear, was very fond of Lafargue. However, his ini-
tial worries about the match proved well founded. By 1879–1880, when 
he was to author his most lasting work, Lafargue had given up on his 
medical career and was working in the, self-described, ‘manual craft’ of 
photolithography and etching in the kitchen of the home he shared with 
his wife Laura on Camden Road. (Lafargue was thankfully able to supple-
ment his income, like Marx himself, due to the largesse of the family friend 
‘Fred’ Engels.)3 Despite his many ‘bouts of feverish activity’—writing, 
translating, organising the proletarian revolution and so on—Lafargue was 
evidently not a great proponent, in his own life, of the Protestant work 
ethic and the attitude of ‘getting on’ that had come to dominate the 
industrial regions of nineteenth-century Europe and America. The picture 
that his biography paints is of a man for whom work was never more than 
a necessary evil, a means to an end and never an end in itself. It was a per-
sonality trait that would find expression in his most enduring ‘work’.

Lafargue is best known today as the author of The Right to Laziness. 
Written in exile in London, the text was first published in serial form in the 
French socialist newspaper L’Egalité and later republished as a brochure, 
after a stint in prison in France, in 1883. Lafargue was born in Cuba in 
1842 with mixed ancestry—black African, Jewish and Caribbean Indian—a 
fact about which he was extremely proud. He often stated, for example, 
that he had the blood of the three most oppressed peoples in his veins.4 His 
father and mother were relatively well-to-do bourgeois with property in the 
Americas and, in later life, came to live in Bordeaux (where Paul and Laura 
Lafargue found themselves during the events of the Paris Commune of 
1871). Lafargue studied medicine in Lyon but was suspended after taking 
part in student protests. It was thanks to this incident that he found himself 
in London in 1866 where he sought to finish his medical training. He 
would go on to be one of the leading figures of the Guesdist socialist fac-
tion in France and helped to found the first French Marxist party. Lafargue 
was a strong proponent of women’s rights and, in 1891, ran successfully as 
a candidate for the legislature to represent Lille. He was, until his death in 
1911, one of the main popularisers of Marx’s thought in French.

Lafargue, although a definite disciple of Marx, was a great admirer of 
Fourier and had been profoundly influenced by his work. However, critical 
conceptions of modernity had moved on a great deal since the heyday of 
Utopian Socialism. The wave of revolutions that swept Europe in 1848 and 
the rise of distinctly, and self-consciously, proletarian unrest had brought 
forward the idea of the ‘Worker’ as a dynamic agent of change. The prole-
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tariat now competed with the more amorphous ‘people’ of bourgeois polit-
ical theory for the title of the revolutionary ‘subject’. France, however, 
remained quite far behind other regions of Europe in terms of industrialisa-
tion. Belgium, for example, in the 1880s, boasted four times as many steam 
engines per head of population compared to France. The French nation 
remained, as such, largely an agricultural one with the exception of impor-
tant pockets of heavy industry, in particular, close to the Belgian border 
and in the capital. Nevertheless, the French proletariat had begun to flex its 
muscles dramatically in several key moments. First, in 1834, Lyonnais silk 
weavers rose up in violent protest against wage decreases. The insurgency 
was only put down after a bloody confrontation with authorities that 
resulted in thousands of deportations and prison sentences. Secondly, the 
‘June days’ of 1848, where Parisian workers had stormed the new 
Republican legislature in order to demand the ‘right to work’ and the 
reopening of national workshops that provided them with a wage. Thirdly, 
and most important of all, was the Paris Commune of 1871, where the 
working-class population had sought to form its own federal system of 
government, only to be brutally suppressed in the Bloody Week, where 
more than 10,000 Parisians were killed, and many more deported or forced 
into exile, by the forces of the Third Republic. Lafargue, writing The Right 
to Laziness in 1879, with amnesty in the air, and Capital already over a 
decade old, was therefore at a significant socio-economic, political and 
intellectual remove from the world of Charles Fourier.

There is, unfortunately, no evidence in Marx’s correspondence of what 
he thought of The Right to Laziness.5 We do know, however, that it remains 
one of the most popular early Marxist texts. It seems to have circulated 
widely in anti-capitalist circles in the late nineteenth century. It was, for 
example, translated into Russian before The Communist Manifesto and is 
second only to the latter in the number of international translations that it 
has received.6 It has also remained in constant print since its initial publica-
tion in both popular and critical editions. Although it failed to have much 
of a significant impact on what would later become orthodox Marxism, 
the text was a major influence on different Anarchist currents and on the 
artistic avant-garde of the twentieth century. Modern interpretations of 
The Right to Laziness generally do focus on the radical anti-work character 
of the text (perhaps in large part because it is so surprising, given the later 
development of Marxism, that someone so intellectually close to Marx 
himself produced such an all-out attack on the Protestant work ethic).7 
Claire White, for example, states that ‘[Lafargue] attacks the very founda-
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tions of work itself ’.8 She argues that the text cannot simply be read as a 
call for greater leisure time for workers, but rather, in focusing on idleness, 
Lafargue ‘seeks to gesture towards a sort of activity that lies outside of the 
divisions of labour and leisure’.9 Kristin Ross, in her reading of Lafargue, 
provides a similar argument: ‘Laziness constitutes [for Lafargue and 
Arthur Rimbaud] a kind of third term outside the programmed dyad of 
labour and leisure.’10 Ross, moreover, argues that critical thrust of The 
Right to Laziness is its refusal to contribute to the construction of the 
image of the ‘good worker’.11 As such, the text can be read as a reaction 
against recent histories of the Commune that, in order to undermine 
right-wing attacks on Communards as ‘prostitutes, pétroleuses, drunkards 
and vagabonds who set Paris aflame’, sought to present the Parisian worker 
as a model citizen, ‘who wanted nothing more than to devote himself fif-
teen hours a day to his métier’.12 ‘The threat to the existing order’, writes 
Ross, ‘comes not from some untainted working class but from a challenge 
to the boundaries between labour and leisure, producer and consumer, 
worker and bourgeois, worker and intellectual.’13 It is perhaps no surprise, 
given its cult status, that The Right to Laziness has become shorthand in 
French culture for an oppositional attitude to the cult of work. We already 
saw in the first chapter of the book, for example, that, for the neo-liberal 
right, he continues to be an object of ire. Moreover, the name Lafargue, 
or at least the title of his most well-known work, frequently appears in 
debates about the future of labour from a left-wing perspective. Many 
contemporary references to Lafargue, however, are, like those to Fourier, 
often quite superficial. The exact nature of his critique, its core strengths 
and weakness—the extent to which it remains within, or escapes, the con-
fines of a purely ‘phenomenological’, and therefore ‘affirmative’, critique 
of labour—remains poorly understood.

A RefutAtion of the Right to WoRk

The original impetus behind the creation of The Right to Laziness is a central 
component for understanding its core arguments. The key is to be found in 
the original subtitle of the text: ‘a refutation of the right to work of 1848’. 
The subtitle has often been overlooked and can be left out altogether in 
many modern editions. Where it is mentioned in the critical literature, it is 
generally understood to refer to a book of the same name published in that 
same year of 1848 by the French socialist Louis Blanc. Sometimes the text 
has even been referred to as a ‘satire’ of Blanc. However, nowhere in  
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The Right to Laziness itself is there any direct reference to Blanc or the 
contents of his work. Rather, to understand the link we need to examine the 
context in which it originally appeared, that is, its serialisation in the French 
socialist newspaper L’Egalité in the second half of 1880. Lafargue, in the 
original run, actually emphasises these links by dedicating the text to ‘my 
collaborators at L’Egalité’.14 He may have had in mind his friend Jules 
Guesde, the future head of the Parti ouvrier, but it was also a partisan 
announcement that draws attention to the fact that the text is a contribu-
tion to the polemics that the paper had been engaged in that same year.15

The Right to Laziness follows a year of articles and features in L’Egalité 
that memorialise and analyse the legacy and importance of the Paris 
Commune as its ten-year anniversary approached. Many of these articles 
and editorials, some of which may have been authored anonymously by 
Lafargue himself, are focused upon a historical analysis of the differences in 
workers’ demands between the ‘June days’ of 1848 and those of the 
Communards in 1871. In April of 1848, thousands of Parisian workers had 
stormed the constituent assembly in order to demand that the ‘right to 
work’ be enshrined in the constitution of the Second Republic. The ‘right 
to work’ was to be maintained through state-run national workshops, exist-
ing alongside the private sector, that would provide the unemployed with 
a living wage. The right was therefore included in an early draft of the new 
constitution. However, it quickly became a central issue around which 
moderate and conservative forces within the assembly could rally against 
socialism. Adolph Thiers (who would decades later order the bloody sup-
pression of the Commune) led the charge. He argued that the ‘right to 
work’ contradicted the more essential ‘right to property’. The state, at best, 
might be able to provide a ‘right to assistance’, that is, charity for the 
unemployed. The ‘right to work’ was expunged from the final version of 
the constitution and, in June, the government closed the workshops. The 
closures led to a large uprising, the ‘June days’, that was  eventually put 
down with thousands killed, injured or deported. Blanc, who had repre-
sented the socialist faction in government, wrote a scathing attack on 
Thiers in response to the closures. Blanc argued that it was a humiliation to 
expect men who could work to take charity and claimed that the ‘right to 
property’ was itself founded upon the ‘right to work’. Blanc, in one of 
his more fanciful passages, claims that many capitalists had written to him 
begging for the state to take over the running of their factories in exchange 
for a managerial role. Blanc therefore presented the ‘right to work’ as a 
policy that would benefit workers and property owners respectively.16
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L’Egalité recognises the historical importance of the proletarian upris-
ings of 1848 but argues that the call for a ‘right to work’ falls short of a 
truly radical revolutionary demand. The paper argues that the Paris 
Commune had surpassed these earlier proletarian movements because, in 
place of the ‘right to work’, the Communards had demanded the ‘right to 
capital’, where ‘capital’ was understood to mean the ‘means of produc-
tion’.17 In other words, the Communards had demanded real autonomy—
from the market, private property and the state—in terms of how 
production was to be organised. The revolutionaries of 1848, in contrast, 
had only demanded more work within the confines of the prevailing sys-
tem. Moreover, L’Egalité believed that Blanc had proved himself a traitor 
to the proletariat. He was, in 1880, still an elected member of the legisla-
ture of the Third Republic and had been a willing participant in the gov-
ernment decision to suppress the Commune a decade earlier in the Bloody 
Week. He himself and his ideas therefore represented an obstacle to the 
further development of the revolutionary workers’ movement. In a short 
article, ‘A Letter by M. Louis Blanc’, published that year, the paper tore 
into the old socialist. It accused him of expressing false concern for work-
ers. On the one hand, he claimed to be their ally, but on the other, he 
rejected any action that would help them. Blanc had managed to make 
himself ‘highly regarded by the working class without ever earning himself 
the ire of its exploiters’.18 Lafargue chose to write ‘a refutation of the right 
to work of 1848’ in 1880 because of these preceding discussions in 
L’Egalité. The revolutionary demands of the working class needed to 
evolve beyond paternalism to some kind of self-determination. The impor-
tance of the Commune was that it had foreshadowed such a demand. 
Blanc, on the other hand, in his call for the ‘right to work’, was simply 
asking proletarians to reaffirm many of the same core beliefs about the 
relationship between work and workers as liberals and conservatives.

The question remains, however, of how Lafargue takes the leap from 
the ‘right to work’ (1848) to the ‘right to capital’ (1871) to the ‘right to 
laziness’ (1880). It should be underlined that the French term, le droit au 
travail [the right to work], refers to the noun and not the verb. It could 
therefore be translated perhaps more accurately as the ‘right to a job’. 
There is no ambiguity in French, as in English, between the infinitive verb 
form, the ‘right to work’—the freedom to engage in the activity whenever 
it is offered—and the noun, the ‘right to work’—the right to a state- 
guaranteed position regardless of economic circumstances. In the United 
States today, for example, the phrase, the ‘right to work’, refers to anti- 
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strike laws. There are similar issues when we consider how to translate the 
title of Lafargue’s text Le Droit à la paresse, which also refers to the noun. 
Most English translations choose the ‘right to be lazy’, which is not incor-
rect and is certainly provocative. However, a more literal translation, and 
the one I have chosen to employ, is the ‘right to laziness’. It is, as such, an 
explicit reference to the discussion within L’Egalité about the merits of the 
previous demands of French workers and not only a philosophical state-
ment in favour of the ‘good life’. Lafargue, that is to say, is formulating a 
new ‘demand’ for the French workers’ movement; a demand for a world 
beyond the ‘work society’ that arguably did not find a mass movement 
until May ’68, perhaps not even then, and certainly not in the forms of 
vulgar Marxism that proliferated after the death of Marx in 1883. Lafargue, 
in demanding a right to laziness, that is, to a ‘non-work’ that from the 
productivist perspective of capitalism can only be seen as laziness, points 
beyond a simple critique of capitalism as exploitation and towards some-
thing more profound.

A DAngeRous DogmA

The concept of the ‘work ethic’, or valeur travail in French, does not 
seem to be widespread until the first half of the twentieth century at the 
earliest.19 Nineteenth-century critics of work therefore required a different 
terminology to describe the phenomenon. We saw in the previous chapter, 
for example, that Fourier refers to the ‘love of work’. Lafargue, who, 
unlike Fourier, was a committed atheist, uses similar language but also 
evokes the work ethic in the terms of a religious catechism or ‘dangerous 
dogma’.20 His critique of work could, as a result, be understood as a con-
tinuation of the Enlightenment tradition of criticising the irrationality of 
religion. Indeed, Lafargue criticises the bourgeoisie of his own time for 
returning to religion in order to sanctify the work ethic, whereas, in the 
early modern period, they were the most inveterate atheists.21 Lafargue 
opens The Right to Laziness with part of a speech by Adolphe Theirs from 
1849 that underlines the link between the Christianity of the bourgeoisie 
and the cult of labour: ‘I wish to make the influence of the clergy 
all- powerful because I count upon it to propagate that good philosophy 
which teaches man that he is here below to suffer, and not that other phi-
losophy which on the contrary bids man to enjoy.’22 The bourgeoisie, as 
such, ‘preaches abstinence to the wage workers’ and wants them to believe 
that the world should be a ‘vale of tears for the labourer’.23 Lafargue, how-
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ever, in true satirical style, uses the Bible itself in order to make the case 
that, by modern standards, the very God to whom Thiers is referring 
would be considered lazy:

Jesus, in his sermon on the Mount, preached idleness: ‘Consider the lilies of 
the field, how they grow: they toil not, neither do they spin: and yet I say 
unto you that even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of 
these.’ Jehovah the bearded and angry god, gave his worshipers the supreme 
example of ideal laziness; after six days of work, he rests for all eternity.24

Lafargue cleverly marshals here the very theology that, in its modern capi-
talist form, is used to justify labour. He demonstrates that, in contradic-
tion to the Christianity of the Industrial Revolution, pre-modern religion 
sanctified rest, not toil, above all things. Not only is his point very funny, 
it exposes the hypocritical, and pseudo-theological, nature of a modern 
morality that refers to Scripture in order to promote submission to pro-
duction for its own sake. Lafargue suggests, in other words, that contem-
porary Christians preach a gospel that bears no resemblance to the words 
of their messiah and, if anything, contradicts them:

Instead of opposing this mental aberration, the priests, the economists and 
the moralists have cast a sacred halo over work. Blind and finite men, they 
have wished to be wiser than their God: weak and contemptible men, they 
have presumed to rehabilitate what their God had cursed. I, who do not 
profess to be a Christian, an economist or a moralist, I appeal from their 
judgement to that of their God; from the preaching of their religious, eco-
nomics or free thought ethics, to the frightful consequences of work in capi-
talist society.25

The work ethic, as such, is not a transhistorical norm, but rather a social more 
particular to capitalist modernity. Reference to the pre-modern past, and 
specifically to religion, does not support the view that life should be a ‘vale of 
tears’ for the labourer, but rather that labour, work for work’s sake, is ‘cursed’. 
According to Lafargue, the attempt to ‘rehabilitate’ labour is ironically a kind 
of blasphemy. The Christianity of Thiers bears no resemblance to that of 
Jesus. The fact that Lafargue draws attention to the differences between pre-
modern and modern attitudes to ‘labour’ is one of the most original aspects 
of his argument and one that we will return to later. What is important here 
is to emphasise that Lafargue seeks to demonstrate that it is ‘work’, and not 
‘God’, that is the true object of worship in contemporary capitalist society. 
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Having dethroned the Judeo- Christian God of the Middle Ages from his seat 
in heaven, the bourgeoisie, once in power, erect Labour in his place. Lafargue, 
as such, casts himself as a kind of atheist of ‘Work’. Moreover, Lafargue, as 
we saw in the previous chapter, follows in the footsteps of Fourier when he 
draws upon Scripture to condemn those who sanctify labour in the name of 
religion. Both authors recognise that ‘labour’ was a cursed activity in the eyes 
of most pre-modern or non-capitalist peoples.26

Lafargue argues that work, and the way in which it is promoted in capi-
talism, functions in large part as a mechanism of class control. As evidence, 
he provides several examples where the ruling class has explicitly shown its 
hand. Lafargue quotes, for example, Napoleon in 1807: ‘The more my 
people work, the less vices they will have. […] I am the authority […] and 
I should be disposed to order that on Sunday after the hour of service be 
past, the shops be opened and the laborers return to work.’27 Note that 
Napoleon only allows his workers a break to attend church before they 
have to go back to work! Lafargue also quotes at length from an anony-
mous English text, An Essay on Trade and Commerce (1770), in which the 
author complains that industrial labourers wish to be free and indepen-
dent: ‘The cure will not be complete until our industrial labourers are 
contented to work six days for the same sum which they now earn in 
four.’28 Workhouses, the author argues, should become ‘houses of terror’ 
in which the poor are forced to work 12 hours a day.29 Lafargue notes with 
irony, however, that nineteenth-century industry has managed to surpass 
even the dreams of eighteenth-century philanthropists: ‘Modern factories 
have become  ideal houses of correction in which the toiling masses are 
imprisoned, in which they are condemned to work twelve or fourteen 
hours, not the men only but also women and children.’30 The aim of these 
work regimes, Lafargue suggests, is precisely to ‘root out laziness and curb 
the sentiments of pride and independence that arise from it’.31 He draws 
attention, for example, to a M. Scrive who, at a charity event in Brussels in 
1857, proudly announced that he had invented different techniques—
such as singing and counting—to distract children as young as 12 to make 
them accept a full day of hard factory labour.32 Lafargue therefore attri-
butes the primary origins of the work ethic to the development of a set of 
social norms and managerial practices, an ideology, designed for and by 
the bourgeoisie to quash any feelings of independence that might lead to 
rebellion against the regime of capitalist accumulation. The work is to be 
so exhausting, and the life outside it so austere, as to prevent the develop-
ment of any human feeling or agency that could lie outside it.
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Lafargue equally draws on his medical background and interest in con-
temporary biological theories in order to paint a hellish picture of a world 
devoted to labour.33 He speaks in horror of ‘the sight of organic degradation 
engendered by the depraved passion for work’.34 He notes that ‘overwork 
[is] destructive of the organism’ and asserts that the ‘love of work’ can lead 
‘even to the exhaustion of the vital force of the individual and his progeny’.35 
Lafargue, in this vein, refers to a Dr. Beddoe in order to make some pseudo-
scientific claims about human biology: ‘It is only when a race reaches its 
maximum of physical development, that it arrives at its highest point of 
energy and moral vigour.’36 Work, Lafargue states, has the opposite effect: 
‘In capitalist society work is the cause of all intellectual degeneracy, of all 
organic deformity.’37 We could not be further here from Enlightenment 
notions of labour as a healthy, rational and free play of human faculties. 
Lafargue, in his role of physician, is arguing, in not so many words, that work 
has the quality of a serious illness or degenerative disease. Consider, for 
example, his description of colonisation: ‘Look at the noble savage whom the 
missionaries of trade and the traders of religion have not yet corrupted with 
Christianity, syphilis and the dogma of work.’38 Lafargue suggests here that 
religion and labour ‘corrupt’ an otherwise healthy body in the manner of a 
virulent venereal malady. It might even be that Lafargue believes that the 
modern labour regime is something worse than any sickness found in nature: 
‘Far better were it to scatter pestilence and to poison the springs than to erect 
a capitalist factory in the midst of a rural population.’39 He neatly summarises 
his medical and philosophical opinion thus: ‘Introduce factory work, and 
farewell joy, health and liberty; farewell to all that makes life beautiful and 
worth living.’40 Work, at least as it currently exists, is presented therefore as 
an inherently unsanitary form of social life. Lafargue argues that the cure is 
no less than the ‘right to laziness’ itself: the regulation and limitation of work 
to ‘a maximum of three hours a day’. This, says Lafargue, is the job of com-
munist ‘physiologists’ and ‘hygienists’ to undertake.41 First, however, it is 
necessary ‘to convince the proletariat that the ethics inoculated into it is 
wicked, that the unbridled work to which it has itself up for the last hundred 
years is the most terrible scourge that has ever struck humanity’.42

the Dust of PAst CentuRies

Perhaps the most original aspect of The Right to Laziness, as we noted 
above, is the fact that Lafargue rejects the notion of a transhistorical work 
ethic or normative conception of labour. He takes explicit issue with the 
way in which many writers, politicians and thinkers present an entirely 
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negative image of a pre-modern Europe steeped in pain and poverty in 
order to cast contemporary capitalism in a positive light: ‘They rummaged 
in the dust of past centuries to bring back feudal miseries to serve as a 
sombre contrast to the delights of the present times.’43 Lafargue targets, in 
particular, Auguste Comte (‘painfully confused’), Victor Hugo (‘quack-
ishly romantic’) and Paul de Kock (‘artlessly grotesque’).44 Lafargue, in 
order to counter these narratives, constructs an alternative, and far rosier, 
picture of the pre-modern world. He notes, for example, the large amount 
of non-work time enjoyed by pre-modern communities: ‘Under the old 
regime, the laws of the church guaranteed the labourer ninety rest days, 
fifty-two Sundays and thirty-eight holidays, during which he was strictly 
forbidden to work.’45 A fact that would assuredly make almost any worker 
today green with envy. Lafargue, like Fourier before him, equally rejects 
the notion that capitalism has brought about greater material abundance 
for all by evoking the pleasures of the medieval world:

Because the producers of that time worked but five days out of seven, are we 
to believe the stories told by lying economists that they lived on nothing but 
air and fresh water? Not so, they had leisure to taste the joys of earth, to 
make love and to frolic, to banquet joyously in honour of the jovial god of 
idleness. Gloomy England, immersed in Protestantism, was then called 
‘Merrie England’. Rabelais, Quevedo, Cervantes, and the unknown authors 
of the romances make our mouths water with their pictures of those monu-
mental feasts with which the men of that time regaled themselves between 
two battles and two devastations, in which everything ‘went by the barrel’. 
Jordaens and the Flemish school have told the story of these feasts in their 
delightful pictures. Where, O, where, are the sublime gargantuan stomachs 
of those days […]?46

In contrast to the gloomy gothic horrors in which late-medieval England 
was often painted in the earlier part of the nineteenth century, and the 
many myths about that world which persist to this day, Lafargue here paints 
a picture of a pre-capitalist past in the bright and vivid colours of a Millais 
or Rossetti. It is not unlikely that Lafargue was influenced by the medieval-
ism of Ruskin, the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood (founded in 1848) and 
William Morris’s burgeoning Arts and Crafts Movement. Lafargue was, 
after all, working around 1880 ostensibly as an artist in London and it is 
unlikely that he was unaware of the medieval revival in England.47

Lafargue reaches back further in time, to Ancient Greece and Rome, in 
order to develop a more complete picture of the pre-modern past. He 
claims that ‘the philosophers of antiquity taught contempt for work’ and 
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provides a number of detailed examples to prove his point.48 Herodotus, 
for example, notes that contempt for labour is widespread among effec-
tively all of the ancient civilisations, from the Egyptians and Persians to the 
Thracians and Greeks.49 Plato argues that tradesmen are ‘mercenaries’ that 
are ‘degraded’ by their activities and should be excluded from political 
rights. He also states that any ‘citizen who shall have degraded himself by 
the commerce of the shop shall be prosecuted’ and ‘condemned to a year 
in prison’.50 Xenophon argues that manual labourers are unable to gain 
positions in public office because their minds are affected by sitting down 
to work all day.51 Cicero, like Plato, states: ‘We must regard as something 
base and vile the trade of those who sell their toil and industry, for who-
ever gives his labour for money sells himself and puts himself in the tank 
of slaves.’52 Equally, Lafargue states that ‘[t]he Romans recognised but 
two noble and free professions, agriculture and arms’.53 Lafargue is not, by 
providing these examples, necessarily making some kind of apologia for 
the pre-modern world (though he does suggest that slavery was necessary 
at the time due to a lack of technological development).54 Rather, the 
point for him is that not all human beings in all times and all places have 
made ‘laborious’ activity a cult of worship. Lafargue readily admits that 
the leisure to maintain ‘warriors and citizens’ rested upon slavery, but he 
asks, ‘to what men does the capitalist slavery give leisure?’55

Lafargue, in his history of the work ethic, assigns Protestantism, in par-
ticular, with a special role in the development of modern attitudes to work. 
He argues that the ‘great crime of Catholicism’ from the point of view of 
capitalism was precisely the proscriptions that its holy days placed upon 
the extension of working hours and the development of the working week. 
He notes, ‘[t]he hatred against holidays does not appear until the modern 
industrial and commercial bourgeoisie takes definite form, between the 
15th and 16th centuries.’56 Lafargue refers his readers to a letter from the 
Pope to Henry IV of France. The king had requested papal assent to 
reduce the number of holy days. The pope refuses the request on the 
explicit basis that the suppression of feast days represents a form of her-
esy.57 Nevertheless, in 1666, the archbishop of Paris suppressed no less 
than 17 of them in his own parish.58 Lafargue assigns these changes in 
religious attitudes to the rise of capitalism:

Protestantism, which was the Christian religion adapted to the new indus-
trial and commercial needs of the bourgeoisie, was less solicitous for the 
people’s rest. It dethroned the saints in heaven in order to abolish their feast 
days on earth.59
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Lafargue effectively describes in these passages an aspect of the ‘primitive 
accumulation of capital’ that is often overlooked. A great deal of contem-
porary political-economic and historical thought rests upon the false 
assumption that medieval peasants did nothing but ‘work’, that is, barely 
provide for themselves through apparently endless, back-breaking labour, 
noon ‘til night, all year round. Lafargue, in contrast, emphasises that the 
historical record shows quite the opposite: the ‘pilfer[ing] of the feast days 
of the people’ by the ‘Jesuitical and rapacious bourgeoisie’.60 He points 
out, for example, that the bourgeois revolutionaries of 1789 replaced the 
seven-day week with a ten-day one meaning that workers effectively only 
had one day off in ten instead of the traditional one in seven. Capitalism, 
Lafargue is clear, is not synonymous with greater material abundance, nor 
with greater corporeal freedom from toil.

To this extent, Lafargue rejects the discourse of ‘Progress’, which he 
describes as ‘the eldest son of Work’,61 as it has suppressed both the posi-
tive, pre-modern, attitude to idleness and the actual amount of time that 
can be devoted to it. Lafargue celebrates, for example, the lack of indus-
trial development found in Spain. Spaniards, thanks to a lack of industry, 
have not yet adopted the positive conception of labour that has come to 
be the norm in more industrialised parts of Europe such as Great Britain: 
‘For the Spaniard, in whom the primitive animal has not been atrophied, 
work is the worst sort of slavery.’62 Lafargue, always the physician, also 
cites the Spanish proverb, Descanzar es salud, ‘Rest is healthy.’63 These 
historical and anti-industrial arguments are undoubtedly the most origi-
nal, and arguably some of the strongest, aspects of The Right to Laziness. 
However, as we will see, they are complicated by a decidedly positive 
 conception of technological development—and what we would today call 
automation—as the solution to the problem of work.

shAme on the PRoletARiAns

Lafargue is in most respects a thinker who follows closely the exoteric side 
of Marx. The proletariat is for him, as for other classical Marxists, the 
‘subject’ of history that is, thanks to its negative identity as the exploited, 
destined to seize the means of production and abolish class society. He is, 
in this sense, therefore very much a ‘traditional Marxist’. However, one of 
the most surprising and powerful lines of attack in this particular text is 
aimed squarely at the proletariat itself or, at the very least, the proletarian 
movement in France. Lafargue brings together a critique of the positive 
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identification of the worker with work and a parodic reversal of bourgeois 
moralising over the supposed ‘vices’ of the lower class. These criticisms of 
the working-class subject are, as we might expect from the overall tone, a 
mixture of the deadly serious and the deeply satirical. First, Lafargue rec-
ognises and focuses in on the contradiction between the messianic role 
that the proletariat is supposed to play in the historical materialist schema 
and the reality of the real-existing working class:

the proletariat, the great class embracing all the producers of civilised 
nations, the class which in freeing itself will free humanity from servile toil 
and will make of the human animal a free being, — the proletariat, betraying 
its instincts, despising its historic mission, has let itself be perverted by the 
dogma of work. Rude and terrible has been its punishment. All its individual 
and social woes are born of its passion for work. […] And if the miseries of 
compulsory work and the tortures of hunger have descended upon the pro-
letariat more in number than the locusts of the Bible, it is because the pro-
letariat has invited them.64

Here Lafargue casts himself in the role of a biblical prophet, declaiming 
against his people for engaging in immorality and failing to fulfil the will 
of Providence. The ills that assail them, the reality of modern factory 
labour and the poverty that comes in its wake, are the result of a divine 
judgement on the sin embodied in its adoption of the worship of the false 
idol of labour. Lafargue, much as Isiah spoke to the Israelites of their exile 
in Babylon, seems to suggest that History sends the modern labour regime 
as a plague upon the proletariat for breaking its laws. The proletarian is 
exiled from his true home of idleness and leisure—the land of milk and 
honey—that is the will of History. Equally, Lafargue presents here a quasi- 
gnostic, or vitalist, conception of the origins of anti-work feeling. The 
proletariat, in accepting labour, lives against its ‘instincts’ and denies its 
‘free’, ‘animal’, destiny. Work, in its modern form at least, is, as such, a 
perversion of the human organism that should excite the natural defences 
or an auto-immune response. The positive identification of the worker 
with the ‘dogma of work’ is no less than a ‘perversion’ of its essential 
being, which should revolt against it.

Lafargue, moreover, is not only concerned with the fact that the prole-
tariat seems to accept work. He also appears to criticise those workers who 
adopt labour as a positive ground of identity and, as such, contribute to the 
development of the work ethic as a social norm. He notes, for example, 
that the Lyonnais weavers who rose up in rebellion against low wages in 
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1831 adopted the slogan, ‘He who will not work, Neither shall he Eat’, a 
phrase that could have come directly out of the mouth of a member of the 
capitalist class.65 Likewise, Lafargue points out that the Communards, in 
1871, referred to their movement as, ‘The Revolution of Work’.66 We 
could interpret these moments in two ways as the exact meaning seems 
somewhat ambiguous in the text. On the one hand, it is possible that 
Lafargue is himself simply adopting the discourse that casts the bourgeoisie 
as non-productive ‘parasites’. It is, after all, a mode of discourse that he 
employs elsewhere. On the other hand, a more interesting reading would 
be that Lafargue is saying, or at least hinting, that it is contradictory for an 
anti-capitalist movement to base its identity upon a positive conception of 
labour, to adopt ‘Work’ as its moniker, when labour as such ought to be the 
object of its criticism. This latter reading is to some extent supported by the 
fact that he says it is a ‘mistake’ to seek to impose ‘ten hours of forge and 
factory’ labour upon capitalists: ‘Work ought to be forbidden and not 
imposed.’67 Capitalists should, in a communist society, have to prove that 
they will ‘continue to live as perfect vagabonds in spite of the general mania 
for work’ and, if instead they still cling to it, there are ‘plenty of disgusting 
occupations in which to place them’.68 Lafargue is, of course, being satirical 
(he suggests that such a programme would make capitalists rally to social-
ism), but, intentionally or otherwise, there is a point here. A social move-
ment that seeks to impose the modern labour regime on others is hardly 
the bearer of the torch of freedom. Moreover, Lafargue also appears to 
criticise workers for having played a role in the propagation of modern 
industrial labour and the work ethic in the form of the ‘right to work’:

And to think that the sons of the heroes of the Terror have allowed them-
selves to be degraded by the religion of work, to the point of accepting, 
since 1848, as a revolutionary conquest, the law limiting factory labour to 
twelve hours. They proclaim as a revolutionary principle the Right to Work. 
Shame on the French proletariat! Only slaves would have been capable of 
such baseness. A Greek of heroic times would have required twenty years of 
capitalist civilisation before he could have conceived of such vileness. […] 
This work, which in June 1848 the labourers demanded with arms in their 
hands, this they have imposed on their families; they have delivered up to 
the barons of industry their wives and children. With their own hands, they 
have demolished their hearths. With their own hands, they have dried up the 
milk of their wives. The unhappy women carrying and nursing their babes 
have been obliged to go into the mines and factories to bend their backs and 
exhaust their nerves. With their own hands, they have broken the life and 
the vigour of their children. Shame on the proletarians!69
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Lafargue casts an image of the French worker as a pathetic character that 
has betrayed both his masculinity—his basic role of protecting his  family—
and his human dignity—his capacity for agency, his ability to refuse, in the 
face of the imposition of degradation.70 The French proletarian, in other 
words, is not the hero that he casts himself to be, nor that he should be. He 
is not superior to his ancestors, but rather inferior, lacking in moral charac-
ter, heroism and good sense: ‘The proletarians have abolished wise laws 
which limited the labour of the artisans of the ancient guilds; they have 
suppressed the holidays.’71 The proletarian is abased not only by the work 
itself but by his lack of revolt against it and even his acceptance of its logic. 
Lafargue undertakes a significant reversal here of the normative ideology 
that surrounds work in modernity. Work is usually presented precisely as a 
source of masculine pride and human dignity. Here, however, work appears 
as the exact opposite: emasculating and degrading. It is, Lafargue argues, 
shameful that the proletariat does not refuse work, at least this work, with 
every ounce of its being. Instead, it perceives its real degradation as an 
apparent source of elevation. Lafargue therefore describes the ‘love of 
work’ among the proletariat as a ‘strange delusion’, a ‘mental aberration’, 
and a ‘vice’ that has ‘brutalised’ them.72 Lafargue, as such, aims to shame 
the French working class into fulfilling its role as the revolutionary subject 
that abolishes this abasement.

Lafargue takes the same argument in a more satirical direction else-
where in the text. Specifically, he employs hyperbolic language in order to 
satirise the paternalistic hand-wringing of bourgeois moralists over the 
supposed dissolution or debauchery of the French lower classes. Lafargue 
casts the workers’ ‘love of work’ as a ‘furious passion’ and a diabolical 
obsession that seems to know no bounds.73 In a manner that apes bour-
geois moral panics over alcoholism and sexual licentiousness, he paints an 
absurdist caricature of the modern worker as an addict who needs his fix:

The labourers encumber the market in countless numbers imploring: Work! 
Work! Their super abundance ought to compel them to bridle their passion; 
on the contrary, it carries it to the point of paroxysm. Let a chance for work 
present itself, thither they rush; then they demand twelve, fourteen hours to 
glut their appetite for work, and the next day they are again thrown out on 
the pavement with no more food for their vice. Every year in all industries 
lockouts occur with the regularity of the seasons.74

Lafargue is obviously not suggesting that the workers are genuinely 
addicted to labour. Rather, the joke is that the labour form forces people 
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to behave as though they were indeed addicts, that is, people who are 
addicted to a socially and individually destructive and unethical activity. It 
is the same comic reversal that Oscar Wilde would later achieve in his quip 
that ‘work is the curse of the drinking classes’.75 In other words, where 
bourgeois moralists present work, as we saw in the case of Napoleon 
above, as a means of curtailing the irrationality and dissolution in society, 
Lafargue demonstrates that work itself is the essence of social irrationality 
and degeneracy in modern society. A specific absurdity referred to here is 
that overproduction and seasonal work in capitalism do not, as in pre- 
modern societies, lead to abundance, rest and a lighter load. Rather, they 
result in periods of strenuous activity for some, unemployment for others 
and mass unemployment at certain times of years and periods of economic 
crisis. Would it not be more rational, Lafargue asks, to spread the work 
that is available around and to create more work by extending the plea-
sures of consumption to the producers themselves?

ARistotle’s DReAm

Lafargue is the only author in this book to have given the theme of eco-
nomic crisis—the link between crisis and work—an important place in his 
argument. The Right to Laziness contains a whole section in fact on ‘the 
consequences of overproduction’. It should be noted that the text was 
originally written between 1879 and 1880, that is, in the midst of the 
Long Depression that hit the world economy in the late nineteenth cen-
tury. The issue of crisis—and, with it, poverty, unemployment and an 
overall slowdown in growth—would therefore have been an empirically 
pressing one. Lafargue understands economic crisis as a crisis of overpro-
duction. Capital is unable to realise sufficient profits due to the result of 
technological development coupled with insufficient consumer demand.76 
Moreover, and this is perhaps an original contribution, Lafargue draws a 
link between crisis and the work ethic. He notes that ‘the quantity of work 
required by society is necessarily limited by consumption and raw materi-
als’.77 Nevertheless, bourgeois political economy continues to assert that 
the only option to increase the wealth of workers and society as a whole is 
to go on performing and finding ever more work: ‘The economists go on 
repeating to the labourers, “Work, to increase social wealth”, and, “Work, 
always work, to create your own prosperity.”’78 Lafargue also cites a  certain 
Rev. Townshend: ‘Work, work, night and day.’79 However, Lafargue notes, 
in a similar manner to Fourier, that many of these same economists  
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willingly admit that the lower classes usually enjoy a better quality of life 
in the least industrially developed countries: ‘[i]t is in poor nations that 
people are comfortable, in rich nations they are ordinarily poor.’80 As such, 
Lafargue quotes another economist, ‘[t]he labourers themselves in co- 
operating toward the accumulation of productive capital contribute to the 
event which sooner or later must deprive them of a part of their wages.’81

Lafargue, with these arguments, is essentially pointing out the absurd 
contradiction that exists in capitalist society between concrete and abstract 
wealth. The poor Spanish peasant farmer—who produces only for himself, 
his family and a local market—is hardly affected by crises of overproduc-
tion. If he has a glut of produce, the concrete nature of his ‘wealth’ means 
that he can have a rest, take a holiday, hold a feast, rather than suffer ‘unem-
ployment’ in the negative sense that it carries in industrially developed 
countries. Furthermore, in such countries, where there is a crisis of indus-
trial production, the negative consequences are less harsh as workers can 
return to the land. In fully developed industrial societies, however, workers 
produce products that are destined, not necessarily for their own consump-
tion, but for a consumer market at home and abroad. Production serves 
only to increase the amount of abstract social wealth: money into more 
money. When markets inevitably bottom out therefore, thanks to a lack of 
growth in demand or technological competition reducing the amount of 
labour necessary to meet that demand, it results in poverty and unemploy-
ment among workers. Moreover, workers in such countries no longer have 
the option of returning to the land as agriculture itself has become a large-
scale industry and older forms of life have been lost. The more we work, 
the more we rely upon and demand labour as the basis of social life; the 
more we depend on modern industry, the more we increase the precarious-
ness of our existence. Lafargue does not necessarily go into this amount of 
detail, but these are the kinds of issues that he is getting at when he points 
out that simply working more does not always result in a greater amount of 
concrete wealth for the mass of people in industrial societies.

Lafargue is particularly critical of the way in which contemporary soci-
ety responds to these crises of overproduction. Capitalism, rather than 
giving everyone a rest and distributing the surplus, maintains the need for 
work and creates poverty by either destroying the product—dumping 
wheat in the sea, for example—or engaging in imperialist wars to open up 
or expand new markets abroad—‘They force their government to annex 
Congo, to seize on Tonquin, to batter down the Chinese Wall with can-
non shots to make an outlet for their cotton goods.’82 The response of 
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workers, Lafargue argues, is no less absurd: ‘Instead of taking advantage of 
periods of crisis, for a general distribution of their products and a universal 
holiday, the labourers, perishing with hunger, go and beat their heads 
against the doors of the workshops.’83 Lafargue makes an excellent satirical 
point here. Imagine if every economic crisis was, instead of a terrible disas-
ter, celebrated as a great social success: enough work has been done for 
now, humanity can take it easy for a decade or two. The absurdity of capi-
talism is that the abstract nature of its production, which causes these cri-
ses in the first place, would never be able to arrive at such a rational 
outcome of increased productivity. The goal of production is only greater 
amounts of value, not feasts and festivals, not rest. Lafargue, moreover, 
takes his satirical point one step further: ‘Because, lending ear to the falla-
cious words of the economists, the proletarians have given themselves up 
body and soul to the vice of work; they precipitate the whole of society 
into these crises of overproduction which convulse the social organism.’ 
Lafargue, of course, is not seriously suggesting that the workers’ lust for 
labour is the real ‘cause’ of these crises. Rather, he is turning the argu-
ments of bourgeois political economists on their heads: work itself is the 
cause of poverty, not laziness! Lafargue wants workers to realise that it is 
not only exploitation, but the very absurdity of capitalist production that 
is at stake in their struggle.

The solution that Lafargue proposes, in opposition to the programme 
of a ‘right to work’, is to insist upon fighting for less work. His central 
tenet is that work ought to be limited to no more than three hours a day. 
Lafargue argues that such a demand is possible for a number of reasons. 
First, Lafargue, echoing Fourier, argues that all of the ‘non-productive’ 
members of society—capitalists, soldiers, artists, prostitutes, women not 
currently in work—represent a ‘colossal […] waste of productive forces’.84 
If every one of these individuals were to lend a hand in the productive 
process, then the load would be much lighter on each member of society 
overall. Moreover, instead of the current situation, where periods of fran-
tic activity follow long periods of unemployment, society could spread out 
working hours more evenly both among the population and throughout 
the year. Lafargue differs from Fourier in this respect as he is more inter-
ested in reducing the amount of time devoted to labour rather than 
increasing the material product and making it more attractive. Secondly, 
and perhaps in a more satirical vein, Lafargue argues that if workers were 
to demand fewer hours, capitalists would be forced to develop productive 
technology more quickly in order to stay competitive.85 In a surprising 
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moment of historical reversal from our own perspective, he refers to the 
‘lazy’ Americans, who incorporate all sorts of machinery into their agricul-
ture, as an example for Europeans to follow.86 Thirdly, Lafargue calls for 
an end to the austerity that is preached to workers. If workers were able to 
consume the luxuries that they produce for others, they would represent a 
massive new market that could solve the problem of overproduction. It is 
perhaps one of the weakest aspects of his critique as, within the confines of 
capitalism, it seems to be little more than a call for mass consumerism 
avant la lettre. Fourthly, and finally, Lafargue looks to technology to save 
man from the burden of labour. He channels Aristotle, who, he says, fore-
saw that ‘if every tool could by itself execute its proper function, as the 
masterpieces of Daedalus moved themselves or as the tripods of Vulcan set 
themselves spontaneously at their sacred work’ then labour would no lon-
ger be necessary.87 In light of the productive technology developed within 
capitalism, Lafargue therefore claims that ‘Aristotle’s dream is our reality’: 
‘The machine is the saviour of humanity, the god who shall redeem him 
from the sordidae artes and from working for hire, the god who shall give 
him leisure and liberty.’88 Although Lafargue truly approaches a radical 
stance in pointing out the absurdity of a society that cannot translate tech-
nological ‘progress’ into a life of rest and plenty, he evidently falls into the 
trap of erecting another false idol in the place of work. He places his faith 
in the fetish of technology and not in a rupture with the labour form. 
Nevertheless, our exposition of his radical critique of labour could not end 
without agreeing with his fundamental characterisation of the Industrial 
Revolution: ‘Our epoch has been called the century of work. It is in fact 
the century of pain, misery and corruption.’89

Lafargue is perhaps most interesting from a historical perspective 
because he represents an early form of Marxism that was critical of the 
work ethic and the positive identification of workers with work. The Right 
to Laziness is, despite its short length, a gargantuan achievement of satire 
and provocation. Lafargue targets some of the core values of what would 
become orthodox Marxism and real-existing socialism. He rejects modern 
factory work, the pride of labour, the voluntary servitude embodied in the 
call for ever more jobs and, unlike Fourier, he is not interested in the maxi-
mum extraction of undifferentiated human energy for its own sake. It is 
almost unbelievable that an author that otherwise emphasises so thor-
oughly the exoteric side of Marxian thought, especially in later life, and 
who was one of its main ‘vulgarisers’ should have produced such a cri-
tique. It makes it all the more frustrating that we cannot find any reference 
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to what Marx himself thought of the text. It would be wrong, however, to 
suggest that Lafargue fully escapes the confines of a largely ‘phenomeno-
logical’—and, therefore, ‘affirmative’—critique of labour. Although he 
recognises the historical specificity of the work ethic, Lafargue maintains 
the rationalist conception of labour as natural necessity and universality. 
Moreover, he is, despite his criticisms of its role in the cultural valorisation 
and development of labour, firmly committed to the negative and 
 revolutionary identity of the working class ‘subject’. His theory of crisis, 
as a theory of overproduction, is an important one, but foreshortened to 
the extent that it does not recognise the gradual fall in the overall mass of 
value as the fundamental problem that capitalism faces. The solutions that 
he proposes, a kind of forerunner of automation and mass consumerism 
(the terrible consequences of which, not least pollution and the barbarisa-
tion of culture, he could not have known), demonstrate some of the areas 
where his critique falls short of the essence of the labour fetish.
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CHAPTER 4

André Breton, the Artistic Avant-Garde 
and Surrealism’s War on Work

In July 1925, the Surrealist group in Paris, under the leadership of André 
Breton, published a singularly bold declaration, on the bright orange 
cover of its journal, that read The Surrealist Revolution ‘and a war on 
work’.1 It was not the first, nor the last, uncompromising anti-work state-
ment that Breton and the Surrealists as a whole would make. It was, how-
ever, one of its most provocative. It announced that Surrealism, as a 
revolutionary project, was intimately tied to an oppositional stance towards 
labour. It was, moreover, indicative of the sort of radical gesture that was 
guaranteed to provoke anger and confusion from the group’s supposed 
allies in the French Communist Party (PCF). Breton notes that, among all 
of the many insults and threats thrown at the Surrealists over the years, 
there was, particularly among the Communists, always a clear desire to 
‘re-educate’ these errant artists through forced labour, as was the case in 
the USSR at that time.2 In 1927, for example, Breton, as a card-carrying 
member of the PCF, attended his third meeting of a party cell of gas work-
ers in Paris. The meeting turned into a violent scuffle as one of the work-
ers, who had taken the presence of the poet as an affront, insulted him as 
a lazy ‘do-nothing’ and a ‘reprobate’.3 The opinion of Communist intel-
lectuals was very much the same: ‘These young revolutionaries will have 
nothing to do with work. They go in for Hegel and Marx and the 
Revolution, but work is something to which they are not adapted. They 
are too busy studying pederasty and dreams.’4 It makes it all the more 
surprising therefore that a movement, such as Surrealism, which rejected 
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work, which wanted to negate positivism and rationalism, should have 
ever sought an alliance with the ‘Republic of Labour’. Fittingly enough, it 
was arguably the publication in the group’s second journal of a letter by 
Ferdinand Alquié, which criticised the USSR’s celebration of work, that 
finally led to the expulsion of the Surrealists from the Party.5 Understanding 
these contradictions is, at least in part, the goal of this chapter.

The Surrealist critique of work poses special problems for critical analy-
sis thanks to the characteristically poetical quality of the movement’s out-
put. One of its few direct statements about the nature of work, for example, 
takes the form of an answer to the ‘Definitions’ game. One Surrealist 
would write a question on one side of a piece of paper and another would 
answer the question on the other side without knowing what it was. Like 
other Surrealist games, the idea was to engage in the play of ‘objective 
chance’ that would provoke poetical meaning. In this case Breton, the 
questioner, asks ‘What is work?’, and Benjamin Péret (1899–1959), the 
answerer, responds, ‘It is the execution of Louis XVI!’6 Although the 
game produced random results, the couplings that the Surrealists ulti-
mately selected for publication were not. They chose those juxtapositions 
that provoked reflection and induced a certain state of mind. What there-
fore are we to make of such a cryptic statement? Work is a form of violence 
and a heinous act of cruelty? Work is a necessary evil? Work is a tyrannical 
ruler that deserves to be put to death? The historical act of the execution 
itself was a form of work? Work is, at once, the entirety of the event, the 
violent task, the actions, thoughts and feelings of the observers, the execu-
tioner and the king? All of these and none. We must accept a certain 
amount of ambiguity as, for the Surrealists, what was at stake was not strict 
theoretical definitions. These poetical qualities, as we will see, embody 
many of the greatest strengths and weaknesses of the Surrealist critique of 
work as it developed and came to be expressed in the art, philosophy and 
politics of the movement.

The Surrealist critique of work was also as much a lived practice of revolt 
as it was a matter of poetical creation in the traditional sense. The Parisian 
Surrealists in particular rejected the respectable professional careers that 
their families had prepared for them and sought, when possible, to escape 
labour altogether. As Helena Lewis notes, ‘[r]egular work, especially any-
thing that could lead to a successful career, was forbidden. Breton, Aragon, 
Jacques-André Boiffard, and François Gérard all abandoned their medical 
studies and others deliberately left the university without getting a degree.’7 
Jacques Rigaut, another French Surrealist, once stated that suicide is ‘only 
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slightly less disagreeable than having a job’ and that it would be better to 
‘live day to day’ as a ‘pimp’ and a ‘parasite’ than to work.8 Elsewhere, he 
writes with some absurd humour: ‘The second time I killed myself, it was 
out of laziness. Poor, having an anticipatory horror of all work, I killed 
myself one day, without any convictions, as I had lived.’9 Louis Aragon 
similarly, in 1925, foreshadows the famous ‘never work’ graffito of Guy 
Debord with the phrase, ‘I will never work, my hands are clean.’10 To this 
extent, the Surrealists embodied the living artistic values of Parisian 
Bohemia that stretched back at least as far as the mid-nineteenth century. 
Even financial success as an artist was viewed with a great deal of suspicion. 
Dissident Surrealists, for example, criticised Breton, who was at times in his 
life no stranger to a lack of monetary means, for his role as an art dealer. 
Breton himself mocked Salvador Dali with the moniker ‘Avida Dollars’, an 
anagram of his name meaning Greedy Bucks, due to his commercial success 
and the nature of his art. Painters, poets and novelists, the Surrealists pre-
ferred to idle about the city in search of pleasure, inspiration and poetic 
encounters rather than labour. Such ‘disambulation’ was a form of ‘lazi-
ness’ particularly favoured by Breton and Aragon, as two of their respective 
novels, Nadja (1928) and Paris Peasant (1926), attest.

The Surrealist opposition to labour, moreover, has not gone unnoticed 
in the critical literature. Lewis, for example, states that the anti-work 
stance of Surrealism was simply an extension of the movement’s general 
rejection of bourgeois values.11 The critique of work was, as such, not an 
irreducible position based in a hope for total social revolution. Marguerite 
Bonnet, however, who is one of the editors of the Pléiade edition of 
Breton’s works, insists that the rejection of work is an ‘essential’ Surrealist 
value.12 She argues that the Surrealist opposition to labour is primarily 
moral in character, that is, while Breton does not reject work as a natural 
necessity, he does refute it as an absolute cultural value or ethical principle. 
Carole Reynaud-Paligot provides a lengthy interpretation of these anti- 
work positions, linking them to Marxian critiques of the division of labour 
and to the influence of utopian and libertarian traditions in France.13 
Furthermore, there is plenty of evidence that the Surrealists were directly 
influenced by the critiques of work that have been previously discussed in 
this book. Breton was a great reader of Fourier, whose work he repro-
duced in his Anthology of Black Humour (1940)—albeit not his anti-work 
passages—and he famously penned a poem in his honour, ‘Ode to Charles 
Fourier’, in 1947. Likewise, Breton kept a copy of The Right to Laziness in 
his personal library and referred to Paul Lafargue himself as an ‘enlightened 
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materialist’.14 The evidence suggests therefore that the Surrealist critique 
of work emerged out of a dialogue with a now well-established tradition 
in modern French thought. The continuation and development of that 
tradition was, as we will see, fundamental to what was truly radical about 
the Surrealist project.

Art, rimbAud And AnArchism

The fact that many of the artistic avant-gardes of the twentieth century 
should have taken on the critique of work as a central thematic is not at 
all surprising. The relationship between art and an oppositional stance 
towards labour has a long history. Romantic philosophers, such as 
Friedrich Schiller, had argued, since at least the eighteenth century, that 
art represents both a refuge from and a potential solution to the problem 
of alienation. Man finds himself cut off in modern civilisation from his 
initial unity with the natural world and his own nature. His existence is 
‘inauthentic’, fragmented and dominated by the impersonal character of 
both civil society and the world of the market that had replaced the unity 
of the pre- modern religious community. Art, as such, emerged as a new 
kind of symbolic realm that allowed the subject to come to terms with 
the world; a realm of experience, in other words, in which man could be 
truly free and fully develop his passions. Art was therefore implicitly 
opposed to work. Man laboured out of necessity and constraint. In con-
trast, the artist—and his spectator—engaged in a free play of the faculties 
that, in the greatest works of art, permitted mankind to rediscover the 
unity with the world that it had lost.15 Furthermore, where, for most of 
its history, it had largely been religious and state-supporting in character, 
by the end of the nineteenth century, art—particularly the visual and 
plastic arts which had lagged behind—had finally begun to assert its full 
autonomy from the dominant culture.16 Art became, that is to say, a 
sphere of relative freedom that, although still dependent on economic 
life, was able to develop alternative behaviours, ways of seeing, values 
and models of everyday life.17 The sense that art could provide some 
resolution to alienation reached its apogee in modern art in which the 
attempt to ‘re-enchant’ life was nearly always accompanied by some kind 
of political engagement. Art was therefore the natural home for the cri-
tique of work even when it seemed that almost every other sphere of 
social life had been entirely subsumed beneath its logic.
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The emergence of art as a sphere of social life with its own set of values 
opposed to those of dominant society was closely associated, from the 
middle of the nineteenth century, with the figure of the Bohemian. 
Bohemians—in the idealised form given to them in music, literature and 
film—were young people who flouted bourgeois social conventions in the 
name of Truth, Beauty and Poetry. Rather than compromise their values, 
they preferred to live in happy poverty and in the cheaper districts of Paris, 
such as the Left Bank and, from the late nineteenth century onward, 
Montmartre. They lived a creative communal existence based on friend-
ship and disdained boring middle-class life. Bohemians eschewed work in 
the normative sense and kept irregular hours. Paris, as the capital of the art 
world, was naturally the heartland of Bohemia, which constituted a genu-
ine subculture made up of artists, actors, students, dancers, poets, novel-
ists and the wayward sons and daughters of the bourgeoisie. The Bohemian 
life therefore represented a kind of lived art: an alternative model of social 
being that ostensibly obeyed different rules to those of the dull, mundane, 
mercantile world of modern industrial society. Bohemia embodied, even 
for the bourgeoisie who consumed representations of it in the form of 
novels and operas, a refuge or utopia that was materially poor but allowed 
the individual to live a more intense and ‘authentic’ existence.18 The 
Surrealist rejection of work—along with that of the other avant-gardes 
considered in this book—was the extension of the Bohemian artistic ideal 
into the new century.

The embodiment of that ideal, as far the Surrealists were concerned, 
was the figure of the French poet Arthur Rimbaud (1854–1891). The 
poet’s short but brilliant life served as a touchstone of Surrealist expres-
sion and revolt. ‘Rimbaud’, wrote Breton in the first Surrealist manifesto, 
‘is Surrealist in the practice of life.’19 In an open letter, from 1927, add-
ressed to Ardennes officials who had dared to erect a statue to the poet, 
Breton made clear what he meant: ‘[Rimbaud] got drunk, picked fights, 
slept under bridges, had lice [and] he loathed work.’20 It was a point to 
which Breton would return repeatedly. For example, in a 1934 essay on 
Surrealism, Breton turns once again to the theme: ‘Was it not Rimbaud 
who said: “I will never work.”’21 Breton also quotes Rimbaud, alongside 
Lafargue, under the heading of ‘work’ in The Abridged Dictionary of 
Surrealism (1938): ‘To work now? Never, never: I’m on strike. Right now, 
I’m beshitting myself as much as possible. Why? I want to be a poet, and 
I’m working to turn myself into a seer…’22 Rimbaud, for the Surrealists, 
embodied the lived experience of a modern art that was in revolt against 
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the world. That revolt necessarily meant a rejection of the work ethic and 
of a life devoted to labour in the manner of the bourgeoisie and of work-
ers. It could, in this sense, also be understood as an ironic and playful 
revalorisation of the aristocratic disdain for labour that had characterised 
early-modern societies. In his poem ‘Bad Blood’, for example, Rimbaud, 
who was not himself literally of aristocratic stock, refers to ‘workers and 
bosses’ alike as ‘ignoble peasants’, that is, servile and stupid.

These anti-work themes in Rimbaud have certainly not gone unnoticed 
in the critical literature. Martin Sorrel, for example, notes that Rimbaud 
‘unashamedly adopted the position of a cynical outsider, the drop-out 
who refuses to work or to conform to society’s rules, but who will rather 
scrounge his sustenance from friends’.23 Rimbaud, he states, imagines the 
‘work’ of the poet to be ‘idleness, vice and depravity’.24 Kristin Ross, how-
ever, provides perhaps the most in-depth analysis.25 Ross reads the anti- 
work stance of Rimbaud as a critique of the alienation and division of 
labour in late-nineteenth-century capitalist society. She argues that 
Rimbaud uses castration as a metaphor for the way in which labour turns 
the body and the mind into extensions of the exterior power of capital. 
Rimbaud refuses to allow himself to be ‘mutilated’ by the process of capi-
talist accumulation. His rejection of labour allows him to remain corpore-
ally ‘intact’. Furthermore, his claims that he has ‘a horror of all trades’ and 
that he will ‘never learn to use [his] hands’, as well as his critique of work-
ers and bosses as ‘peasants’, constitute a rejection of the professional for-
mation of the modern subject that results in its decided lack of poetry or 
‘narrow horizons’.26 Like Lafargue, Ross argues, Rimbaud adopts the 
notion of ‘laziness’ in order to escape the simplistic dichotomy of produc-
tion and consumption. The figure of the bum or the do-nothing, the very 
notion of laziness itself, acts in his life and work as a poetic symbol for the 
body that is unmarked by the mutilation of labour and which can, as a 
result, experience intense sensation.27 Rimbaud’s hatred of work and love 
of laziness therefore figure as an important source of inspiration for the 
French avant-garde.28

The Surrealist critique of work also took a great deal of inspiration from 
the Anarchism of the Belle Époque. In fact, by the turn of the century, the 
lines between the Parisian subcultures of Bohemia, Anarchy and criminal-
ity had often proved to be decidedly blurred. Surrealism shared a particu-
lar affinity with Anarchist Individualism and Illegalism. Where a great deal 
of the rhetoric of nineteenth-century Anarchism had focused on moral 
arguments grounded in abstract ideals, such as Brotherhood and Equality, 
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the Individualists followed a philosophy that emphasised, individual free-
dom and desire. They took direct inspiration from Max Stirner 
(1806–1856), in particular his The Ego and Its Own (1844), and Friedrich 
Nietzsche (1844–1900). Stirner rejects all constraints placed on individual 
liberty and argues that individuals do not require moral justification for 
their actions. Nietzsche, likewise, constructs a philosophy that invites the 
individual to break out of the constrictions of bourgeois morality in order 
to form its own body of values based on its desires. French Anarchists, at 
the turn of the century, were in part attracted to these ideas as they pro-
vided a model for individual self-determination outside of bourgeois ide-
ology that, in many respects, echoed the countercultural and artistic values 
of Paris’s Bohemian subculture.29 For example, the Anarchist Encyclopaedia 
(1934) entry on labour, written by Gerard de Lacaze-Duthiers, cites 
Ruskin and Morris for whom ‘labour should be joyful’, and E. Armand, in 
another entry, claims that it should ‘generate individual liberty’.30 
Individualist Anarchism had therefore already adopted many aspects of the 
artistic critique of work. The Individualist Anarchist critique is, neverthe-
less, decidedly ‘phenomenological’, and therefore ‘affirmative’, in charac-
ter. The Individualist Anarchists accept ‘in theory’ the mantra that ‘work 
is freedom’ and that it has a certain ‘beauty’.31 It is only class exploitation 
and mismanagement that make labour the worst form of slavery and ugli-
ness. The problem, as such, is not work as a social form, nor even the work 
ethic in itself (there are plenty of references to workshy ‘parasites’), only 
that labour is unfree.32

The Surrealists were arguably less interested in Anarchist theory, how-
ever, than in the practice of Illegalism and propaganda by the deed. The 
Illegalist Anarchists held that, in a society where a small class exploited 
workers and stole the full value of their labour, it was perfectly acceptable 
to refuse to work and instead to steal from the expropriators. The Anarchist 
thief Marius Jacob, who claimed to have taken part in over a hundred rob-
beries, justified his actions in exactly these terms: ‘Theft is restitution, 
retaking possession. Rather than be cloistered in a factory, like a prison, 
rather than beg for that which I have a right, I preferred to rise up and 
combat step to step my enemies by going to war on the rich, and attacking 
their goods.’33 Theft was, of course, a widespread spontaneous act of resis-
tance to the labour regime among workers themselves.34 However, it was 
those who were motivated by a revolutionary ideology and engaged in the 
most audacious acts of criminality—usually less for personal gain than to 
fund revolutionary movements—who would become popular heroes 
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among the working class. The Surrealists were particularly enamoured 
with the Bonnot Gang, an Anarchist Illegalist group which, between 1911 
and 1912, engaged in an epic crime spree that included bank robberies, 
carjackings and police killings.35 In March 1921, the proto-Surrealist jour-
nal Littérature listed Bonnot as a 10.36 in a mock school grading system, 
just above Baudelaire (9) and Freud (8.63), well above Hegel (2.36) and 
a little below Apollinaire (12.45) and, of course, Breton himself (16.85).36 
The Belgian Surrealist, Louis Scutenaire (1905–1987), expresses similar 
esteem: ‘Perhaps the most beautiful account [récit] in the French language 
[is] Carouy’s statement at the trial of the Bonnot gang.’37 The Surrealists 
therefore identified strongly with the Anarchist rejection of work and its 
revolt against bourgeois morality in the name of individual liberty.

modern times

The First World War is in many respects the event that defined the genera-
tion from which Dada and Surrealism emerged. For Breton and his friends, 
as for many people of the epoch, the mechanised horrors of the war and 
the imbecilic patriotism on which it rested had exposed once and for all 
that Western culture embodies a vacuous and destructive mode of exis-
tence. The regimentation and rationalisation of everyday life, through 
 factory labour and militarism, teach human beings stupidity and submis-
siveness. Breton, as we will see, was particularly struck by the common 
characteristics he observed between the patriotic soldier that willingly sac-
rifices himself for the nation and the voluntary servitude of the modern 
worker who sacrifices himself to the regime of capitalist accumulation. In 
other words, there was a sense that the mass mobilisation of the armies of 
Europe and the mass mobilisation of the armies of labour reflected one 
another and resulted from a similar attitude to life. The First World War 
could, in this sense, be understood as an expression of the wider war of 
total mechanised competition that was transforming modern societies and 
leaving the work ethic more entrenched in the social psyche than 
ever before.

France, in the first half of the twentieth century, was already undergoing 
the beginnings of the Second Industrial Revolution that would eventually 
reach its apogee in post-war Europe and America. The number of people 
employed in French industry was rising by 40,000 a year before the out-
break of war. Important French manufacturers, such as Renault, were 
already introducing proto-Fordist industrial techniques to increase 
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 manufacturing efficiency. As a result, more and more of the French popula-
tion was experiencing the most ‘empirically abstract’ forms of labour on the 
assembly line.38 The increasingly industrialised character of social life did 
not go unnoticed within modern art. Many avant-garde artists and move-
ments enthusiastically celebrated the new industrial and technological 
development. Industry seemed to transform society in dramatic and excit-
ing ways, breaking down old restraints and offering new ways of perceiving 
the world. Modernist artists such as Fernand Léger, the Futurists and the 
Bauhaus school of design embraced, in aesthetic form, the merger of man 
and machine. Other artists, however, took a more critical point of view. 
François Picabia, to give just one example, famously satirised the reduction 
of man to machine in the form of a technical drawing of a spark plug with 
the title Portrait of a Young American Girl in a State of Nudity (1915).

Perhaps the greatest satirical takedown of the brave new world of 
industry that was produced in France in the inter-war years was René 
Clair’s early talkie Freedom for Us (1931). The film follows the lives of 
two convicts, Louis and Émile, as they get caught up in the oppressive 
and absurd world of early Fordist France. Clair opens the film with a 
scene of prisoners forced to work at an assembly line making toys for 
children. The men are under constant surveillance, unable to rest or talk 
to one another. They dream of the freedom they would experience 
beyond the walls of the prison. Louis, with the help of Émile, is eventu-
ally able to escape. On the outside, he gradually climbs the social ladder 
until he owns his own factory that produces gramophones. Many years 
later, Émile himself is freed. He goes to lie down in a beautiful meadow 
with the chimney stacks of a factory looming in the distance. Immediately, 
however, he is arrested by two passing policemen: ‘You are not working. 
Don’t you know…’ The film transitions to a scene of a schoolteacher 
lecturing young children: ‘Work is obligatory, because work is freedom.’ 
The children repeat the catechism in the form of a song. After a failed 
attempt to kill himself, Émile escapes from his cell but, in an effort to 
escape his pursuers, accidentally ends up signing up for a job at Louis’s 
factory. Clair effects a series of clever visual rhymes between the regi-
mentation of life in the factory and the prison. The workers are pushed 
about, constantly watched over by foremen and marched from place to 
place. Émile is put on an assembly line where he is expected to screw in 
a single bolt over and over again. He is, however, a poor worker and eas-
ily distracted. Soon enough he misses a bolt and has to chase it down the 
line, creating a domino effect, as each successive worker knocks over the 
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one next to him, leading to a scuffle that only ends with the intervention 
of the foreman.39 At the end of the film, Louis, who loses all of his 
money, gifts a now fully automated factory to the workers—who spend 
their time partying—and lives the rest of his life as a tramp with Émile.

The central critical point of the film is that ‘freedom’ is meaningless, a 
kind of Orwellian doublespeak, in a society where the modern labour 
regime is obligatory. The prisoners dream of a life beyond the prison walls, 
but in the factory, they find only the same regimentation and boredom. At 
one point in the film, a worker, eating at a meal table which itself takes the 
form of a factory belt, suddenly stops and dreams that he is far away eating 
his meal with the girl he loves. How therefore can we speak of ‘freedom’ 
when real life takes the form of an obligation to produce under such con-
ditions? The fact that the prisoners and factory workers manufacture 
objects of leisure, toy horses and gramophones respectively, is no accident. 
Clair is pointing to another irony of Fordism. The emergent mass con-
sumer market, which presents itself as an escape from work, is founded 
upon the mass implementation of the most mind-numbing and alienating 
forms of labour. Moreover, through the figure of Émile, who is clearly 
incapable of internalising, or even understanding, the discipline of the 
modern workplace, Clair brings attention to the totalitarian imposition of 
a certain kind of subjectivity, as bosses and workers alike constantly become 
frustrated with his disinterestedness and force him to behave. It is as 
though the whole of social life, at least for the working class, has been 
turned into a permanent mass mobilisation in the service of the valorisa-
tion of value. Ultimately, it is only the gift of automation that frees the 
workers. Freedom for Us, nevertheless, provides a perfect picture of the 
empirical reality of modern industry against which the Surrealist critique 
of work was launched.40

Work in surreAlist PhilosoPhy

The Surrealist critique of work, although rooted in the contexts described 
above, has an originality and specificity that emerges from the philosophi-
cal underpinnings of the movement. Surrealism, generally speaking, 
rejected the notion, which has always been prevalent in the workers’ 
movement, that under certain circumstances a liberated ‘labour’—in the 
abstract or the concrete—could become a positive aspect of life. Rather, 
work is always presented in the most negative of terms. Louis Aragon, for 
example, describes labour simply as ‘immonde’, meaning, squalid, unfit, 
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impure or vile.41 The central object of Surrealist criticism is, however, the 
subject that has ‘consented’ to labour. Breton, in the original Surrealist 
manifesto of 1924, makes the link between labour and the problem of 
subjectivity explicit:

Man, this irrevocable dreamer, from day to day more discontent with his lot 
in life, hardly explores all the possibilities of the objects that he has been led 
to use, and that have been given up to his indifference, or his effort, his 
effort nearly always, because he has consented to work, at the very least he 
has not been loath to try his luck (what he calls his luck!).42

Aragon echoes almost the exact same sentiment a year later in 1925:

The man who has finally consented to work to preserve his life, the man who 
has sacrificed his attention, everything that remained divine with him, for 
the puerile desire to continue to live, may he look within himself, and may 
he recognise what prostitution really is.43

Work is associated in these two passages with an a priori schism and deg-
radation of the self that seems to characterise modern life. Man is, in his 
essence, an ‘irrevocable dreamer’ and contains a ‘divine’ aspect. These are 
the irrational, oneiric and enchanted aspects of the self and the world that 
it inhabits. Work, in contrast, is purely rational, necessary and positivistic 
in character. It limits the horizon of possibilities and, in so doing, prevents 
the subject from incorporating these aspects of reality into itself. Man, in 
consenting to work, abstracts from himself and his lived existence these 
‘divine’, higher and poetical, facets of human existence. Effectively, his 
desires, dreams and fantasies—and all that lies outside the rationalist logic 
of a society devoted to production—are repressed and degraded; they are 
relegated to the unconscious. Labour, writes Aragon, is a ‘god that reigns 
uncontested over the West’.44 The ‘discontent’ of modern man is the 
result of the disenchantment with the world that characterises a society 
dominated by work.

The Surrealist rejection of labour is, as these arguments demonstrate, a 
fundamental aspect of the deeper philosophical critique of Cartesian meta-
physics. Descartes reimagines the self as pure thought: cogito, ergo sum. 
His ‘subject’ is a reductive category that abstracts from the understanding 
of the self and human beings in general all of the rich complexity of the 
human animal in its relationship with itself and the exterior world.45 The I 
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is identified solely with the capacity to think within the categories of 
Reason or logos. The body, which in other forms of society has equal status 
to the mind or is at least recognised as a reality with its own demands, is 
reduced to the status of a non-living object, a machine, that is simply the 
vessel for the mind. Likewise, the exterior world is relegated to the status 
of an inanimate object upon which the self, identified with pure rational 
thought, acts. The Cartesian subject sees in concrete reality only a mass of 
undifferentiated material into which it projects its order and mastery 
through the categories of Reason. As such, the Cartesian subject can only 
grasp reality through a rationalist mode of thinking that excludes all forms 
of logic and experience that do not fall into its simplistic and dualistic 
oppositions: reason and irrationality, real life and dream, the conscious 
and the unconscious, work and idleness, fact and fantasy. Labour, which, 
as we saw in the first chapter, is a category of Reason, is, for the Surrealists, 
the ultimate expression of Cartesian metaphysics as it reduces human life 
to the status of just such a subject. The man who has ‘consented to work’ 
has accepted the Cartesian form of subjectivity. He embodies the empty-
ing of human experience of all that lies outside of economic rationality. We 
might even think of the Surrealist critique of labour therefore as to some 
extent a corollary to aspects of the critique of value-dissociation and its 
critique of the subject. There is an implicit recognition in Surrealism, in 
other words, that labour is an empty category that rests upon a fundamen-
tal schism within the self and society that reduces the complexity of human 
experience and the world to a single aspect.

Surrealism is, moreover, particularly attuned to the relationship between 
the abstract character of labour and modern notions of utility. As Breton 
puts it, ‘[u]nder the colours of civilisation, under the pretext of progress, 
we have managed to banish from the mind everything that could be 
accused, rightly or wrongly, of superstition, of illusion, to forbid any form 
of research into truth that does not conform to accepted practice.’46 Much 
of the most brilliant output of the French avant-garde in the first half of 
the twentieth century was aimed at the utilitarianism and functionalism of 
modern society. The creation of bizarre and useless objects out of the stuff 
of everyday life is a quintessentially Dadaist and Surrealist expression of 
the plastic arts. Perhaps the most iconic example is Man Ray’s The Gift 
(1921), which consists simply of an iron with nails glued to its flat side, 
rendering the object unusable and therefore worthless as a ‘gift’ (at least 
from the perspective of a Cartesian subject). Aragon makes the link 
between the ‘deification of labour’ and utilitarianism in an essay on archi-
tecture and the decorative arts:
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[In this desert of walls] [e]verything is measured in terms of utility; utility is 
resplendent down to the smallest cinder block; and if some memory beyond 
the immediate falsehood of bad weather and destruction revives this place, 
built in the now lyrical proportions of the factory and the hanger, one can 
wonder if it is not solely due to the spasms of pragmatism, a sort of necessary 
deification of work and its fashions, a principle strengthened by its defi-
ciency, and, like the cry of reinforced cement, the hysteria of materials as 
they adapt to the conventions of men, to their self-serving calculations, to 
their fears.47

Aragon demonstrates how Surrealism fundamentally contradicts with 
industrial design and, more generally, with a conception of culture in 
which everything ultimately serves a utilitarian function. Aragon describes 
the very materials with which mankind constructs its world as being tor-
tured by the need to adapt to the ‘conventions of men’, that is, the utili-
tarianism that is born of the ‘fashions’ of work, which does not recognise 
in these materials anything more than the stuff in which it realises itself. 
The reference to cement is not accidental as it represents the archetypal 
material of modern architecture: a material that is apparently infinitely 
adaptable to the abstract forms created by minds steeped in rationalist 
functionalism and necessity. The obsession with ‘utility’ and functional 
form arises out of the Cartesian subject in its narcissistic attitude of mas-
tery and possession towards the material world that is recognised no 
rights, or independent reality, of its own.

Surrealism, and its critique of work, can be understood in this light pri-
marily as a project to put the Cartesian subject into a state of crisis and, 
ideally, to overcome it altogether: first, through a revolution of the mind 
and, secondly, through a social revolution. The central goal was to over-
come the classical division between subject and object. Breton, in fact, 
describes the Surrealists as working precisely towards the goal of overcom-
ing the ‘necessity and value’ of the distinction.48 Bourgeois society saw in 
the work society only abstract individuals who enter into ‘free’ and ‘ratio-
nal’ relations of utility. The subject, in turn, makes the objective world 
submit to its will through the categories of Reason. The exterior world that 
exists outside pure thought has no rights and no subjectivity of its own. 
The goal of Surrealism, in opposition to such a model, is for people to enter 
into a richer and more fulfilling relationship to the ‘real’ that could only be 
constituted by a unity of subject and object. Breton speaks, for example, of 
Surrealism’s ‘will for a deepening of the real, an ever clearer and more 
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passionate revelation of the sensible world’.49 Surrealism represents there-
fore a break with the abstract bourgeois individual which is only validated 
as a ‘subject’ through his ‘skill’ of mastering the world according to the 
categories of Reason and hard work. As a result, Surrealism equally repre-
sents a rupture with a conception of the ‘object’ as the undifferentiated 
stuff in which the subject realises its will. Objects can have a life of their 
own and take an active role in the Surrealist search for the absolute and 
sublime. Poetry is not simply imposed on reality, as in the demiurgic fanta-
sies of homo faber, rather it is already out there in the world waiting to be 
discovered. These positions explain, for example, the importance within 
Surrealism of the poetry of the ‘found object’ and of walking the city in 
search of poetic experience.50 Even the sculptures of the Surrealists, despite 
being strange and impossible, did not take the form of concrete moulds, 
but rather the merger of objects that really do exist in the world, such as a 
plastic lobster and a telephone. René Magritte provides a model for such 
poetry in his painting which, similarly, moves away from abstraction 
towards hyper-realistic representations of real objects that are placed in 
strange combinations or given unlikely properties that speak for abstract 
ideas. Surrealist poetry, in the broadest sense, seeks therefore to create 
‘leaps of the subconscious’ that reveal the rich reality of a world beyond the 
dualism or subject-object opposition of the dominant metaphysics of labour.

The Surrealist conception of poetry emphasises dreams, fantasy, love, 
imagination, desire, sex, chance, the sublime, absurdity and play because 
these are aspects of the human experience that have been ejected from 
modern life. They have no place in the world of work and, as a result, they 
have no place in the construction of a self based on the model of the 
Cartesian subject. The initial importance of Freud to Surrealism is that his 
theory of the unconscious, at least as far as they understand it, seems to 
provide evidence for the argument that the modern ontology of subjectiv-
ity is a false one. There exists a form of subjectivity that precedes, and 
subsists beneath, the identification of the self with Reason. If only this 
unconscious aspect of the self could make itself felt consciously, the 
Cartesian subject would be overturned.51 Surrealist poetry is therefore a 
historical effort to ‘re-enchant’ human experience through the revelation 
of these repressed aspects of the self and an attempt to reincorporate them 
into life. Life, a ‘real’ unified life, necessarily only exists, for the Surrealists, 
beyond work. It is for this reason that the Surrealists cast their scorn upon 
labour and those who ‘consent’ to it. The starting point of the Surrealist 
revolution is to recognise that work is in itself already a repugnant condi-
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tion and to revolt against it. The Surrealist critique of labour is, as such, 
quite different from, and in some ways superior to, the one that animates 
the Anarchists and Marxists of the period. The Surrealists do accept the 
critique of work as a critique of bourgeois exploitation, particularly after 
their rapprochement with Marxism, but the argument itself is not 
‘Surrealist’. Rather, the specifically ‘Surrealist’ critique touches upon 
aspects of the ontology of labour itself by rejecting the empty quality of 
the subject form that was founded upon it.

breton’s WAr on Work

Breton, of all the Surrealists, is arguably the one to have most fully devel-
oped the themes described above. Perhaps some of the most striking exam-
ples of the Surrealist critique of work are found in his novel Nadja (1928). 
The book ostensibly concerns the brief relationship that Breton undertakes 
with a young woman who he encounters during one of his walks through 
Paris. Breton hopes that an account of his peregrinations in the city will 
send some of his readers ‘rushing into the streets’ having grasped the ‘inad-
equacy’ of ‘any action that requires a continuous application and which can 
be premeditated’.52 These words lead Breton in a brief diatribe against the 
work ethic in anticipation of objections to such a proposal:

And after all this, let no one speak to me of work—I mean the moral value 
of work. I am forced to accept the notion of work as a material necessity, 
and, in this regard, I strongly favour its better, that is fairer, division. That 
life’s sinister obligations impose it upon me, so be it, but that I should be 
asked to believe in it, to revere my own or that of others, never. I prefer, 
once again, walking by night to believing myself a man who walks by day-
light. There is no use to being alive while one is working. The event from 
which each of us is entitled to expect the revelation of his own life’s mean-
ing—that event which I may not have, but on whose path, I seek myself—is 
not earned by work.53

Breton accepts the notion that labour is a material necessity.54 However, he 
seems to be referring here to the rather broad, and meaningless, definition 
of labour as the fact that people have to feed, clothe and shelter themselves. 
We also see that Breton criticises the famous capitalist ‘division of labour’ 
in the name of equality. He rejects, however, the idea that work, of any 
kind, should ever be valorised. Work is nothing other than a ‘sinister obli-
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gation’. It is an imposition. Moreover, he opposes the notion that labour 
can constitute a source of essential meaning for the individual. That mean-
ing can be found, but it is not something that can be discovered through 
work, only beyond it. Breton even suggests that one is not truly alive while 
one is working: ‘There is no use to being alive while one is working’ [Rien 
ne sert d’être vivant, le temps qu’on travail]. With these lines, Breton antici-
pates Debord’s later identification of labour with death, which is itself a 
reversal of Marx’s identification of labour with life. The point of the pas-
sage is to suggest that the work ethic does not permit human beings access 
to those events that put them in touch with the true, re-enchanted, self.

It is at this point, immediately after his critique of work, that Breton 
introduces the figure of Nadja. She, like Breton, lives a life of relative 
autonomy from ‘work’. It is implied that she maintains herself, at least in 
part, through prostitution.55 The poet and the prostitute share, in a cer-
tain sense, an unconventional existence on the margins of the world of 
work. They require money, of course, but they are ‘unproductive’ from 
the perspective of capital and generally have no direct experience of the 
privileged sites of labour, that is, the factory and the office. Nevertheless, 
it is the valorisation of labour that becomes the first point of contention 
between Nadja and Breton in the novel. Nadja tells Breton that she some-
times likes to take the second-class metro cabin to look at the commuters. 
Nadja explains that she enjoys reading the expressions of people and 
guessing what they are thinking about. The fact that commuters are an 
object of curiosity and fascination for Nadja highlights that she lives at a 
remove from the world of work. However, when Nadja describes the com-
muters as ‘good people’ [brave gens], Breton interjects angrily:

People cannot be interesting insofar as they endure their work […]. I hate, 
with all my strength, this enslavement that people hold up to me as being so 
valuable. I pity the man who is condemned to it, who cannot generally 
escape it, but it is not the burden of his labour that disposes me in his favour, 
it is—it can only be—the vigour of his protest against it. I know that at a 
factory furnace, or in front of one of those inexorable machines which all 
day long […] impose the repetition of the same gesture, […] one can still 
feel free: but it is not the martyrdom one undergoes which creates this free-
dom. It is […] a perpetual unfettering […] But it is also […] the relatively 
long but marvellous series of steps which man may make unfettered. Do you 
suppose these people capable of taking such steps? Have they even the time 
for them? Have they the heart? Good people, you said, yes, good people like 
those who get themselves killed in wars, isn’t that what you mean? Enough 
talk of heroes: a lot of unhappy men and a few poor imbeciles.56
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Breton focuses his critique of labour on the subject that has ‘consented to 
work’. He has no time for any discourse that presents those who willingly 
submit themselves to the yoke of labour, who have internalised its disci-
pline, as ‘good’ or ‘brave’ exemplars of humanity. On the contrary, Breton 
rarely expresses so much ire in his oeuvre as on the subject of the voluntary 
servitude of the ‘worker’ (be he or she a member of the bourgeoisie or the 
working class). The source of his disgust is tied, as we can see in this pas-
sage, to his experience of the horrors of the war. He believes that the 
subject that submits to labour is the same subject that pointlessly went to 
die for his country on the plains of the Somme. The link between the 
mindset of mass mobilisation and mass production is clear in his mind. He 
does not believe in the heroism of war, nor does he believe in the heroism 
of labour. These martyrs to labour and nation are no more than ‘unhappy 
men’ and ‘imbeciles’. Breton is not even sympathetic to the empirical bur-
den that these people suffer under. He reserves his admiration only for 
those who revolt against the imposition of labour. There is no freedom in 
work. Freedom can only exist in the revolt against it. The subject that 
rejects labour with all his being unfetters himself, perpetually, and takes 
the steps that make him truly human. Breton doubts that the majority of 
those that Nadja describes as ‘good people’ are capable of such revolt. 
Nadja herself, who does not submit to the labour regime and lives an 
unconventional life, could ironically be said to represent for Breton a per-
son in revolt. Perhaps what most riles Breton is the fact that, in her valori-
sation of the work ethic, Nadja contradicts the symbolic meaning he has 
projected onto her.

Breton treats similar themes in an article entitled ‘The Last Strike’ 
(1925) that appears in the second issue of The Surrealist Revolution. He 
criticises, in a manner that echoes Paul Lafargue, the way in which the 
working class has adopted and internalised the labour form as a positive 
source of self-identity:

It is without a doubt on the subject of work that the modern consciousness, 
in the collective sense of the word, manifests its most stupid assumptions. 
So, workers, rightly incensed at the mediocre existence left to them, affirm 
their right to live generally on the basis of the very principle of their enslave-
ment. Here and there they struggle and consent, in the name of individual 
sacrifice, to arrive at a meagre attenuation of their suffering. Truthfully, it is, 
in my opinion, nowhere near enough. […] All too willingly, they take pride 
in their capacity to work. […] As paradoxical as it might seem, they devote 
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themselves to the idea of work in a quasi-religious fashion. It seems that […] 
they feel the need, like everyone else, to demonstrate the extent of their 
selflessness. It is even the case that the greatest authority is given to those 
who bend to the harshest labour. Are not the voices that carry the most 
authority in the leagues those of Construction, Metalwork and Mining? All 
of them proclaim the sacredness of work and tend to exalt it all the more if 
the work is material.57

Breton, once again, demonstrates here that the Surrealist critique of 
work is aimed primarily at the subject form of the worker. Breton recog-
nises that work is a form of exploitation and class domination, but these 
are essentially second-order observations. His real target is the subject 
that ‘consents’ to work. Breton is concerned with pointing out the 
absurdity of oppressed subjects who turn the ‘principle of their enslave-
ment’ into a positive source of individual and collective identity. A life 
devoted to labour is nothing more than a ‘mediocre existence’. However, 
the worker does not set himself in revolt against labour but turns the 
very concept into a veritable cult. He takes pride in working hard and, 
instead of a revolution that would suppress it, he seeks only measures 
that would make it more palatable. Moreover, Breton points out the 
bizarre fact that, within the workers’ movement, the more empirically 
‘concrete’ and the more physically demanding the labour, the more 
workers fetishise it. Those workers who engage in these forms of labour 
actually carry greater political authority in discussions than those who do 
not. The Cartesian subject form is, as such, not only characteristic of the 
bourgeoisie. Breton, on the contrary, demonstrates that it is essential 
also to understanding the worker that ‘consents’ to labour and incorpo-
rates it positively into his or her own identity.

Work, as a general theme, also occasionally rears its head in Breton’s 
poetical works. In Soluble Fish (1924), for example, Breton develops a 
satire of Taylorism: ‘I have endeavoured to encourage the division of 
labour in the factories by every means, so that, today, in order to make a 
nail file, for example, it is necessary for several teams of workers to labour 
day and night, some flat on their bellies, others on a ladder.’58 In another, 
earlier, prose poem, ‘Factory’ (1919), Breton gives us the bizarre state-
ment: ‘workplace accidents, nothing will contradict me, are more beauti-
ful than marriages of convenience.’59 The theme of work equally appears 
occasionally in the poetry of other French Surrealists, such as André 
Masson’s ‘The Tyranny of Time’, where he states: ‘What are the pulsations 
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of time to me (which one should not confuse with the beating of the 
heart), the factory clock and the slit throat.’60 The logic of abstract time, 
the time of labour, appears here as a form of violence. Masson goes onto 
describe abstract time as a ‘crucifix’, an instrument of torture, that renders 
men into ‘cogs’.61

The Surrealist critique of work would also find poetic expression across 
the border in Belgium. It was, above all, Louis Scutenaire, a member of 
the Surrealist group in Hainaut (Belgium’s industrial ‘Black Country’), 
who would provide the movement with many of its most pithy anti-work 
maxims in his collection of poetry My Inscriptions (1943–1980). 
Scutenaire, who grew up in a working-class town dominated by porphyry 
quarries, notes that, passing by a funeral, the workers had the habit of 
simply asking ‘what hole’ (did he fall into)?62 He plays on the French hom-
onym carrière to warn his readers: ‘Do not fall into a profession/quarry.’63 
Scutenaire was also, like Breton, very simple in his assessment of those 
who consent to work, ‘the worker is a masochist’, and, rather than criticise 
the bourgeoisie for not working, he points out that it is one of the absurdi-
ties of capitalism that it is a ‘society where even the rich work’.64 Scutenaire 
himself claimed: ‘I hate work so much that I could never ask someone else 
to do it for me.’65 Breton, for his part, was fond of the anecdote of the 
poet Saint-Pol-Roux who, when he went to bed at night to dream, used 
to hang up a sign on his door that read ‘The poet is working.’66 Scutenaire, 
on the other hand, points out to the rest of us that ‘you sleep for your 
boss’.67 However,  perhaps his most insightful observation is  that 
‘unemployment is only unpleasant because it is not universal’.68

dAdA, duchAmP And lAziness

The Surrealist critique of work did not emerge all at once, fully formed, 
but arose out of and accompanied that of the Dadaist avant-garde. Breton 
himself was one the first in France to give voice to the Dadaist opposition 
to labour in the proto-Surrealist journal Littérature in 1920: ‘Dada 
devotes itself to nothing, neither to love nor to work. It is unacceptable for 
a man to leave a trace of his passage upon the earth.’69 No statement could 
be further from the Cartesian valorisation of homo faber! However, the 
French Dadaist who would most fully develop the stance of laziness as an 
oppositional gesture in both form and content is undoubtedly Marcel 
Duchamp (1887–1968). Duchamp is perhaps the greatest admirer in his-
tory of Lafargue’s The Right to Laziness, which he first read in 1917.70 
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Maurizio Lazzarato, who explores the theme at some length, reads the 
entirety of Duchamp’s life and work primarily through the standpoint of a 
‘refusal of work’.71 Duchamp, Lazzarato demonstrates, explicitly invites 
such a reading by way of a number of public statements. He states, with 
reference to Lafargue, ‘[i]t seems to me still today to be very worthwhile 
to challenge the forced labour to which every new born is subjected.’72 
Elsewhere, Duchamp proves even more forthright: ‘It is shameful that we 
are still obliged to work simply to live, […] to be forced to work in order 
to exist, that, that is an abomination.’73 Duchamp, moreover, fundamen-
tally rejects the argument that work is necessary due to scarcity: ‘God 
knows that there is enough food on Earth for everyone to be able to eat 
without having to work. […] And don’t ask me who will make the bread, 
or what have you, because in general there is enough vitality in man to 
stop him from staying lazy.’74 Duchamp also proposes opening a ‘Hospice 
for the very lazy’ where work would be banned, but, nevertheless, doubted 
that there would be as many residents as one might think because ‘it is not 
actually very easy to be truly lazy and do nothing’.75

Lazzarato argues that Duchamp turns the refusal of work, in the form 
of a stance of laziness, into the veritable basis of his (anti-)art. His plastic 
artistic production, for example, in the form of the ‘readymade’ is an 
explicitly ‘lazy’ approach to creation that, in opposition to the highly 
developed skills of the academic artist and craftsman, requires only, for 
example, the idea of signing a urinal and putting it on display in art gallery. 
The mass-produced commodity is already there and ready to be appropri-
ated through a minimal amount of effort (even if, conceptually speaking, 
it is an inspired practical joke). Duchamp, that is to say, is the creator of a 
full-blown aesthetic of laziness. He is not in the least bit interested in the 
idea of the artist as a skilled practitioner in the manipulation of matter. He 
even goes as far as to reject the very notion of the creative powers of the 
artist: ‘I am afraid of the word “creation”. In the social sense, of the word, 
creation is very nice, but deep down, I do not believe in the creative func-
tion of the artist.’76 Duchamp was able to live his critique of labour in 
practice thanks to independent means that allowed him to ‘work’ only two 
hours a day. One of his most brilliant satires of the logic of labour comes 
in the form of a proposal for a ‘[t]ransformer designed to use small 
amounts of wasted energy’, including, laughter, streams of urine, falling 
tears, the growth of finger and toe nails and so on.77 It is a ‘modest pro-
posal’ that perfectly encapsulates the reduction of human being to an 
‘undifferentiated expenditure of human energy’.
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Both Duchamp and the Surrealists, however, often make the mistake of 
identifying labour as such with any kind of skilled, premeditated or strenu-
ous activity. The fact that, in capitalism, abstract labour takes hold of and 
transforms the social meaning of skill, creativity and concerted effort—
putting them to the service of the valorisation of value—leads many artists 
to conclude, erroneously, that these aspects of human experience are indis-
tinguishable from ‘work’ in all times and in all places. Ironically, this is to 
adopt, albeit in a negative sense, the perspective of abstract labour itself, 
which makes false claims to universality. Perhaps, in the context of capital-
ism, the stance of pure idleness, of leaving no trace upon the earth, of 
deskilling oneself, might constitute a critical-poetical position, but it 
would be just as absurd as a universal end-in-itself as abstract effort for its 
own sake. We might, moreover, choose to agree with William Morris that 
the importance of skill, practical knowledge and an ability to do things for 
oneself seems to be more characteristic of pre-modern societies than capi-
talism, which has largely made humanity almost completely reliant on its 
modes of mediation in order to survive. Nevertheless, and theoretical 
niceties aside, there can be little doubt that Duchamp remains unsurpassed 
as a satirist of the modern vision of mankind as homo faber.

Poetry must be mAde by All

Perhaps the most decidedly innovative critique produced by the avant- 
garde in France at this time comes from the Dadaist-cum-Surrealist Tristan 
Tzara (1896–1963). In an ‘Essay on the Situation of Poetry’, first pub-
lished in 1931  in Surrealism at the Service of the Revolution, Tzara 
 anticipates many aspects of the critique of work that would become central 
to the Situationist avant-garde in the post-war period:

Just as labour in a socialised society no longer represents what it does to us 
today, just as the proletariat, no longer exploited, loses the meaning that we 
give to it, can we predict that poetry, which will throw off even its name in 
its flight towards its historical becoming, will mature into an activity of the 
collective mind (like dreaming), […] and that, in this form, Lautréamont’s 
formula that ‘poetry must be made by all’ will become a reality?78

Tzara draws an analogy here between the transformation of the category 
of work and his vision for the future development of poetry in a commu-
nist society. Neither form as we currently understand them ultimately 
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persists once class society has been overcome. The very distinction between 
labour and poetry, between necessary and playful creation, loses its mean-
ing in the coming into being of a collective poiesis with its own rules and 
laws. The reference to Lautréamont is also significant as his maxim that 
‘poetry must be made by all, not by one’ was central to the Surrealist and 
Situationist projects. Poetry, in other words, should not be the preserve of 
artists alone, that is, of a select few who have been awarded the role within 
the capitalist division of labour. Rather, the destiny of poetry is to become 
integrated into the totality of life. It is the re-enchantment of lived experi-
ence, the overcoming of the distinction between work and play, labour 
and art, that is at stake.

Most surprising of all, however, is that Tzara, in this 1931 article, essen-
tially foreshadows the central argument that Debord, as we shall see in the 
following chapter, would put forward, more than three decades later, in 
The Society of the Spectacle (1967):

‘The right to laziness’, Lafargue states, ‘is sacred’. Laziness, however, is a 
part of the struggle to overturn social values, as, from the moment it 
becomes a real conquest of the Revolution, it ceases to exist as such. What 
will it consist of when productive labour has been reduced to a small num-
ber of hours? What form will leisure take in order to prevent it from creating 
new needs that would, in turn, quantitatively increase the number of hours 
devoted to labour to the detriment of leisure itself. How will we prevent 
productive labour from resembling what we are used to calling laziness and 
leisure from virtually becoming labour?79

Tzara and Debord do, of course, diverge in many respects. Tzara, how-
ever, does highlight here a problem that would be key for Debord: the 
perpetual extension of the amount of time that society devotes to labour 
through the extension of the consumer market into the realm of leisure. 
Tzara, that is to say, points out that the reduction of ‘productive’—that is, 
necessary—labour through technological development, or ‘Revolution’, 
means nothing if the result is that the ‘free time’ that is won is compen-
sated for by the commodification of leisure. The fact that Tzara makes 
such an argument in the 1930s when it was not until the post-war period 
that the logic of mass consumerism would come into its own is all the 
more surprising.

It should also be noted that the Surrealists did not entirely ignore the 
question of the gendered ‘division of labour’. The French Surrealist 
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Georges Sadoul, for example, in another article published in 1931, pro-
vides a brilliantly caustic critique of ideologies that seek to keep women 
trapped in the domestic sphere. Here he sarcastically pretends to argue in 
favour of such arguments as a solution to the unemployment crisis insti-
gated by the Great Depression:

Millions of women work. Let’s follow the orders of our Holy Father the 
Pope (encyclique Casti Connubii): Go home, women! The workshop cor-
rupts and debases you. God, meanwhile, created you for noble toil such as: 
peeling carrots, emptying chamber pots and changing nappies. Home with 
you then, serpent, let the husband work and live off his salary. It does not 
matter that his salary is hardly enough to feed you, make children anyway; 
France needs them. But the Intransigeant claims that it would be impossible 
to remove women from industry. They do the same work as men but for half 
the pay. Replacing them would make the crisis even worse.80

The Surrealist critique of work, we can see here, does occasionally extend 
to a critique of the position of women and domestic labour in society. 
Ideally, women too would revolt against labour, housework and the moth-
erhood that is promoted, in a utilitarian fashion, to produce soldiers for 
the next war. Elsewhere in the article, Sadoul foresees the ‘destruction of 
the unemployed by the most modern means possible’, another world war, 
as a realistic possibility: ‘What would you say to a new war? There will be 
“work and well-being for all”.’81 Sadly, he was to be proved correct.

mArxism And the PcF
Surrealism, as we have seen, rests upon the desire for a fundamental rup-
ture with the rationalist, positivistic and empiricist approach to work and 
society. It makes it incredibly surprising therefore that so many Surrealists 
would ultimately give their support to the Communist Party. The Party 
was defined, at least at the upper echelons of power, precisely by a vulgar 
Marxist metaphysics that embodied all of the values that the Surrealists 
claimed to hate. The Party was above all pro-work. Work was the primary 
source of working-class identity, its pride and its mission. The Communist 
Party took as its most iconic symbols the tools of the most apparently 
‘concrete’, and harshest, forms of work: the hammer and the sickle. It saw 
in work a transhistorical and natural necessity that provided the material 
basis for all cultural values and served as the basis of human expression. 
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Moreover, and by extension, the orthodox Marxist conception of the ideal 
man—rational, hard-working, self-sacrificing—could not have been more 
obviously Cartesian in character. Although it is true that in its early days 
the PCF was a more liberal institution—and for a long time continued to 
tolerate Hegelian Marxists such as Henri Lefebvre who concerned them-
selves with the problem of alienation—the Surrealists actually joined the 
Party at precisely the moment when it was undergoing its period of 
Stalinisation. The rapprochement of Surrealism and Marxism therefore 
requires some explanation. How was it that a movement that proclaimed 
a ‘war on work’ came to support the ‘Republic of Labour’?

Surrealism, in its earliest formation, was not primarily concerned with 
political engagement. When it did come to politics, as we saw above, the 
Surrealists were originally attracted to Anarchist Individualism and 
Illegalism. The interest in Anarchism, however, was perhaps more artistic 
and abstract in character than rooted in any serious  engagement with 
Anarchist theory. The Bonnot Gang, for example, was important as an 
example of revolt, which was, in itself, already an inspiration. Marxist revo-
lution, on the other hand, initially stirred little interest. Aragon, who 
would go on to be one of the most ardent supporters of the Party, famously 
dismissed the Russian Revolution of 1917 in the journal Littérature as no 
more than a ‘ministerial crisis’. The Surrealist stance changed, however, 
once more information about events in Russia began to become available. 
The Russian Revolution appeared to them to have created a blank slate, a 
new kind of society, through a total revolt against the established bour-
geois order. Moreover, the Surrealists were motivated in large part by 
opposition to the war and French nationalism. Lenin, who argued in 
favour of ‘revolutionary defeatism’, that is to say, a complete rejection of 
the war effort, therefore earned a great deal of admiration from the 
Surrealists. The Surrealists, like almost everyone outside of Russia at that 
time, had little knowledge of the Bolsheviks’ violent suppression of the left 
opposition and the wresting of power away from the soviets.

Breton was particularly moved upon reading Trotsky’s Lenin, first pub-
lished in French in 1925, which he reviewed in The Surrealist Revolution. 
Breton, quite uncharacteristically, seems to put his Surrealist anti-work 
ethics aside in the text. He claims, for example, that he does not agree with 
those among his friends who criticise the USSR on the basis of some prin-
ciple, ‘even one that seems so legitimate, such as the rejection of work’.82 
His reasons, such as they are, consist in the assertion that the Bolshevik 
Revolution represents the ‘most marvellous substitution of one world for 
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another’ regardless of whether it is ‘good or mediocre’ or ‘defendable or 
not from a moral point of view’.83 Breton defends the Bolshevik Revolution, 
in other words, mainly due to its form rather than its content. It represents 
a great revolt that appears, at least in its most superficial properties, to be 
the ‘greatest social overturning’ that the world has ever seen.84 Breton is 
not truly interested in the ideological content of Bolshevism, rather, as 
with the Bonnot Gang, it seems poetic to him as a revolt, pure and simple. 
He convinces himself, as a result, that supporting the Russian Revolution, 
despite its positivism, scientism and deification of labour, does not contra-
dict the Surrealist project of total refusal. Nevertheless, the fact that he 
feels the need to defend himself, and specifically on the subject of work, 
demonstrates he is at least aware of the contradiction. Lenin seems to 
mark a turning point for Breton, at least conceptually, in allowing him to 
imagine a merger of Marxist and Surrealist notions of revolutionary 
transformation.

The rapprochement of Surrealism and Marxism seems to have come 
about in large part due to the French government’s intervention in the Rif 
War (1925–1926) against Berber tribes in Morocco. The Surrealists, who 
remained committed pacifists, wrote a joint declaration of opposition to 
the war, ‘Revolution, now and always!’, with members of the Marxist 
journal Clarté. The Clartéists, who were at that time still members of the 
PCF, played the role of inducting the Parisian Surrealists into the theories 
of Dialectical Materialism. Articles by both groups began to appear in each 
other’s journals and the idea of uniting the two was floated. The problem, 
however, was that the PCF, at that very moment, was undergoing its 
period of Stalinisation. The Clartéists rejected Stalinism and took sides 
with Trotsky. As a result, the group was excluded from the Party. Breton, 
however, was committed to a rapprochement with the PCF and the exclu-
sion of the Clartéists made any possible merger with The Surrealist 
Revolution impossible. Breton and four other Surrealists finally joined the 
Party in 1927. Nevertheless, problems arose almost immediately. Breton 
was not particularly enthused, as an artist, to be told that he was expected 
to make a report on a gasworks. As we saw above, the communist workers 
of the cell were not necessarily pleased by his presence either. Breton was, 
moreover, constantly brought before panels of Party bureaucrats, in the 
manner of a police interrogation, and made to explain the contents of The 
Surrealist Revolution, in particular, its anti-work positions. Although, as in 
the case of Tzara and Sadoul, the merger of Surrealism and Marxism could 
produce interesting results, much of the ‘Marxist’ literature produced by 
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the Surrealists feels more like a profession of faith than the poetry they had 
originally aimed at. Aragon, of course, took the transference to a paroxysm 
by repudiating Surrealism and writing a poem to Stalin’s secret police! The 
Surrealists, it must be said, were always far more radical when they were 
being Surrealists, than when they were being Marxists.

There are arguably two main reasons that explain why, despite the obvi-
ous contradictions, the Surrealists ultimately joined the Communist Party. 
First, as we saw above, Breton initially saw in the Bolshevik Revolution a 
great revolt and an overturning of the existing order. They saw in the 
notion of a proletarian revolution a potential agent for radical social 
change that might provide the material basis for a Surrealist revolution. 
The Surrealists, as such, accepted the Party, which claimed to represent 
the proletariat, as the ‘subject of history’ that would enact this social trans-
formation. Moreover, the Surrealist rapprochement with Marxism and the 
PCF went hand in hand with a more or less explicit abdication of intel-
lectual responsibility. The group, while recognising the need for social 
change, simply left the issue of political economy and the organisation of 
the revolution up to the Party. Breton makes the point quite explicitly in 
an article from 1927: ‘Purely economic debates, discussions that require a 
profound understanding of political methodology, or also some experi-
ence of union life, these things do interest us, but we are not at all pre-
pared for them, unless it is to recognise formally their importance and 
their absolute revolutionary necessity.’85 As we will see in the following 
chapter, these positions separate the Surrealists dramatically from the 
Situationist avant-garde. The Situationists held that is was a basic error to 
identify the subject of history with the Party and not the proletariat itself. 
Moreover, unlike the Surrealists, the Situationist International would 
develop aspects of the artistic critique and the critique of political econ-
omy as part of a continuum.

Secondly, because they saw the Communist Party as the ‘revolutionary 
party’, the Surrealists felt that it was necessary to push for the official rec-
ognition of Surrealism and the tradition of modern art as the true ‘revolu-
tionary’ art.86 It was, after all, a central aspect of Surrealist aesthetics that 
art should oppose empiricist realism, utilitarianism and didacticism. It was 
the role of radical art always to revolutionise form, to develop new behav-
iours and oppositional values. The alternative model was, in inter-war 
France, that of Proletarian Literature, represented by such writers as Henri 
Barbusse. Proletarian Literature asserted its right to the throne of ‘revolu-
tionary’ art on the basis that its writers were themselves members of the 
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working class who wrote about working-class life. The aim was to arrive at 
an ‘authentic’ content that was, in formal terms, couched in an objective, 
realist style. Zola, in particular his novel Germinal (1885), served as a 
primary point of stylistic inspiration. Much of the Surrealist activity in the 
Party therefore turned around the debate between modern and proletar-
ian art. Breton felt that art should be free of any external control so that it 
can freely develop on its own terms (having for so long existed under the 
rule of religion, the state and the academy). Proletarian Literature, on the 
other hand, suggested that the politico-artistic value of a work of art rested 
in the subjective class position, the misery and exploitation, of the worker. 
A proletarian revolution required proletarian revolutionary artists. 
Ironically, neither position, in ideal form, entirely won out as, in the 
USSR, workers were certainly not allowed to be authentic to their experi-
ence. The Stalinist official cultural policy of Socialist Realism did, however, 
have more in common with the formal concerns of Proletarian Literature. 
We could conclude that Surrealism’s rapprochement with the PCF can be 
understood as a miscalculation that resulted from its attachment to the 
specialised role of the artist. Breton was finally excluded from the Party, 
after years of uneasy relations, in 1933.87

The Surrealist critique of work is in many respects one of the most 
innovative in French thought. Its originality lies in its implicit understand-
ing of the link between the oppressive character of labour and the empti-
ness of the Cartesian subject. Surrealism does not simply criticise work in 
a rhetorical fashion. Rather, its philosophy is fundamentally opposed to 
the mindset that it produces. The Surrealists seek to overcome the vision 
of mankind as homo faber, a being that identifies only with thought and 
that treats the external world as so much undifferentiated material for its 
own realisation. Instead, they wish to re-enchant the world by reincorpo-
rating all those aspects of the self that are ‘dissociated’, repressed, in the 
formation of the modern psyche that devotes its life, such as it is, purely to 
the regime of work. The Surrealists recognise that ‘real life’ begins only 
beyond and in revolt against labour. Surrealism at its most insightful, and 
in contradiction to the model of homo faber, recognises the ‘rights’ of the 
object or the exterior world. Its desire to overcome the very distinction 
between subject and object speaks to a perspective that wishes to establish 
a new kind of relationship between the self and nature that is based on 
reciprocity and not domination. The Surrealists, moreover, were not afraid 
of aiming their critique squarely at the worker, or those who ‘consent to 
work’, and the deification of labour that characterised so much of the 
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workers’ movement. The alliance with the PCF was a mistake, but ulti-
mately Breton could not relinquish his fundamental hatred of work and 
critique of positivism. It is possible that the Surrealists could have devel-
oped a critique of capitalism that united the artistic critique and the cri-
tique of political economy. We see an inkling of such a critique in the 
writing of Tzara, though he never developed these ideas much further. 
Nevertheless, it was to be the Situationists, and not the Surrealists, who 
would realise the critical potential of the artistic avant-garde.
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CHAPTER 5

Guy Debord, the Situationist International 
and the Abolition of Alienated Labour

In 1953, on a wall of the Rue de Seine, Paris, Guy Debord wrote his most 
infamous maxim: ‘NEVER WORK’. An opportunistic photographer, who 
happened to chance upon the piece of graffiti a short time later, snapped a 
picture of the words which he then sold as a run of tourist postcards under 
the humoristic title of ‘superfluous advice’. When, ten years later, Debord 
chose to reprint a copy of the image in Internationale situationniste, this 
time with the words ‘preliminary programme of the Situationist move-
ment’, he received a letter from the publishers of the postcard that included 
a demand for financial compensation of 300 francs for copyright infringe-
ment. Debord replied that not only was he the author of the anonymous 
graffito, as a number of witnesses could attest, but he also took deep 
offence at the dismissive manner in which his message had been presented: 
‘Given that it is obvious that the great majority of people work; and that 
the aforesaid work is imposed on the quasi-totality of these workers by a 
crushing constraint, NEVER WORK can in no way be considered “super-
fluous advice”.’1 Debord, having been forced to reveal himself, demanded 
that the publishers either take the postcard out of circulation immediately 
or, at the very least, reprint it with the very clear message that the author 
was entirely serious. He never received a reply.

The graffito became a repeated refrain throughout the life and work of 
Guy Debord. He would often use copies of the postcard to communicate 
with new correspondents and it became something of a calling card closely 
associated with his personal identity.2 Debord even wrote to a scholar later 
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in life that he believed it to be the ‘most beautiful’ of all the works of his 
youth.3 The beauty of the ‘never work’ graffito derives from its bold and 
uncompromising negativity. It is also, like all great works of (anti-)art, a 
phrase that invites multiple meanings thanks to the generality of the 
abstraction that it negates: ‘work’. It could be interpreted, quite correctly, 
as an attack on the work ethic and a call to non-conformity in the here and 
now. Debord never had a ‘proper job’ and chose to live largely ‘by his wits’ 
and with the help of friends; though some other members of the Situationist 
International (SI) did work in the traditional sense.4 Equally, as a street- 
level gesture, it could be understood as a political affirmation of the popu-
lar tradition of working-class Parisian resistance to bourgeois exploitation 
and a life devoted to drudgery. It was certainly not, however, an impreca-
tion to do nothing at all. Debord was a highly active revolutionary who 
animated arguably the most radical avant-garde revolutionary organisa-
tion of the post-war period.5 He was also a prolific writer, filmmaker and 
editor who made genuine innovations in almost every medium he 
touched.6 ‘Never work’ might therefore be read as an attack on the way in 
which the word ‘work’ is associated above all other forms of activity with 
human intervention in the world. Debord’s own life attests to the fact that 
another form of human agency is possible; it is perhaps why he identified 
so strongly with this specific radical gesture. It is certainly, and as his own 
letter to the offended publisher attests, an invocation of the refusal of the 
‘crushing restraint’ of the wage labour system that can only be overcome 
through a mass movement of social emancipation.7

OvercOming Art

Debord made many similarly provocative anti-work gestures in the course 
of his avant-garde ‘career’. In the summer of 1963, for example, he painted 
the words ‘abolition of alienated labour’ on a pre-existing work of ‘indus-
trial painting’ by the Italian painter Giuseppe Pinot-Gallizio (1902–1964).8 
Industrial painting was an earlier Situationist attempt at the ‘devalorisa-
tion’ of art through employing productive machinery and a rationalised 
division of artistic labour to reduce the cost of artistic production.9 Debord 
no doubt chose to paint these words on this canvas therefore because he 
recognised the irony of the fact that such a practice, far from embodying a 
revolutionary standpoint, merely reproduced the alienating conditions of 
the modern factory. His détournement was as such a conscious act of van-
dalism, another graffito of sorts, that was meant as a critique of this  cultural 
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artefact, which anticipated nothing so much as the insipid mass-produced 
abstract ‘art’ sold in modern department stores, and of Gallizio himself, 
who had been excluded from the SI three years earlier. (Gallizio’s work 
was itself originally intended to be a parody of abstract expressionism, so 
Debord had in fact achieved a negation of the negation.) The canvas, 
along with four other ‘directives’ that included the phrases ‘supersession 
of art’, ‘workers’ councils everywhere’, ‘everyone against the spectacle’ 
and ‘realisation of philosophy’, was part of an exhibit that was partially 
destroyed in a bomb attack on the house of the Scandinavian Situationist 
J. V. Martin in 1965. Debord commented that such violent artistic nega-
tion was not yet the suppression and realisation of art that he had in mind.10

Debord, like André Breton before him, placed the ‘artistic’ dimension 
of the problem of work at the forefront of his critical theory. He inherited 
from Surrealism and the Left Bank youth culture of the 1950s much of the 
traditional Parisian bohemian and avant-garde critique of work. Debord 
criticised work as such not only as a form of exploitation, as was the case 
for mainstream Marxism, but more fundamentally as a qualitatively poor 
lived experience characterised by instrumental reason, boredom, confor-
mity, meaninglessness and a lack of personal identity with the act of cre-
ation. Art, in contrast, represented a mode of creative activity that revealed 
a qualitatively rich realm of intense, passionate, vital and playful experi-
ences that were largely excluded from the centre of social life in capitalism. 
The Situationists were also, in this sense, very much followers of Charles 
Fourier.11 The originality of the SI, as we shall see, however, was to go 
beyond the simple romantic exaltation of art against work. Debord was 
deeply critical of the fact that previous generations of avant-gardes had not 
sufficiently taken the artistic critique of work beyond the world of art and 
art practice. Art was still a form of alienation itself to the extent that it 
embodied a separate sphere of social life, the reserve of artists, that, pre-
cisely because it represented only a marginalised form of activity, was easily 
tolerated, and even required as a space of innovation, by capitalist moder-
nity.12 The artistic critique of work, which, for Debord, was implicitly the 
most radical core of art history, could only be realised therefore through 
the suppression of art, an idea that had not been sufficiently theorised by 
Surrealism. The Situationist call for the ‘supersession of art’ was as such 
one and the same as the demand for the ‘abolition of alienated labour’. 
The free creative activity that had previously been the reserve of the 
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 separated artistic sphere should be generalised to the whole of social life 
through the suppression of wage labour.

Debord proposed that in the place of work and art (both understood as 
forms of alienation), human beings might instead concern themselves with 
the construction of ‘situations’: a ‘moment of life concretely and deliber-
ately constructed by the collective organisation of a unitary ambiance and a 
game of events’.13 In other words, instead of a world organised around the 
needs of capitalist production, society could use all artistic means available 
to it to transform life itself into the generalised creation of the kinds of pas-
sionate and liberating moments of lived experience that are typical of art and 
play. Such a model of human being was inspired not only by Surrealism, and 
the history of art more generally, but also by the ideas of the Dutch anthro-
pologist Johan Huizinga (1872–1945), whose homo ludens (1938), literally 
‘playing man’, had revealed an alternative aspect of human experience 
beyond the reductive economism of bourgeois models of human subjectiv-
ity. However, where Huizinga saw play as only a small part of human experi-
ence, Debord wanted to overcome its limited place in social life through the 
liquidation of work: ‘Play is felt to be bogus due to its marginal existence in 
relation to the overwhelming reality of work, but the work of the Situationists 
is precisely the preparation of the ludic possibilities to come.’14 The 
Situationists therefore saw themselves as pioneers of a new kind of social 
activity that invited a very different conception of a revolutionary society 
than the one that dominated the contemporary revolutionary left: ‘Actual 
communism will be the work of art transformed into the totality of everyday 
life.’15 Such a new world would also mean the creation of a new kind of 
human being beyond the capitalist division of artistic labour: ‘The old 
specialisation of art has finally come to an end. There are no more artists 
because everyone is an artist. The work of art of the future will be the con-
struction of a passionate life.’16

Some of the earliest proposals for what such a metamorphosis of social 
life might look like concerned the suppression of the utilitarian city space, 
constructed per the diktats of work and consumption, in favour of a ‘uni-
tary urbanism’ that would, through ingenious architectural innovations 
and new modes of circulation, encourage passionate, playful and even hal-
lucinatory experiences.17 The French section of the Situationist 
International, moreover, was in a certain sense experienced as a living 
model of this alternative mode of existence. Debord represented it as a 
kind of ‘micro-society of pure consumption’, in which, by implication, it 
was work, not play, that found itself marginalised.18 The Situationists in 
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Paris also practised playfully ‘drifting’ [dérive] through the modern urban 
environment to uncover its oppressive character as well as its ludic possi-
bilities in place of the daily commuter grind of ‘metro-boulot-dodo’.19 
Debord, however, never proposed anything as systematic as Fourier’s 
vision of Harmony.20 Such scientific utopianism was generally far too static 
for Debord, who identified much more with the passage of historical time 
and the traditional avant-garde task of innovation in modes of expression 
and lived experience.21 The ‘constructed situation’ could be understood 
therefore both as a specific instance of a freely and consciously created 
playful and passionate moment in life and as a democratically open utopian 
model of social life beyond labour. It is certainly for this latter reason that 
the Situationist International chose to take on the term as its moniker and 
that of its members: ‘Our specific task [is] a qualitative leap in the develop-
ment of culture and everyday life.’22

The emphasis that Debord placed upon the playful and qualitative 
aspects of the ‘situation’ was meant as an implicit critique of the phenom-
enological position of the subject within the modern labour process. 
Debord, while still a Situationist, was, from 1960 to 1961, also briefly a 
member of the group Pouvoir Ouvrier (PO), made up of disillusioned ex- 
Leninists associated with the journal Socialism or Barbarism, to which he 
anonymously contributed.23 Socialism or Barbarism criticised the way in 
which, on both sides of the Iron Curtain, workers increasingly experi-
enced the dehumanisation of being reduced to mere mindless drones per-
forming simple actions within a highly rationalised and hierarchical division 
of labour over which they had no control and where only the technocrats 
had any view of the ensemble. As Debord put it in a collaborative text with 
Daniel Blanchard, a member of Socialism or Barbarism, ‘Labour tends 
[…] to be reduced to its pure execution and therefore rendered absurd. 
To the extent that the technical apparatus pursues its evolution, it is 
watered down, the work is simplified, its absurdity becomes more pro-
found.’24 Workers were ‘alienated’, or separated, therefore not only from 
the products, or the full value, of their labour, as in the traditional criticism 
of wage labour, but also from a key aspect of the concrete labour process 
itself because, whether in an automobile factory in the USSR or France, 
they had little to no input due to the hierarchical nature of its organisa-
tion. Every conscious aspect of the creative process was managed from 
above and what was left was nothing but its passive implementation. Raoul 
Vaneigem, in his seminal 1967 work of Situationist theory The Revolution 
of Everyday Life, evokes how greatly the historical situation of labour had 
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change in this respect by noting that the pleasure that nineteenth- century 
artisanal workers could once take in the use of their skill was now com-
pletely excluded from the modern factory worker.25 The instrumental rea-
son of the modern labour process, in other words, broke the worker down 
to a minutely quantified productive function, a ‘living chronometer’,26 as 
though he were nothing more than a soulless machine.

These phenomenological forms of critique, although they had certainly 
been anticipated in the 1930s, were in many respects a response to the 
dramatic changes that French industry and civil society underwent in the 
immediate post-war period. Communist and Western powers alike were 
adopting modernising socio-economic policies broadly commensurate 
with a combination of Fordism and Keynesian state-led investment in 
public infrastructure. France, in particular, underwent a major period of 
industrialisation that depopulated much of the traditional countryside and 
saw more people than ever before falling under the yoke of the assembly 
line and into newly constructed concrete jungles in the towns and cities. 
At the same time, where work had, for many, been simply a matter of sur-
vival in the pre-war world, workers in post-war Europe, at least in the most 
‘productive’ sectors of the world economy, increasingly earned high- 
enough wages to purchase a new universe of mass-produced commodi-
ties—automobiles, white goods, televisions—that had once been luxury 
items. The boom funded an upward trend in ‘living standards’, as govern-
ments and unions were able to provide full employment, reductions in 
working hours, greater access to higher education and all the other social 
policies that made up the Welfare State. Nearly the entirety of the left 
hailed, as it continues to do today, these developments as positive ‘victo-
ries’ for the working class, even where it was obvious, such as in the expan-
sion of mass consumer markets, that they existed solely to expand the 
horizon of capitalist accumulation.27

The Situationists, in contrast, developed a much more radical under-
standing of the relationship between the new forms of labour and con-
sumption that were emerging. They explicitly condemned, in no uncertain 
terms, any critique of the phenomenological reality of work that did not 
touch this deeper level of social reality. Such critiques, from the Situationist 
perspective, ultimately limited themselves to a simple demand for better 
working conditions, rather than a critique of the fundamentally alienating 
character of a society based on the production of commodities:
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The death of the commodity naturally means the suppression of work and its 
replacement by a new type of free activity. Without this firm intention, 
socialist groups like Socialism or Barbarism or Pouvoir Ouvrier fell back on 
a reformism of labour couched in demands for its ‘humanization’. But it is 
work itself which must be called into question. Far from being a ‘Utopia’, its 
suppression is the first condition for a break with the market. The everyday 
division between ‘free time’ and ‘working hours’, those complementary sec-
tors of alienated life, is an expression of the internal contradiction between 
the use value and exchange value of the commodity. It has become the 
strongest point of the commodity ideology, the one contradiction which 
intensifies with the rise of the consumer. To destroy it, no strategy short of 
the abolition of work will do.28

It is here, in the critique of labour as ‘commodity-producing’ labour, that 
the Situationists made a crucial step in the development of the radical cri-
tique of work. It is an element of the critique of labour that was never 
really expressed in the preceding history of anti-work discourse. Much of 
the ‘artistic’ dimension of Situationist critique had already been present, at 
least in embryo, in the work of André Breton and the Surrealists (and 
even, much earlier, in William Morris).29 However, with these kinds of 
deeper ontological criticisms, the SI move towards a categorical Marxian 
critique of the basic categories that underlie the concrete forms of alien-
ation experienced both in the workplace and in everyday life outside: the 
‘totality’, that is, of modern society, which is founded upon (abstract) 
labour. It is this combination of a more ‘esoteric’ side of Marxian theory 
with the artistic critique of work that gives Situationist theory and practice 
much of its novel character. Debord went much further in this respect 
than any other member of the Situationist International, and this is per-
haps the reason his work continues so many decades later to be the focus 
of so much critical interest.

the SOciety Of the SpectAcle

Debord puts forward his most extensive Marxian analysis of labour in cap-
italism in The Society of the Spectacle (1967). In this book Debord describes 
contemporary capitalism, or the Spectacle, as the concrete manifestation 
of the ‘abstraction of all particular labour and the general abstraction of 
production from the whole’.30 Debord appears to be referring here to the 
fact that in capitalism, each individual moment of living labour only 
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‘counts’ as a quantity of homogenised social labour and, at the same time, 
that ‘production’ itself emerges concretely as a separate sphere of social life 
cut off from the rest in the form of the ‘economy’. Debord explains this 
abstract side of labour in capitalism as the result of the domination of pro-
duction by the commodity form, which has through the course of history 
become the universal category of social mediation.31 In pre-modern soci-
ety the commodity represented only a marginal form that facilitated the 
exchange of surplus product between communities. In modern societies, 
however, the commodity has become the centre of all social life such that 
the accumulation of exchange value on the market in the form of money 
has turned production into nothing more than a ‘process of quantitative 
development’.32 The commodity form, in other words, privileges the reali-
sation of exchange values over meeting the qualitative needs of the human 
community because its ‘mode of being concrete is precisely abstraction’.33 
Labour, in capitalism at least, is not, for Debord, therefore primarily a 
concrete activity that responds to qualitative considerations but rather a 
process of oppressive social abstraction in which ‘human labour is transfig-
ured into commodity-labour, into the salaried worker’,34 that is in turn 
transformed into its dead, quantified, form: ‘this essential movement of 
the spectacle, which consists of bringing back into itself everything that 
existed in human activity in its fluid state, in order to possess it in its 
coagulated state’.35

The mediation of production by the commodity form necessarily 
assumes a situation in which the producers themselves do not communi-
cate directly with one another about what will be produced and under 
what conditions. Debord emphasises throughout The Society of the Spectacle 
that the abstract mediation of the commodity form relies upon and 
enforces this separation of human beings into isolated individuals who 
only encounter each other, their own activity and its products through the 
mediation of the commodity. The result is a perverse and contradictory 
anti-social social synthesis where all authentic human community dis-
solves: ‘With the generalised separation of the worker and of his product, 
all unitary point of view on the activity performed, all direct personal com-
munication between the producers, is lost.’36 In other words, the com-
modity form, an abstraction, takes the place of a conscious discussion 
between the producers as to how to organise social activity. An imper-
sonal, abstract and quantitative social form organises society and not the 
human beings themselves. Debord recognises that labour, at least wage 
labour, in its form of abstract commodity-producing labour is as such a 
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fetishistic social projection specific to capitalist society that forms the basis 
for a situation of total alienation in which human beings have become the 
mere ‘spectators’ of the ‘spectacle’ of their own social activity. Furthermore, 
precisely because commodity-producing labour has come to mediate all 
social life, these relations, the ‘crushing restraint’ of wage labour, appear 
to them in reified form as a ‘pseudo’ or ‘second nature’ that seems to them 
to be beyond question.37

Debord criticises labour in capitalism as such as a form of alienating 
activity where a reversal occurs between the social subject and its object. 
The producers, the supposed ‘doers’, are in fact reduced by this system of 
social domination to nothing more than the objects of economic laws that 
escape them: ‘There where the economic it was, the I should replace it.’38 
It is, at times, the economy, or rather the runaway process of commodity 
production, itself that emerges as the real social ‘subject’ behind the tau-
tological movement of this oppressive social reality: ‘[The spectacle] is 
nothing other than the economy developing itself for itself.’39 Debord’s 
theory of the Spectacle therefore suggests a social reality in which labour 
is the basis for a fetishistic process of accumulation where it is the social 
mediation of abstract economic forms, of exchange value, in material pro-
duction that is the source of social domination, and alienation, rather than 
capitalist exploitation alone. Debord suggests, in other words, that labour 
should be rejected not only because it is boring and exploitative, but 
because it is a kind of unconscious and automatic servitude in which 
human beings are subjected to the abstract domination of a self-referential 
tautological accumulation that has no other goal than its own continued 
existence. Labour in capitalism cannot be ‘humanised’ because it will 
always bear this alienating character: an experience of total alienation from 
others and one’s own activity. The aim of a revolutionary movement 
would therefore be to suppress the domination of social life by commodity 
production through the creation of modes of social synthesis that would 
allow for a fully conscious, directly democratic, discussion between the 
producers about how to organise social life. Debord’s critique of work as 
such touches a deeper ontological level of capitalist production than the 
merely phenomenological.

Nevertheless, as significant as these more ‘esoteric’ insights are, it would 
be misleading to suggest that Debord already puts forward a fully devel-
oped categorical critique of labour or that, even where he does intuit such 
a critique, he does so in a manner that is without contradiction. Debord 
seems to have had only a limited, and even largely negative, understanding 
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of the later works of Marx, such as Capital (the Grundrisse would not be 
published in French until the late 1960s), in which the critique of ‘abstract 
labour’, a term never employed by any member of the SI, is most fully 
developed. Debord, like most of his generation, was mainly a reader of the 
‘young’ Marx—the Marx of The Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts 
(1844), The Communist Manifesto (1848) and A Contribution to the 
Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right (1844)—who was widely believed to 
be more of a revolutionary theorist than the later Marx of the critique of 
political economy. Recent archival research of his reading notes demon-
strates that although he certainly read Capital, Debord never developed a 
precise definition of the most important Marxian categories such as abstract 
labour, fetishism, value and crisis; the commodity form being a major 
exception.40 In The Society of the Spectacle Debord even criticises Marx for 
working on Capital in the British Library in the manner of a political econ-
omist, which he saw as a significant retreat into a kind of deterministic sci-
entism in the face of the historical defeats of the working class in the second 
half of the nineteenth century.41 Debord’s re- elaboration of Marx’s con-
cepts of labour, fetishism, commodity and so on does not, as such, take the 
form of a precise definition, but remains closer to the concept of alienation 
found in Marx’s earlier work. Debord grasps something of the spirit of the 
deeper level of Marx’s critique of labour in Capital, but, perhaps in a con-
scious effort to avoid the kind of economism and theologising that was 
typical of traditional Marxist readings of the later Marx, never got to grips 
with the full extent of the categorical critique found therein.

One of the results of this is that Debord, throughout his writing, where 
he does recognise something of the abstract side of labour in capitalism—
its fetishistic quality of being the undifferentiated expenditure of human 
energy—often confuses it with the empirical forms of abstraction—that is, 
Taylorism and assembly line mechanisation—that were generalised in the 
Fordist work environment in the context of the Second Industrial 
Revolution. Let us consider, for example, this passage from The Society of 
the Spectacle:

[The spectacle is] separated power developing itself for itself, through pro-
ductive growth by means of the incessant refinement of the division of 
labour through the parcelling out of gestures, now dominated by the inde-
pendent movement of machines.42

Debord gives the impression here that the fetishism of the commodity 
results from the phenomenological division of labour within the modern 
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labour process, rather than from a social relationship of separation between 
abstract social ‘subjects’ mediated by abstract labour. It erroneously sug-
gests that the power of the automatic subject derives from measures that 
increase productivity rather than such development being the result pre-
cisely of the separation of humanity into individual producers—businesses 
or individuals—competing with one another for a share of the total mass 
of social ‘wealth’.

Debord inherits these problems in large part from Hegelian Marxism 
through György Lukács, whose History and Class Consciousness 
(1919–1923) was Debord’s main source of inspiration for the critique of 
commodity fetishism developed in The Society of the Spectacle.43 This mode 
of criticism of work gives the impression that it is only this specific type of 
(concrete) labour, rather than (abstract) labour ‘in general’, that is the 
historically specific social basis for the fetishistic matrix of abstract domina-
tion that makes up capitalist modernity. Debord, in other words, does not 
consistently identify labour per se with capitalism. Equally, like Lukács, this 
leads Debord to conclude that behind the fetishism of the commodity is 
in fact still the personal domination and control of an oppressing subject 
group. It is the division of labour between intellectual, managing, labour 
that controls and has a view of the whole apparatus and manual labour, 
which is identified with pure execution, and consumption of the pre- 
determined results, that appears as the source of the problem of commod-
ity fetishism. Debord, as such, appears to confuse the abstract side of 
labour with the ‘immaterial labour’ or mental labour that is carried out, 
and increasingly so, in the highly technical and complex cybernetic sys-
tems that were emerging with the Third Industrial Revolution. The 
Situationists therefore imagine a form of domination that is in some sense 
‘abstract’ but still primarily, as in traditional Marxism, ‘personal’. The old 
class divisions appear as one between the order-givers and the order- takers; 
a critique that the Situationists would then also apply to the state bureau-
cracies of the USSR. To this extent, where they confuse the ontological 
with the phenomenological, the Situationists do not go much further in 
their critique than the Socialism or Barbarism group. This is not to say that 
what the SI describe is not true at an empirical level, only that a piece of 
the theoretical puzzle was missing. Debord, in his critique of labour and 
the Spectacle more generally, was undoubtedly far in advance of his 
contemporaries in grasping the most fundamental reality of capitalist 
modernity: the total domination of social life by the incessant, tautological 
and purposeless valorisation of value regardless of the human and 
environmental cost.
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Debord, in place of abstract labour, primarily thinks of labour in capital-
ism in terms of the concept of ‘alienated labour’. Labour is ‘alienated’ 
because exchange value (which Debord does not distinguish from value) 
has, through the abstract mediation of commodity production, and of 
wage labour, led to the victory of quantitative accumulation for its own 
sake over use value in the production process. Labour could also be under-
stood as alienated because it is ‘forced labour’ that takes place under the 
hierarchical conditions of exploitation based on private property relations. 
Debord opposes alienated labour to an implicitly non-alienated, or at least 
not socially, ‘human labour’, a term which is frequently employed through-
out The Society of the Spectacle, which preserves the supposedly qualitative 
frame of reference of use value as the positive pole of the labour abstrac-
tion. The Situationists reaffirm, that is to say, labour as a rational abstrac-
tion to the extent that they continue to imagine labour outside of the 
context of capitalism as dominated by its ‘concrete’, purposeful, use-value- 
producing side. Debord is, of course, right from an historical perspective 
that the sole aim of social ‘production’ in pre-modern societies was not the 
production of commodities for sale on the market, as is the case in capital-
ism. However, the category of use value, and with it the transhistorical 
concept of labour as ‘useful productive activity’, is simply the concrete side 
of the alienation embodied in abstract labour, the specific way in which the 
value form takes hold of objects that are not in themselves abstract. Debord 
as such implicitly preserves an anthropological conception of labour as a 
positivistic category that ideally responds to basic human need.

Debord maintains the category of ‘human labour’ because, despite the 
elements of a categorical critique of work we can find in his writing, his 
critical theory still rests upon an implicit social ontology inherited from 
the exoteric Marxian tradition. Specifically, Debord largely adopts the 
concept of the ‘realm of necessity’, which he associates with the concept of 
an ‘economic base’, that Marx develops in the third volume of Capital. 
The Situationists never use the precise phrase ‘necessary labour’, though 
Debord does speak of ‘primary labour’. However, the notion that labour 
arises first and foremost out of a struggle with a fundamentally hostile 
natural environment is nonetheless the implicit assumption behind the 
concept of ‘human labour’. Raoul Vaneigem, for example, speaks of the 
existence of a pre-social ‘primitive’ or ‘natural’ alienation that emerges 
from ‘nature’s blind domination’ of humanity.44 The French Situationist 
André Frankin even refers to the category of ‘human labour’ explicitly in 
terms of the ‘struggle against nature’.45 Debord then associates labour, 
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this ‘economic base’ of necessity, with what he calls the ‘cyclical time’ of 
(re)production in which the same moments of life constantly repeat them-
selves and societies largely maintain the level of development they already 
have.46 The notion of ‘cyclical time’ also evokes the phenomenological 
sense of ‘dead time’, or boredom and drudgery, that characterises medi-
eval ‘labour’ and modern factory work. ‘Human labour’, or the ‘eco-
nomic’, is, as such, for Debord an implicitly negative realm of experience 
characterised by a certain social stagnation and a ‘natural’ lack of ‘free-
dom’. These perspectives lead Debord to reproduce the dubious assertion 
inherited from bourgeois political economy that ‘economic necessity […] 
was the unchanging basis of ancient societies’.47

Debord implicitly contrasts the realm of necessity, of ‘human labour’, 
with the realm of freedom, which he associates with the non-productive 
time devoted to ‘culture’ or ‘everyday life’, that mankind must win from 
nature through the development of the labour process. In The Society of the 
Spectacle, for example, Debord explicitly describes social history as the 
‘production of man by human labour’, which he suggests is commensu-
rate with the ‘social appropriation of time’.48 In other words, through the 
evolution of the labour process, mankind ‘appropriates’ an increasing 
amount of ‘free time’—that is to say, the amount of time spent on  necessary 
labour is reduced—which allows people to devote themselves to activities 
that escape the repetitive nature of ‘economic’ life. In contrast to the cycli-
cal time of production, the ‘free time’ of the cultural superstructure is an 
‘irreversible’ and ‘historical time’ of ever-changing lived experiences and 
cultural development.49 The Situationists even describe such ‘free time’ as 
the ‘use value of life’.50 Social alienation, for Debord, only begins with the 
appropriation of the surplus (historical time) of the producers. Debord 
asserts that in pre-modern societies, which had evolved beyond mere sur-
vival, the mode of life for the majority of people still rested in a largely 
static, non-historical, cyclical time of production.51 However, the ruling 
class, through its appropriation of irreversible time in the form of the 
social surplus product (Debord speaks of ‘temporal surplus value’ and the 
‘private ownership of history’),52 was able to devote itself to non- economic 
activities: to make history through war, to engage in palace intrigue and to 
develop a leisurely disdain for labour.53 Debord associates ‘irreversible 
time’ as such with the positive experience that characterises free creative 
activity such as play, art, leisure and festival, but also with the vitality of the 
war and politics that characterised the early-modern period.54
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The bourgeois seizure of the whole of society, however, brings about a 
dramatic change in the relationship between the realm of necessity and the 
realm of freedom. Debord argues that where previous ruling classes had 
used historical time in a manner that left the economy largely untouched, 
the bourgeoisie, whose power rests upon the rise of commodity produc-
tion, reinvests its expropriated irreversible time back into the realm of 
necessity or the economic base.55 The bourgeoisie as such turns labour 
into ‘labour that transforms historical conditions’ because, by revolutionis-
ing the labour process, it dramatically reduces the amount of time that 
society traditionally needs to devote to its own reproduction.56 It releases, 
in so doing, a massive amount of ‘temporal surplus value’ or irreversible 
historical time. The cyclical time of pre-modern production becomes 
therefore the irreversible historical time of the rapid development of pro-
ductive forces: ‘The victory of the bourgeoisie is the victory of profoundly 
historical time, because it is the time of economic production that trans-
forms society, permanently and from top to bottom.’57 The bourgeoisie is 
as such the first class to make work, or at least its exploitation, the focus of 
its ‘culture’, its ‘everyday life’ or ‘use value of life’ because it identifies its 
own progress with the development of the labour process.58

The crucial point for Debord, however, is that by making the economy 
the centre of historical time, the bourgeoisie has, in the same movement, 
created the material conditions for the abolition of (necessary) labour as 
the centre of social life thanks to its revolutionising of the development of 
productive forces:

Due to the very success of separated production […], the fundamental expe-
rience linked in primitive societies to primary labour is being displaced, at 
the peak of the system’s development, towards non-work, towards inactivity. 
This inactivity, however, is in no way liberation from productive activity: it 
depends upon it, it is the uneasy and admiring submission to the needs and 
results of production; it is itself a product of its rationality. […] Thus the 
current ‘liberation from work’, the increase in leisure activities, is in no way 
liberation within work, nor liberation from a world created by this work. 
Nothing of the activity stolen in labour can be rediscovered in submission to 
its results.59

Debord asserts here that capitalism has reached a point where labour, the 
central ‘value’ of bourgeois ‘culture’, has been so marginalised that, even 
within this system, the centre of social life has started to shift towards ‘lei-
sure’. However, the increasing focus on leisure activities—shopping, 
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televisual ‘entertainment’, package holidays and so on—does not represent 
a movement away from alienated labour but rather a process that reinforces 
it as the primary category of social mediation. The real realm of neces-
sity—‘primary labour’—has in reality been vastly reduced by technology, 
but, in order to preserve the mediation of social life by commodity pro-
duction, by alienated labour, an artificial realm of necessity, of ‘pseudo- 
needs’, logically emerges in the form of modern mass consumer society 
and its ever-expanding ‘service sector’.

It is possible to read The Society of the Spectacle, with its insistent theme 
of the inversion of appearances and essences, therefore as a critique of a 
society that continues to insist on the ‘necessity’ of work in the name of 
‘survival’ despite the fact that any such argument has been made null and 
void by the development of productive forces: ‘Economic growth liberates 
societies from the natural pressures that arise from their immediate strug-
gle for survival, but now it is from their liberator that they have not been 
liberated.’60 Debord argues as such that although the problem of ‘survival’ 
has been ‘without a doubt resolved’, it is a question that is, thanks to the 
personal domination of a ruling class whose power rests in commodity 
production, ‘always reposed at a higher level’ in order to preserve the sta-
tus quo.61 All of the ‘free energies’ that have been released by the develop-
ment of productive forces are simply used up, in the West and the East, in 
more of the same economic life: the production of mass consumer com-
modities and their consumption. Debord describes the Spectacle as such 
as the ‘concrete inversion of life’ because, for him, life, which should be 
characterised by the irreversible time of play and historical transformation 
that in pre-modern societies was embodied in the realm of freedom 
beyond production, has instead become a ‘pseudo-cyclical time’ of the 
consumption of commodities produced by pseudo-necessary labour.62 A 
social state of unconsciousness of these changed historical conditions is 
achieved not so much through media manipulation but simply through 
the expansion of commodity production. The Spectacle, as the expression 
of this commodification of ‘free time’, or everyday life, is as such the per-
manent material and ideological justification of the work society: ‘The 
spectacle is the preservation of the unconscious in the practical changes of 
the conditions of existence.’63 Debord describes it therefore as the ‘pseudo- 
use of life’, that is to say, the misuse of the free, irreversible, historical time 
that humanity has won from nature through the development of productive 
technology.64
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the lASt AvAnt-gArde

The Situationists argue that the disconnect between the immense techni-
cal powers of capitalism, its highly developed domination of nature and its 
‘cultural’ use of those powers, which had not kept up to date with these 
changes but simply continued in the same vein in the form of the Spectacle, 
had created a ‘cultural crisis’. Capitalism was in a state of ‘decomposition’ 
therefore because its value system, its use of irreversible historical time, is 
brought into question by the ‘appearance of superior means of dominat-
ing nature’.65 The old argument in favour of labour and hierarchical social 
forms, such as the state, had always been that they were natural outgrowths 
of the realm of necessity or the need to survive, but it was becoming 
increasingly obvious to observers over the course of the twentieth century 
that such arguments were now null and void. As Vaneigem puts it, ‘Once 
the bourgeoisie develops world-transforming technology to a high degree 
of sophistication, hierarchical organisation […] becomes an anachronism, 
a break on the development of human power over the world.’66

It should be recalled at this point that the Situationists primarily saw 
themselves as both the inheritors and culmination of the history of the 
development of the cultural avant-garde. The Situationists believed there-
fore that cultural decomposition had effectively been proclaimed by the 
emergence of Dadaism in the period during and after the First World War. 
The Dadaist desire to suppress art expressed an attack on the cultural 
superstructure of capitalism and the limits that it places on human expres-
sion.67 However, Dadaism had not sought the ‘realisation of art’ through a 
new use of everyday life or the realm of freedom. Every form of the avant-
garde since had simply repeated the Dadaist gesture pointlessly or simply 
denied it, as in the case of Surrealism, which, unlike Dadaism, had sought 
the ‘realisation of art’, of free creative play, in everyday life but without 
abolishing art also.68 What separated the Situationists from previous avant-
gardes, however, is that they identify culture with the realm of freedom, the 
non-productive time of ‘everyday life’, that is won from nature through the 
development of productive forces. Culture is the ‘reflection and prefigura-
tion, in each historical moment, for the organisation of everyday life’ or the 
‘complex of aesthetics, feelings and mores by which a collectivity reacts to 
the life objectively given to it by its economy’.69 This definition of culture 
shifts the meaning of the avant-garde mission to innovate the most ‘mod-
ern’ cultural forms by making the whole realm of freedom, the entire ‘use 
value of life’ or ‘everyday life’, its terrain of action.70
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The Situationists were therefore interested, first and foremost, with 
both criticising how society currently organises everyday life and propos-
ing an alternative form of ‘cultural’ activity: a ‘question of the use of life 
[which] is effectively posed by the margin of freedom already, and increas-
ingly, reached by our appropriation of nature’.71 This mission was formu-
lated quite explicitly: ‘Situationist critique and construction concerns, at 
all levels, the use value of life.’72 The role of the avant-garde was, as such, 
to revolutionise the human relationship to the realm of freedom, its 
expanded domination of nature, by proposing a new use for it in the con-
text of its runaway growth under the Second Industrial Revolution. It 
seemed completely irrational to Debord, and the Situationists as a whole, 
that modernisation should take the form of the Spectacle, the expansion 
of the reign of the commodity into everyday life, when it could take the 
form of the ‘construction of situations’: a non-hierarchical activity where 
everyone would partake in the free irreversible historical time that charac-
terises play, art and festival. The ‘situation’ was therefore imagined essen-
tially as the collective, and directly democratic, use of the ‘temporal surplus 
value’ arrived at through man’s ever-increasing rational domination of 
nature that would be liberated from bourgeois expropriation through the 
abolition of the wage labour system. This simple idea, that life might be 
devoted to something other than wage labour and the consumption of its 
insipid products, is perhaps the most radical aspect of Situationist theory. 
It was, and continues to be, a beacon of sense in a world dominated by the 
dreary labour utopias and consumer paradises of many mainstream politi-
cians and even large parts of the ‘radical’ left.

Nevertheless, although the Situationists put forward here a radical pro-
posal for a new way of life beyond the world of work, the details of the 
critique explored above evidently do not rest upon a categorical critique of 
labour and its social ontology. On the contrary, despite the evidently anti- 
work political and artistic content, the Situationists maintain much of the 
rationalist conception of labour handed down from the exoteric Marxian 
tradition and bourgeois political economy. The Situationists, as we saw 
previously, explicitly conceive of ‘human’ labour, and the development of 
the labour process, as a pre-social struggle against nature or ‘natural 
 alienation’. Debord, unlike André Breton and the Surrealists, thinks of the 
human therefore in quasi-Cartesian terms as a ‘subject’ that, through the 
development of productive forces, increasingly dominates and appropri-
ates the natural world through the application of logos. Within this schema, 
as we have seen, Debord develops a surprisingly negative opinion of the 
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quality of lived experience achieved by ‘non-developed’ societies, which, 
as in traditional political economy, are imagined to have only scratched out 
a living through ‘primary labour’ with little to no time to devote to play. 
Labour is imagined to be transhistorical, with the suggestion that all pro-
ductive activity is inherently utilitarian and characterised by cyclical drudg-
ery, but ‘necessary’ to the extent that it is a product of the struggle with 
nature. The development of productive forces through the emergence of 
modern industry can therefore only seem to be a positive development 
because it apparently ‘liberates’ mankind from the supposed ‘necessity’ of 
labour. The more industry is developed, the smaller the realm of necessity, 
the less ‘necessary work’, the larger the realm of freedom, the more ‘life’, 
the more ‘irreversible’, ‘historical’ time to devote to ‘play’.

The ‘constructed situation’ is, as such, part of a certain underlying ‘dia-
lectic of reason’.73 It is imagined as a more ‘rational’ and more ‘modern’ 
or avant-garde use of the realm of freedom won from nature by capitalism 
through the development of technology. As Debord puts it in his ‘Report 
on the Construction of Situations’ (1957), ‘We need to go further, and 
to rationalise the world even more, which is the first condition for making 
it passionate.’74 This is not to say that Debord has a wholly positive con-
ception of the application of technology and science to the labour process, 
far from it; but it is to say that, even in in the late 1960s, he believes that 
work can only be ‘abolished’ in a categorical sense by the development of 
industrial technology. The proletarian revolution, which abolishes the 
wage labour system, is only ever a coup de grâce on an activity that has been 
made redundant by technology. In early Situationist writing the link is 
simply made much more clearly: ‘With automation, work will no longer 
exist in the current sense of the word, and there will no longer be rest, but 
free time for free anti-economic energies’.75 The group even speaks of the 
need to rediscover nature as a ‘worthy adversary’,76 while Constant states, 
‘We [the SI] apparently all agree on the positive role of industry […] it is 
the material development of the epoch that has created the general cul-
tural crisis; and the possibility of it being overturned through the unitary 
construction of practical life.’77 Such a positive conception of the process 
of modernisation does not mean that Debord thinks that the development 
of capitalism alone will bring about communism—on the contrary, the 
theory of the Spectacle shows precisely why that is not possible—but it 
does mean that the bourgeois seizure of power appears as a necessary 
phase in the teleological movement of man’s increasing domination and 
appropriation of nature. The ‘situation’, and the revolutionary society 
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imagined by the Situationists in the 1960s, therefore enters into a mod-
ernising perspective.

There is, moreover, even a great deal of ambiguity in Situationist the-
ory about the status of the ‘abolition’ of labour in a post-revolutionary 
society. Is it truly consigned to the past? One article in International situ-
ationniste, for example, states that ‘it is true that full temporal freedom 
first requires the transformation of labour, and the appropriation of labour 
for ends and under conditions that are entirely different from the forced 
labour that has existed until now’.78 The implication is that a new ‘free’ 
type of labour would in fact continue to exist in a communist society. 
Raoul Vaneigem implies a similar transformation of labour: ‘Only playful 
attraction guarantees a non-alienating labour, a productive labour.’79 
Evidently, Vaneigem does not have in mind what Marx means by ‘produc-
tive labour’, that is, labour that produces surplus value as part of the cycle 
of valorisation. The mistaken belief that a non-capitalist society might 
engage in ‘non-alienated labour’ was possible, despite the many other fun-
damental critical insights of the SI into the nature of ‘production’, because 
the group did not fully, or, at least, consistently, break with the notion of 
work in its concrete form of appearance as ‘productive’ and ‘socially use-
ful’ labour. A suggestion remains that ‘human labour’ would be freed 
from its alienating condition once its ability to create ‘use values’ is released 
from its domination by the exchange values created in commodity pro-
duction. Labour qua labour, as such, continues to have an implicitly posi-
tive role at the level of social ontology.

These theoretical missteps even lead the SI, at one point, to let the 
notion of the ‘constructed situation’ drift into the category of a new kind 
of labour: ‘The next form of society will not be founded on industrial 
production […] it will be a society of realised art […] this “absolutely new 
type of production which will be in preparation in our society” […] is the 
construction of situations, the free construction of life events.’80 These 
theoretical issues show that the Situationists, Debord included, still hold 
onto the notion of the human being as a transhistorical producing ‘sub-
ject’, homo faber, whose historical agency depends on its conscious mas-
tery of nature. The greater the development of the means of production, 
the greater the ‘subject’ can express itself. At the most extreme this leads 
to the desire for the complete eradication of nature in the city so as to 
maximise social space.81 Raoul Vaneigem, in particular, emphasises human 
freedom in terms of the realisation of its ‘will to live’ without constraints, 
and recognising no barriers to the subject, he even advocates narcissism.82 
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These excesses are by no means characteristic of the whole, far from it, but 
they speak to some of the subtle weaknesses of some of the thinking 
around labour and the subject form in the SI that would allow them to 
emerge in the first place.

The critique of labour in capitalism that Debord develops could equally 
be read as an artistic twist on the traditional Marxist critique of the ‘theft’ 
of the full value of the producers’ labour. Rather, for Debord, the problem 
is more essentially the theft of the producing subject’s time: an expropria-
tion of the working mass’s ‘temporal surplus value’. Debord actually per-
forms a détournement of Marx’s famous ‘free association of producers’ 
when he speaks of ‘freely associated time’.83 The goal of a revolutionary 
society would, as a result, be the libertarian, or directly democratic, ‘use’, 
or appropriation, of such ‘free’, surplus, time in a manner that reflects the 
exoteric Marxian demand that ‘value’ be made to benefit the producers. 
However, such a reading, while it does speak to some of the contradictions 
found in Debord, does not take into account the more categorical or eso-
teric side of his critique, and would be far too reductive. More so than any 
previous historical critic of work, Debord came very close to the categori-
cal critique of Marx. Indeed, although such a critique is clearly insufficient 
today, it is fair to say that the Situationists’ attempt to create a revolution-
ary theory that aimed at the abolition of the work society far surpassed any 
of their contemporaries.

The Situationists’ positive conception of modernisation, and of the 
emancipatory potential of automation, should also be understood against 
the backdrop of the wider social discourse about labour in the post-war 
period. The boom had led almost everyone, the Situationists included, to 
conclude that capitalism had overcome its tendency towards crisis and that 
the future only held full employment and increases in standards of living. 
The Situationists, in this vein, make constant reference to ideological 
developments in the field of cybernetics. The work of the French econo-
mist and theorist of cybernetics Jean Fourastié (1907–1990) is a particular 
point of interest for the SI. Today Fourastié is perhaps best known for 
coining the phrase the ‘Thirty Glorious Years’ to refer to this period of 
unprecedented growth and industrial development that characterised 
European economies from the end of the war until the oil crisis of 1973. 
In the 1960s, however, Fourastié was best known for his works on the 
social implications of modern productive technology such as The 40,000 
Hours (1965). In this book Fourastié erroneously suggests, in a manner 
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that Debord follows, that pre-modern man had devoted himself entirely to 
labour (actually, as the work of anthropologists such as Marshall Sahlins 
and others has shown, the reverse is true). However, the technological 
developments of the future would mean that, in the twenty-first century, 
workers would only need to devote ‘six of every hundred hours’, that is, six 
per cent of their lifetime, to production. Fourastié thought that such a 
development, although positive in many respects, would pose a threat to 
the moral order of human society that it was the role of cyberneticists to 
address through finding new ways of occupying humanity.

Situationist theory, in particular the concept of the Spectacle, could, in 
this light, be understood as a more ‘progressive’ response to what they saw 
as the reactionary proposals of modern social scientific ‘experts’ to the 
supposed liberation from work that was occurring in the post-war boom. 
The emergence of mass consumerism, the utilitarian concrete city spaces, 
the consumption of the leisure activities placed on offer, all allowed the 
moral order based on work to continue despite the utopian potential of a 
society in which necessity had been reduced to a minimum. Debord saw 
the Spectacle as such as a period of transition, of decomposition, in which 
capitalism was going to be replaced by a ‘revolutionary solution or sci-fi 
barbarism’84 dominated by experts such as Fourastié:

A totalitarian and extremely hierarchized cyberneticisation, which would 
naturally be very different from the dreams of actual cyberneticists or the 
experience of the old fascist dictatorships, but which will resemble them in 
certain respects, mixed with those that appear everywhere in the democratic 
society of abundance: the perfected control over all aspects of people’s lives, 
reduced to a maximum passivity in automatised production as in a produc-
tion entirely oriented to the mechanisms of the spectacle.85

From such a perspective, the ‘collapse of modernisation’ from the start of 
the 1970s could only come as an absolute shock. If anything, it seems 
from these words that Debord imagined the bureaucratic technocracies of 
the USSR would be a more likely future model than the neo-liberalism 
that actually followed. The Situationists had not thought in terms of the 
negative substantiality of labour—labour was a ‘natural necessity’—so 
there was no way of predicting that such technophilic optimism would 
prove hollow. It is perhaps historical serendipity that the group itself dis-
solved in 1972, just as the OPEC oil crisis was about to hit and after the 
initial optimism that had come after the events of May ’68 was finally 
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destroyed by the revelation that the whole of the post-war boom, on 
which the initial belief in the emancipatory potential of automation had 
rested, had been nothing but a brief hiatus. Although there are many 
undoubtedly interesting developments in the writing of individual 
Situationists in the years after, Debord and Vaneigem, the group’s two 
main critical theorists, both clearly struggled to revise their revolutionary 
theory in the light of these developments.

the rAdicAl Subject

The central problem was that the Situationists did not fully develop a cri-
tique of the subject-producer and its roots in abstract labour. The only 
mode of social ‘crisis’ or emancipation that they could put forward was 
based on the traditional notion of the emergence of a ‘radical subject’ 
from within the development of capitalism that would, thanks to its oppo-
sitional relationship to labour, realise its historical mission to overcome it. 
The old class divisions become a separation between those who hierarchi-
cally control the organisation of production-consumption (increasingly 
the ‘experts’ more so even than the ‘capitalists’), and who have some per-
sonal choice in the use of irreversible time, and those who are subject to 
that organisation, and who have no way of asserting their desires within 
the realm of freedom. The Situationists therefore define the proletariat as 
all those people in society who lack control over the ‘use’ of their lives: 
‘We could consider as proletarians people who have no possibility of 
 modifying the social space-time that society allows them to consume.’86 It 
is important to note that the Situationists see this definition of the prole-
tariat as something ‘new’ that did not necessarily exist in the nineteenth 
century and that tends to increasingly encompass every person in society. 
This is not meant to replace the traditional critique of the exploitation of 
surplus value but to bring it up to date. Such a position can only be under-
stood if we recognise that the Situationists are assuming here the idea of a 
radical reduction in ‘necessary labour’ and expansion of the realm of free-
dom. Lack of control over the use of the expanded ‘temporal surplus 
value’ or non-work time is primarily what is at stake. The working class 
therefore emerges as the subject of history because it is defined entirely by 
its position of subordination to the alienating apparatus of modern 
commodity- producing society, the Spectacle, that makes any conscious 
use of this new expanded realm of irreversible time of play, ‘culture’, festi-
val or creativity impossible. The proletariat now develops its struggle with 
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an increasing awareness of the inherently life-denying essence of the capi-
talist mode of production and overcomes the totality of the Spectacle 
through seizing that time. The proletariat would in so doing realise its 
historical mission of overcoming the Spectacle by managing for itself the 
‘temporal surplus value’ of society, creating the conditions for the 
 generalised construction of situations, and abolish itself as the proletariat, 
becoming, in this sense, Situationists.

The Situationists’ definition of the proletarian revolution, as a struggle 
for a mode of life devoted to qualitative experience and free creative activ-
ity beyond wage labour, had the advantage of setting the group in total 
opposition to the pseudo-revolutionary praxis of the contemporary left, 
which largely continued down the ‘spectacular’, and authoritarian, path of 
productivism and consumerism. Situationist theory, however, to the extent 
that it continued to rely on the self-emancipation of the ‘producers’, still 
retained traditional Marxism’s failure to apply the category of fetishism 
equally to all classes. Debord argues that the development of industry 
tends to reinforce the proletariat objectively, even if subjectively the work-
ers are not yet conscious of their historical role. Debord often asserts 
therefore what the proletariat ought to be rather than what it is. The 
Situationists found themselves caught as such between a certain worker-
ism, where they had to always look to the proletariat for hints of the emer-
gence of a spontaneous revolutionary movement, and, at the same time, 
the recognition that the Spectacle conditions the exact opposite. The 
result is a very ambiguous relationship to theory. On the one hand, 
Debord is clearly aware that capitalism is reified and opaque, that it seduces 
people and that it limits their capacity to think critically. His writing and 
filmography is difficult and makes no excuses for its audience. It is not the 
sort of patronising didactic ‘cultural’ product that is the usual fare of those 
who would push the proletariat to revolution. Overcoming capitalism, for 
this side of Debord, evidently requires the mediation of a complex analysis 
so that it can be combatted. On the other hand, Debord thinks that the 
working class is capable, and even destined, to develop spontaneously a 
critique of capitalism that can be put immediately into practice. Vaneigem 
goes so far as to claim that theory is simply an expression of what the 
 proletariat has already put into practice or what it already knows, and even 
that workers do not need to read Marx to understand him!87 Indeed, at 
times one gets the impression that simply asserting one’s ‘desire’ or ‘will’ 
in the face of capitalism is all that is necessary. Critical theory, as such, 
appears as opposed to revolutionary practice rather than a form of it.
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We should, of course, understand the Situationists’ ambiguity towards 
theory as a kind of corrective to the history of the traditional workers’ 
movement where revolutionary organisations were often dominated by a 
strict division between intellectuals who developed theory and the workers 
who were supposed to carry it out in the form of orders. However, it 
would make much more sense that workers should engage with and 
develop theory without the mediation of experts than expect them to 
organise and to act in a revolutionary manner spontaneously. When the SI 
say that the workers need to become ‘dialecticians’, they meant that work-
ers should realise their needs and desires immediately, rather than become 
critical theorists themselves, which would be a meaningful ‘realisation of 
philosophy’, in the sense of a practice of understanding the world for one-
self so that it can be transformed in a positive direction. The role of theory 
for the SI was only ever to make conscious for the proletariat something 
that they were already supposed to know: ‘Our ideas are already in 
 everybody’s heads.’ Yet the Situationists were most effective precisely 
when they suggested the exact opposite, such as when they criticised the 
‘student’ in On the Poverty of Student Life, which might be better trans-
lated as On the Poverty of the Student Movement’s Ideas. No such critique, 
however, was ever applied to the ‘worker’. Rather, the SI tended to look 
to examples of spontaneous anti-work feeling within the working class as 
the proof of their own theory, which, while it has the advantage of bring-
ing to light a reality suppressed by the mainstream left, nevertheless 
ignores that the clear majority of people in capitalist society, while they 
might hate their own work, do not necessarily oppose work as such. This 
does not mean that being a worker excludes one from taking part in the 
movement of social emancipation; on the contrary, there are obvious rea-
sons why a person who suffers the crushing restraint of work on a regular 
basis might revolt against his condition. However, it does mean that such 
revolt, to the extent that it is not mediated by theory, tends to take ‘spon-
taneously’ a form that will reproduce the category of (abstract) labour. 
The Situationists, nevertheless, generally attributed the failures of previous 
revolutionary movements, such as the collapse of the Russian Revolution 
into a state-capitalist dictatorship, to ‘betrayals’, to a representation of the 
working class that had escaped its control, which, while certainly true, did 
not attribute any fault to the fetishistic character of the ‘subject’ form that 
also encompasses proletarians.

These problems become much clearer at a political level when we con-
sider that the forms of practice that the Situationists called for essentially 
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consisted of a demand for the ‘democratisation’ of production and social 
communication. The Situationists place particular faith in the self- 
organisation, or self-management, of the working class into ‘soviets’ or 
‘workers’ councils’, as had been practised partly during the Paris Commune, 
the early days of the Russian Revolution and, later, the Spanish Revolution. 
The councils were meant to represent the horizontal organisation of the 
use of the productive forces for the marginalisation of necessary labour 
and the use of free irreversible time for the construction of situations. The 
Situationists were certainly correct in thinking that the idea of workers’ 
councils is the closest the traditional workers’ movement ever came to the 
genuinely emancipatory notion of organising life on the basis of a con-
scious discussion among those who would actually live it. However, the 
problem with simply putting one’s faith in such councils historically is 
precisely that the subjects of capitalism, its demos, without the mediation 
of a precise critical theory of the nature of abstract labour, the commodity, 
value and so on, tend to reproduce the same fetishistic social matrix. And 
this is exactly what the Situationists themselves discovered at the 
Occupation of the Sorbonne during May ’68 with the constant frustration 
that these subjects, although they now had their own directly democratic 
organ of communication in the General Assembly, seem to have simply 
communicated these categories to each other.88 Neither Situationist ideas 
nor the categorical critique of (abstract) labour were already unconsciously 
present in people’s heads only to be consciously freed suddenly by demo-
cratic mediation. The Situationists had not fully appreciated that the fail-
ure of previous attempts at workers’ councils was not so much, or only, 
through force of arms, but also the fact that workers are just as much a 
part of capitalism as any other sociological class and would, without such 
critical theory, reproduce it.

What I have presented here is a highly critical account of a movement 
that should, nonetheless, be recognised as the most radical expression of 
anti-work thought in the post-war period. Together, Guy Debord and the 
Situationist International put forward a genuinely radical vision of a social 
movement that called for the abolition of labour, the state and the com-
modity form, in favour of a society devoted to the possibility of a ‘good 
life’ beyond it that would be based on genuine human community, festival 
and play. The theoretical issues that have been addressed here show us just 
how far in advance of their contemporaries the Situationists were, but also 
why today’s social movements, although they can draw inspiration from 
this historical example, must do so with a critical eye.
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CHAPTER 6

The New Spirit of Capitalism 
and the Critique of Work in France Since 

May ’68

In 1972, a French management magazine reported on a bizarre incident 
that had taken place in a factory over the course of the previous summer. 
One Monday morning, all of the workers suddenly, and without any warn-
ing, stopped working. The workers, far from being up in arms, appeared 
to be relaxed and, despite enquiries, by the close of the day, they had made 
no demands to the management. The following day, Tuesday, the same 
thing happened. The workers all turned up to the workplace, but spent 
the day chatting and playing cards. The management approached the 
workers’ representatives, in an effort to learn the reasons for the strike, 
but, yet again, none was forthcoming. On Wednesday, the workers once 
again came to the factory, but this time they organised comedy sketches 
and ‘psychodramas’ about the everyday life and idiosyncrasies of the fac-
tory for their own amusement; even the boss, apparently ‘without inso-
lence’, was play-acted in these mini dramas. By Thursday, the management, 
at its wits’ end, decided to be proactive and announced an increase in holi-
day pay of 300 francs. The announcement, however, fell completely flat 
and things continued as before. ‘The strikers’, the magazine notes, ‘had 
not asked for anything, and wanted nothing more it seems than to let the 
machines rest’. After a week of this, the workers all turned up at their posts 
on the Monday morning and got on with their jobs as though nothing 
had happened. The management could not understand ‘what demon’ had 
possessed the workers the previous week. ‘And the most extraordinary 
thing about this story’, writes the author, ‘is that it is true.’1
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This incident has all the qualities of a fairy tale. It is as if some witch or 
wizard had cast a magic spell. The workers, as though at the wave of a 
magic wand, seem to forget, for a brief while, the totalitarian rule of the 
labour form: the need to produce, to obey, to be ‘present’ in the way that 
capitalism demands. The whole world of work seems to have existed for 
them as some kind of distant dream or fancy to be played out by mechani-
cals on the stage of the factory floor. It is labour, and not a world beyond 
it, that has been relegated to fantasy. It is, however, like all fairy tales, 
ultimately self-contained. At the end of the story, the spell must be bro-
ken, and everything reverts back to the mundane. A world that has been 
turned on its head (or, perhaps more accurately in this case, turned right 
side up) returns to normal. It is, in fact, as though nothing had ever hap-
pened. This story, in many ways, encapsulates the ambiguities and contra-
dictions of the critique of work in the period, our own period, after the 
events of May ’68 and the global economic crisis that hit the world econ-
omy in the 1970s. Never had a certain ‘artistic’, ‘qualitative’, critique of 
work—of the kind developed by the authors previously examined in this 
study—been more implanted in the working class and, yet, despite the 
hopes, and continued hopes, that the proletariat would finally fulfil its role 
as the revolutionary subject of history, to abolish itself by abolishing 
labour, never, in hindsight, has such a dream seemed more distant. This 
chapter will explore the way in which a certain ‘artistic’ critique of labour 
continued to flourish in the 1970s and how, in the course of several 
decades, it was partially incorporated into the very logic of capitalism itself. 
At the same time, it is the story of how, in the face of the failures of a cri-
tique of work couched within the conceptual framework of traditional 
Marxism, a new, deeper, categorical critique of labour began to emerge.

The New SpiriT of CapiTaliSm

The year 2018 marked the 50th anniversary of the ‘events’ of May ’68. 
The empirical situation of the economy and culture between our own time 
and the post-war period can seem almost like mirror images of one another. 
In the 1960s, the critique of capitalism took place in the context of effec-
tively full employment, with growing purchasing power, social benefits 
and an almost universally positive vision of technological development. 
Culturally speaking, the dominant personality of the ‘forces of order’, 
identified with the bourgeoisie, was that of the authoritarian ‘type’ whose 
positive model of human being rested upon deference to hierarchy, sexual 
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repression and a strong Protestant work ethic. The critique of capitalism, 
in its empirical form, therefore consisted primarily in a rejection of ‘bour-
geois’ values—identified with all forms of authority and social taboos—
and finding ways to realise the utopian promise of the productive capacity 
capitalism had so far created. Today, the situation could not be more dif-
ferent. We are, since successive economic crises, from the mid-1970s 
onwards, faced with mass under- and unemployment, precariousness, ris-
ing wealth inequality and a constant attack on social benefits and workers’ 
rights in the name of competitiveness. The promise of technology, to 
which some still cling, appears now only in the form of ever-greater popu-
lations ‘superfluous’ to the production process. Moreover, our productiv-
ity even seems to put the very existence of life on this planet into peril. At 
a cultural level, though, things are apparently ‘freer’ than ever. Capitalism, 
although it continues, of course, to wield the Protestant work ethic and 
hierarchy as a stick when necessary (which is often), increasingly invites us 
to realise our every desire, to recognise no limits and no authority, to 
transgress every boundary, to break every taboo. Labour, if one is ‘lucky’ 
enough to get it, is imagined today less as a duty or necessity, but more as 
a means to an end that lies beyond itself, to leisure and consumption, and 
even as a means of self-fulfilment, a privilege, rather than a ‘vale of tears’ 
for the worker.

Observing the advertisements on the contemporary Paris metro can be 
instructive as to the types of normative changes that have taken place since 
the 1960s. Take, for example, the phrase ‘Metro, boulot, dodo’ [Work, 
Tube, Sleep]. In the 1960s it stood, with its simple phonic rhythm, for a 
popular critique of the seemingly endless repetitive cycle of an everyday 
life structured by work, that is, the way in which labour pursues the self 
even beyond the factory or the office. It was, in this respect, a complement 
to Debord’s ‘never work’ graffito, an act of defiance against an oppressive 
and hierarchical society that did not like to admit that people would rather 
be doing something else. Today, however, the slogans of the 1960s are 
marshalled in the aid of advertising. In a relatively recent example, one of 
those large posters that hug the curved walls of the Paris metro reads, 
‘Metro, boulot, libido’, an advertisement for a website that helps married 
people cheat on their spouses. The 1960s rejection of the morality of the 
family is actively adopted in the aid of the value form, as the daily alien-
ation of the commuter is recognised as a prime space for promoting the 
promise of sexual self-realisation, in the form of a consumable service, 
beyond it. Capitalism adapts popular expressions of discontent originally 
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aimed at itself for its own purposes. In a similar example, an advert for a 
clothing brand reads, ‘Everything is permitted’; a phrase that once stood 
for the height of transgressiveness among the avant-garde milieu of the 
1960s. As was noted in Chap. 1, even the phrase ‘never work’ has been 
co-opted. An American consultancy firm uses the tagline ‘never work’, 
because ‘if you love your job, you’ll never work a day in your life’. 
Capitalism no longer seeks to deny feelings of alienation at work, it uses 
them to sell products. At the same time, it divests itself of responsibility. If 
your job is dull and stressful, it is your own fault for not finding a better 
one or for not having a ‘positive attitude’.

In The New Spirit of Capitalism, first published in French in 1999, two 
sociologists, Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello, sought to analyse these 
dramatic changes in the world of work and everyday life since the 1960s. 
The central argument of the book is that, starting in the mid-1970s, the 
management of capitalist enterprise in developed countries began to shift 
away from the hierarchical, repetitive, utilitarian model of Fordism towards 
a new form of accumulation based on the metaphor of networks. Firms 
that adopted the new network model aimed to provide workers with 
greater autonomy, creative input and a sense of self-investment in the 
work they were expected to perform. These changes, Boltanski and 
Chiapello argue, were, at least in part if not wholly, driven by the critiques 
that were levelled at capitalism in the post-war period and which reached 
a high point in the anti-capitalist movements of the 1960s.

Boltanski and Chiapello employ the concept of the ‘spirit of capitalism’, 
drawing on the work of Max Weber, to provide a critical framework for 
grasping the normative values that capitalism marshals in order to give 
people ‘the opportunity to participate in it more enthusiastically’.2 Given 
that a wage labour society assumes a ‘certain amount of voluntary subjec-
tion’, they argue that capitalism requires strong personal incentives—
‘possibilities for self-realisation and room for freedom of action’—and 
moral arguments—in the name of the common good—in order to both 
excite interest in and justify the goal of capital accumulation (not least 
because it marks a deep rupture with all other known forms of human 
society).3 In essence, the ‘spirit of capitalism’ is the ideology or normative 
framework that motivates people to take part in capitalism willingly and 
even with excitement. The authors provide a periodisation of three dis-
tinct forms that this ‘spirit’ has taken over the course of the history of capi-
talism.4 First, from the early-modern period until the Great Depression, 
the spirit of capitalism could be characterised as utilitarian, adventurist, 
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and thrifty. It was generally smaller in scale and focused on family busi-
nesses, or small firms, where the owner was often known to the workers. 
Secondly, from the 1930s until the mid-to-late 1970s, capitalism empha-
sised a certain dirigisme and long-term planning. It favoured large, some-
times state-run, enterprises that were faceless organisations in which the 
figure of the ‘director’ was the ideal ‘type’. Thirdly, from the 1970s and 
continuing today, the ‘new’ spirit of capitalism emphasised networks, 
‘leaders’, non-hierarchical structures, personal initiative, goal-orientation, 
and, in some cases, it even incorporated aspects of play and spontaneity 
into the accumulation process (one might think of the big tech companies 
such as Google and Facebook).5

Boltanski and Chiapello argue that ‘critique’ plays the important role of 
a historical ‘motor’ of change in the spirit of capitalism in its successive 
phases. The second spirit of capitalism—with its emphasis on a long-term 
planned economy and large organisational structures—was inspired in part, 
they argue, by the critiques that socialists and communists levied at the first 
spirit of capitalism. They point out, for example, that the dirigisme of the 
post-war French economy was aligned in many respects with the goals and 
ideals of French Communists. We might add that the political motivations 
were even very similar, for example, the need to bring the market under the 
‘democratic’ and ‘conscious’ control of the state in order to work for the 
good of the people, rather than leave them at the mercy of a risky and 
unregulated market. The historical transformation of cultural, economic 
and social norms embodied in the shift to the second spirit of capitalism 
therefore provides an historical example of how capitalism, when it is 
‘obliged to respond positively to the points raised by critique’, is forced to 
‘incorporate[…] some of the values in whose name it was [previously] criti-
cised’.6 In the case of the second spirit of capitalism, it was obviously the 
crisis of the 1930s that encouraged labour and capital to adopt the ‘anti-
capitalist’ criticism of its earlier, liberal, spirit. Capitalism needed to be con-
trolled and reigned in through state intervention. Crucially, Boltanski and 
Chiapello argue that a similar transformation of the spirit of capitalism 
began in the mid-to-late 1970s in response to the criticisms levelled against 
it by the May ’68 movement, that is, a lack of personal autonomy, creativ-
ity, self-realisation, play, equality and community.

Boltanski and Chiapello identify two primary modes of critique of capi-
talism: artistic and social.7 The former, the artistic critique, was developed 
within the Bohemian, artistic and intellectual milieu, particularly in Paris, 
from the mid-to-late nineteenth century right up to the Situationists in the 
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1960s (in essence much of what we have described in more detail in the 
previous two chapters). Artistic critique, the authors argue, focuses on a 
critique of capitalism that emphasises inauthenticity and disenchantment as 
well as a lack of freedom to act and express oneself. For the artistic critique 
then, capitalism is primarily problematical due to the fact that it places bar-
riers in the way of the full realisation of the creative individual. Social cri-
tique, in contrast, focuses primarily on the material poverty that capitalism 
leaves in its wake and, equally, the way in which it encourages a certain 
selfishness and absence of human community or fellow feeling. Social cri-
tique, in other words, seeks to redress the exploitation of the worker that 
takes place in the production process by giving her back the full value of her 
labour and organising the economy in such a way as to benefit the greatest 
number. We will return to this thematic later. For now, it is worth saying 
that although these categories help us to discuss side by side some of the 
more general themes or superficial aspects of these critiques—in particular 
the ‘artistic critique’—they are somewhat reductive and do not accurately 
reflect much of the complexity that we have discussed in previous chapters. 
The authors, for example, state that it is ‘virtually impossible to combine 
these different grounds for indignation and integrate them into a coherent 
framework’.8 However, as we saw in Chap. 1, we can, through a categorical 
critique, easily account for both realities. As such, it is highly questionable 
to hold that artistic and social critiques, or at least the issues that they seek 
to address, are irreconcilable. Nevertheless, in identifying the artistic cri-
tique, the authors highlight an important point of connection between the 
modes of criticising capitalism and the normative frameworks that have 
emerged over the course of the past half-century.

Boltanski and Chiapello argue that the rise of mass consumption in the 
post-war period brought about new cultural norms that came into conflict 
with the old spirit of capitalism. Consumerism promoted individuality, 
self-expression and immediate gratification based on credit in a manner 
that contrasted strongly with the more restrained, controlling and save- 
for- hard-times attitude of the first and second spirits of capitalism. Equally, 
the expansion of higher education—the increase in the number of school 
leavers going onto do degrees—meant that a more educated French work-
force was less willing to perform mind-numbing, repetitive tasks that 
required no creative input and did not allow a great deal of personal 
autonomy. The Fordist workplace with its scientific organisation of labour 
and strict hierarchies looked less attractive and was less willingly submitted 
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to by the new post-war generation. Boltanski and Chiapello argue that 
groups such as the Situationists, whom they refer to explicitly, adopting 
the artistic critique developed by groups such as the Dadaists and the 
Surrealists, ‘answered to the expectations and anxieties of new generations 
of students and cadres, and spoke to the discrepancy between their aspira-
tions to intellectual freedom and the forms of work organisation to which 
they had to submit in order to be integrated socially’.9 It was to these 
values, to this artistic critique that had inspired a generation, that capital-
ism turned in order to make itself appear more attractive, to create more 
willing, enthusiastic, subjects of the process of capitalist accumulation.

Boltanski and Chiapello refer specifically to the Belgian Situationist 
Raoul Vaneigem, and his magnum opus of May ’68 rebellion, The 
Revolution of Everyday Life, to highlight the similarities between the anti- 
hierarchical, network-based, and creative model of the new, or third, spirit 
of capitalism that took hold in the years after its original publication in the 
late 1960s. They provide a number of examples that, they say, ‘could fea-
ture in the corpus of neo-management’:10

Has anyone bothered to study the approaches to work of primitive peoples, 
the importance of play and creativity, the incredible yield obtained by meth-
ods which the application of modern technology would make a hundred 
times more efficient?11

Using makeshift equipment and negligible funds, a German engineer 
recently built an apparatus able to replace the cyclotron. If individual cre-
ativity can achieve such results with such meagre stimulation, what marvels 
of energy must be expected from the qualitative shock waves and chain reac-
tions that will occur when the spirit of freedom still alive in the individual 
re-emerges in collective form to celebrate the great social fête, with its joyful 
breaking of all taboos.12

The problem then is how to organize, without creating a hierarchy; in other 
words, how to make sure that the leader of the game doesn’t become just 
‘the Leader’. The only safeguard against authority and rigidity setting in is a 
playful attitude.13

These examples are interesting as they are extracts from the work of 
Vaneigem that are most obviously inspired by his reading of Fourier. The 
idea is that, by making work more attractive, in the manner described by 
artistic critique, it could actually produce greater yields and release more 
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energy, but in a fashion that is attractive to the individual. Here we really 
are in the realm of ‘it’s not “work” if you enjoy doing it’. This is hardly 
sound theoretical territory. However, Boltanski and Chiapello do not 
seem to understand the problem of ‘recuperation’ in these terms, but 
rather see it as the result of the separation of the artistic critique of work 
from the context of the original social critique to which it was attached. 
Moreover, the exact nature of the criticism directed at Vaneigem is not 
clear. Is it that there is something wrong in these arguments—already 
anticipated in Fourier—or is it simply that Vaneigem happened to be the 
one expressing them at a time when capitalism needed to adapt its man-
agement style and normative framework? In either case, the important 
point for Boltanski and Chiapello is that capitalism did partly incorporate 
these criticisms into itself. It provided employees in many firms with 
greater autonomy and created structures that encouraged them to invest 
themselves creatively in their work (albeit often with the result that oppres-
sion is all the more individualised). However, all this, for Boltanski and 
Chiapello, was at the cost of cutting back wages and making work more 
precarious at a material level. The artistic critique triumphs where the 
social critique gives way.

The problem with these arguments is that the categories upon which 
they rest are largely superficial. Boltanski and Chiapello, although they do 
hit upon a significant issue in the recuperation of the artistic critique, do 
not distinguish between an ‘affirmative’ (or purely  ‘phenomenological’) 
and a ‘categorical’ critique of work. As we saw in Chap. 1, a crucial theo-
retical distinction must be made between the critique of the concrete 
empirical phenomena that fall under the rubric of work and a critique of 
work as such, labour qua labour, understood as being, in and of itself, a 
socially destructive, historically dynamic and tautological form of abstract 
domination. We have seen, throughout the current work, that elements of 
both modes of critique have played a part in the history of the critique of 
work in French thought. Ideally, the critique of the empirical forms of 
labour, and whatever vague ideas we may develop about a world beyond it, 
is grounded in a categorical critique. What Boltanski and Chiapello describe 
is, therefore, not so much, as they perceive it, a problem of a critique that 
has become detached from its ‘social’ content, but rather the way in which 
those aspects of the French critique of work that were ‘affirmative’—that 
were not grounded in a critique of the category itself—reached a vanishing 
point where they were finally, and in a great historical irony, incorporated 
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back into the management of labour. The affirmative critique of work, in 
other words, turned back upon itself to reinforce the labour form. So long 
as the critics of work clung to the assumption of the transhistoricity of 
labour, this was always a danger. The problem is most obvious in Fourier 
precisely because, unlike Debord, he had very little insight into abstract 
domination. Nevertheless, as we see here, even in the case of the SI, a cer-
tain affirmative critique of work found expression.

The fact that Boltanski and Chiapello are unaware of the categorical 
critique of labour also complicates the analysis found in The New Spirit of 
Capitalism in another important way. As we saw in Chap. 1, we can under-
stand the empirical changes that reshaped the world of work since the 
1970s as the result of capitalism reaching its internal limits. The current 
period is essentially one of a capitalism that is in crisis at all levels. Boltanski 
and Chiapello, in interpreting these changes as primarily the result of cul-
tural recuperation, mistake the present moment. The collapse of tradi-
tional social critique and the recuperation of the artistic critique of work 
are symptoms, epiphenomenal changes, and not the cause. Boltanski and 
Chiapello, however, reject the very notion that capitalism is in trouble at 
all. Crisis is designated as a ‘stock theme’ and the prevalent desire to use 
the term is described as ‘inapposite’.14 They reject crisis theory on the basis 
that the period in question has been marked by a ‘massive redeployment 
of capitalism’.15 It is true that these words were written a decade before 
the 2008 financial crisis. Nevertheless, the suggestion is that the various 
crises of past decades—the OPEC Oil Embargo, the dotcom bubble, as 
well as the general financialisation of the markets, falling wages and 
increasing unemployment—are not the result of an inevitable collapse of 
the valorisation process, but rather part of the normal cycle of boom and 
bust, and the successful realisation of the personal domination of those 
nominally in power. The ‘failure’ of the artistic critique of work is under-
stood, therefore, not in terms of its failure to grasp the deepest, most 
essential level of social ontology, but rather as a failure to be ‘social’. 
However, this purported ‘social critique’ is, as we saw in Chap. 1, just as 
affirmative in nature as the artistic. The period after 1968 should therefore 
be correctly understood as the moment when the artistic critique of work 
faced its own internal limits, as affirmative critique, even at the height of 
its triumph. The moral of our opening fairy tale is precisely this. It encap-
sulates the contradictions and limitations of the artistic critique of work 
that finally found a working-class audience in the 1970s.
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The ‘CriSiS of work’ aNd The UlTra-lefT

The triumph of artistic critique, the point at which it reached its maximum 
influence among workers, reached its apogee in the decade 1968–1978. A 
new wave of industrial action and changes in cultural attitudes to work, or 
at least the work on offer, caused immense consternation among main-
stream observers. Sociologists, politicians, directors and union bosses, 
who had traditionally understood the interests of workers in terms of 
‘quantitative’ demands—roughly what Boltanski and Chiapello call ‘social 
critique’—struggled to get to grips with the nature of young people’s 
 dissatisfaction with and indifference towards work. The period saw a dra-
matic increase in opposition and resistance to work in the factories and in 
everyday life: in workplaces, sabotage, slow-downs, poor quality produc-
tion, stoppages, wildcat strikes and attempts at self-management (the most 
famous example being the LIP incident, where workers, who had been let 
go from a watchmaking factory, took over the premises and began organ-
ising production themselves); in everyday life, young people ‘dropping 
out’, actively choosing to live off unemployment,16 doing odd jobs and 
everything they could to avoid being integrated into the labour force 
along Fordist lines. These stances and practices were not in themselves 
new—a certain Anarchist, Bohemian and artistic milieu had always defined 
itself in similar terms, and workers had always engaged in similar actions—
but the scale of the rejection of work, understood as a rejection of the 
Fordist model of work and, in some cases, a rejection of work as such, 
certainly was. In fact, by the mid-1970s, it had become common among 
sociologists to speak of the historical moment as a veritable ‘crisis of work’.

The ‘crisis of work’ was the subject of a great deal of sociological dis-
cussion at the time and produced a number of important studies, the titles 
of which, such as The Allergy to Work (1974), are, in themselves, quite 
evocative of the epoch.17 Sociologists, in an attempt to understand the 
nature of the crisis—which, as Boltanski and Chiapello have shown, was 
really a crisis of the second spirit of capitalism, based on the scientific 
organisation of labour and large-scale dirigiste enterprise—spoke to young 
people in order to get a sense of their demands. They were, however, often 
horrified by the results and failed to understand fully the terminology 
through which discontent with labour was expressed. Consider, for 
 example, this extract from an analysis of attitudes to work among young 
people in the 1970s:
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Their refusal of work is based on […] abstract values, that is, many of them 
tell us: ‘but working isn’t living’. There is a contradiction between work and 
life […] Work is the alienation of freedom. That is, work implies that one 
enters into an organisation, thus into a hierarchy, with chains, and middle- 
class youths refuse with all their strength all form of hierarchy. Therefore, it 
is the alienation of freedom. And then, working, it is also (this moreover 
surprised me), it is the opposite of festival, that is, the opposite of the realisa-
tion of oneself, the opposite of that which allows one to express oneself. As 
this labour, when you get down to it, is too utilitarian, too functional, too 
fragmented, and it seems to me that this category here seeks at heart a form 
and reactionary one at that. That is, they are looking somewhat for a passive 
relationship with nature and for them the productive act does not exist, it 
has no value, it is without interest for ‘real life’.18

Here the researcher comes face to face with the ‘artistic’ critique of work—
or at least a vulgar version of it—that had been developed within and 
popularised by the radical avant-garde. If nothing else, the events of May 
’68 had brought to the attention of millions of young people, and perhaps 
many older ones too, that it was possible to imagine a different kind of 
relationship with one’s own creative activity and that one could oppose 
capitalism not only in terms of pecuniary poverty, but also, and even pri-
marily so, in terms of the ‘poverty of experience’. The qualitative nature of 
these ‘demands’ was not easily processed by the highly Cartesian, rational-
ist and economistic intellectual framework of the managers, who, until 
recently, had understood the struggle between classes largely in terms of a 
battle over remuneration. The consternation of the researcher presented 
with this ‘artistic’ critique of work—his accusation that it is ‘reactionary’—
rests upon an absolute identification of labour with the ‘productive act’ or, 
rather, with human activity as such. He is able to ascertain that young 
people react against labour, or at least this labour, because it turns them 
into an instrument of utility, a mere cog in a greater machine. Young 
people reject their role in the hierarchy and feel alienated. They even 
explicitly oppose work to ‘real life’; that is, they recognise that there must 
be more to living than accumulation through production. The researcher, 
however, can only see such an ‘artistic’ critique as reactionary because, for 
him, labour is the expression of our humanity and, perhaps also, the basis 
of human community and fellow feeling. A traditional Protestant work 
ethic, resting on a rationalist (perhaps socialist) conception of labour, con-
fronts an ‘artistic’ critique that seeks to move beyond it. These two oppos-
ing views of contemporary, Fordist, industrial labour, and even, albeit to a 
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lesser degree, labour as such, were those that confronted one another in 
the ‘crisis of work’ in the 1970s.

The crisis found its strongest voices in the plethora of ultra-left publica-
tions that proliferated in France in the aftermath of May ’68. These groups, 
heavily, and often explicitly, influenced by the Situationists and Socialism 
or Barbarism, but also Bordigism and, later, the Italian Autonomist move-
ment, included the Workers Union for the Abolition of Wage Slavery, the 
Friends of Four Million Young Workers, the writer Claude Berger, author 
of For the Abolition of Wage Labour (1976), as well as a variety of other 
journals and small-scale publications such as Le Mouvement Communiste, 
Invariances, Négation and Voyou. What unites these groups is precisely the 
central role that the critique of wage labour played in their critique of capi-
talism. It was, moreover, primarily their opposition to wage labour, and 
with it the whole metaphysics of the first and second spirits of capitalism, 
that set these groups apart from the other ‘anti-capitalist’ movements that 
they despised, such as Maoism, Stalinism and, albeit to a slightly lesser 
extent, Trotskyism. Berger writes, for example, that ‘[t]he greatest mysti-
fication of the century is the claim to be creating communism while pre-
serving wage labour’.19 Furthermore, these groups—in particular Workers 
Union—had arguably a much greater presence in French factories than 
the Situationist International ever had (ironically, as we shall see, this 
seems to have given some of them the confidence to pursue a critique of 
the ‘worker’ that was never developed in Situationist writing).20

The focus of these groups is primarily on the development and propa-
gation of a critique of wage labour. The key slogan was ‘Let’s Abolish the 
Wage System’ [Abolissons le salariat]. It was a call, in other words, for the 
abolition of the condition of being a wage labourer. Workers Union repro-
duces images of these words graffitied upon important monuments—a 
triumphal arch and a statue of Joan of Arc—in Bordeaux in the mid-70s. 
In Berger’s For the Abolition of Wage Labour, the slogan  appears in a 
roughly drawn cartoon as coming from the mouths of workers, while, 
below them, a capitalist surrounded by a Fordist assembly line gesticulates 
wildly, declaiming, ‘That would disorganise everything!’21 Berger argues 
that May ’68 and the industrial disputes that have followed it hold within 
them, ‘in embryo’, the ‘abolition of wage labour’, and he speaks of the 
current struggles in terms of the ‘revolution against wage labour’.22 
Workers Union, likewise, draws attention to the words of Marx himself, 
who, in a speech to the WMA in June 1865, stated that ‘Instead of the 
conservative motto, “A fair day’s wage for a fair day’s work!” [Workers] 
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ought to inscribe on their banner the revolutionary watchword, “Abolition 
of the wages system!”’23 One of Workers Union’s more inspired attacks 
was a pamphlet, widely circulated on 1 May 1975, entitled ‘Down with 
the Festival of Alienated Labour’. Instead of celebrating the heart of the 
alienation of the worker—a festival fit only for bureaucrats, priests and 
Stalinists—the worker ought instead to celebrate the ‘critique of alienated 
labour’. Elsewhere, Workers Union writes ominously: ‘Wage slavery is a 
horror without end, the communist revolution prepares for it an end full 
of horrors.’24

The primary object of critique is obviously the productivism, the econ-
omism and the scientific organisation of labour—‘fragmentary, uninterest-
ing, gruelling labour’25—that predominated in the post-war period.26 
Workers Union speaks of the ‘everyday prison of the factory’ and, beneath 
a mournful image of workers heading in to work, writes: ‘Slaves from birth 
to death’.27 ‘The modern hell of the assembly line’, Workers Union writes, 
‘time clocks, stopwatches, bonuses, Stakhanovisation and unpaid forced 
labour has pushed the extreme dehumanisation of all life to its limit.’28 
The socialist state, and the traditional conception of revolution within the 
Marxist and social-democratic workers’ movement, is, as such, far from 
being a negation of capitalism, but in many respects its apotheosis: ‘What 
is most miserable in workerism (whether it be Stalinist or leftist) is that it 
treats the proletariat purely as “labour power”, realising within its ideo-
logical heart what capital had already achieved in production.’29 The 
Friends of Four Million Young Workers express a similar sentiment in A 
World Without Money (1975–1976): ‘Mandatory planning, collective 
ownership of the means of production, proletarian ideology … none of 
this has anything communist about it.’30 Even Fourier is, correctly, criti-
cised for not seeking to abolish the wage labour system. These criticisms 
are, on the whole, not entirely new and owe a great deal to the Situationist 
International. However, what is new is that what was often merely implicit 
in the writing of the SI, specifically that which related to the critique of 
work, is made more explicit here and serves as the central pivot around 
which the critique turns. It is no longer the ‘construction of situations’ 
but the ‘abolition of wage labour’ that takes the foreground, an historical 
move that was, nevertheless, only possible thanks, in large part, to the 
critique of work developed within SI.

The critique of these post-Situationist groups, however, retains, and 
even deepens, the problem of remaining largely within the realm of the 
traditional Marxist conception of capitalism as a form of personal domina-
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tion. Wage labour, rather than work per se, remains the main object of 
criticism because labour continues to be conceived of mainly as a transhis-
torical activity that is dominated by the ruling class. Most of these groups 
fall into the language of opposing the concrete ‘useful’ side of labour with 
its ‘bad’ abstract side. At the same time, there are a few surprising points 
that touch upon a more categorical critique. The Friends, for example, 
drawing on the recently published writings of the American anthropolo-
gist Marshall Sahlins, reject the notion of a pre-modern world as one 
defined by scarcity and note that ‘primitive man’ was ‘wealthy, not because 
he accumulated wealth, but because he lived as he wished’. The group also 
draws attention, as Vaneigem had done in The Revolution of Everyday Life, 
to the fact that the etymology of the French word ‘travail’, or labour, is 
torturous activity.31 However, they noted that one of the key differences 
between the pre-modern and modern uses of the term was its generalised 
and universal character: ‘What characterises the word for work or labour is 
precisely its abstract quality. It no longer designates this or that special 
activity but activity and effort as such. One no longer plants cabbages, or 
weaves, or herds cattle; one works. All work is basically the same.’ 
Unfortunately, this categorical insight stands largely on its own and does 
not become a basis for the rejection of the category as such. Rather, as in 
Situationist theory, it is the transformation of the activity, and even the 
construction of ‘situations’, that is imagined to form the basis of a univer-
sal form of activity beyond labour. ‘Communism’, the Friends state, ‘is 
first and foremost a radical transformation of human activity. In this respect 
one can speak of the abolition of labour.’

The 1970s distinguished themselves from the proceeding decade in 
another important respect. They introduced the theme of ecological and 
economic crisis as quasi-apocalyptical themes. In another cartoon from For 
the Abolition of Wage Labour, there is an image of a mushroom cloud with 
the words, ‘Utopia is continuing to believe that one can “earn a living” by 
destroying the planet’, while nearby a man dressed in rags responds, ‘You’re 
just saying that to discourage me, right?’ The Friends of Four Million 
Young Workers similarly criticise the way in which the productivist logic of 
capitalism is so reductive in its attempts to dominate the natural that it 
treats a chicken as if it were a ‘factory for producing eggs’.32 Likewise, 
Workers Union points out the absurdity of the ‘crap production’ that char-
acterises modern wage labour: ‘Must we perpetuate wage slavery by pollut-
ing the entire planet in order to make guns, plastic bottles, deodorant, 
useless medicines, bombs, mineral water!’33 Berger simply entitles one 
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article, ‘Wage Labour Is Pollution’.34 Debord himself would take on the 
theme of ecology after May ’68, in his text, ‘Sick Planet’, written originally 
in 1971, but not published until 2004, ten years after his death in 1994. 
Raoul Vaneigem would likewise take on the issue of ecology as central to 
his critique of capitalism and continues to do so in his most recent work.35 
Another Situationist, René Riesel (1950–), would later support the move-
ment in France to destroy genetically modified crops.36 Today, in France, it 
is also the ‘degrowth’ movement that has taken on the theme of linking 
capitalist production to the destruction of the planet in a manner that has 
certain similarities with the ‘critique of value’.37 The introduction of the 
theme of ecology into the critique of work in the 1970s was in large part 
due to the influence of authors such as Jacques Ellul, who corresponded 
with Debord, and Ivan Illich of the radical school of ecological thought.

The global economic crisis equally provoked a number of reactions 
from the French anti-work milieu of the 1970s. Workers Union, in an 
article largely devoted to the situation in England, refers to the growing 
problems of unemployment and precarious work that led to a series of 
violent responses from workers internationally. The nature of the crisis is 
thought of squarely in terms of a crisis of overproduction and the tradi-
tional Marxist notion of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall. The 
group states unequivocally, however, that the crisis is a ‘mortal’ one and 
that there are no solutions—such as austerity—that can simply take us 
back to the post-war ‘society of abundance’.38 Rather, capitalism is only 
able to respond with its traditional ‘remedies’ of war, credit, imperialism 
and mass unemployment.39 The Friends of Four Million Young Workers 
foresee a future in which the development of productive technology would 
essentially make the proletariat, referred to as ‘human machines’, into a 
‘superfluous’ population, reduced to the situation of ‘refugees’ or even, 
through violence, ‘totally eliminated’.40 Berger, in contrast, rejects the 
notion that the contemporary crisis is fundamentally different to any other 
as capitalism is perpetually ‘in crisis’.41 What all of these groups seem to 
agree upon, nevertheless, is that the ‘real’ crisis is not economic, but one 
brought about by the activity of the proletariat. Berger, for example, 
claims that the crisis of overaccumulation itself is brought about by the 
demands and struggles of European workers.42 The Friends, likewise, 
 suggest that even the development of new productive technologies results 
from the fact that workers are ‘too unruly’.43 However, as Berger expresses 
it, it is above all the crisis of consciousness, the ‘struggle against the 
oppression of labour’,44 that is understood to be at the heart of an ‘objec-
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tive crisis of wage labour’: the ‘attraction of a salary is no longer enough 
to compensate for the unattractiveness of work’.45 The crisis of capitalism 
remains, as such, largely understood within subjective terms.46

Despite its popularity among a certain milieu, the critique of work 
in France in the 1970s can feel a little derivative, lacking innovation, at 
least in comparison to the earlier critiques that we have examined in 
the current work. There is, however, one area where this is not the 
case: the critique of the empirical ‘worker’. Workers Union, although 
it engaged in the traditional ultra-left critique of unions and parties as 
class ‘traitors’, continually decries the ‘patriotism’ of the factory and 
argues that it is necessary to develop a ‘realist political theory of the 
real proletariat’.47 While recognising that the working class is, of course, 
the working class of its revolutionary moments—in particular May 
’68—and of resistance in the workplace, the group also insists that the 
working class is a class that demonstrates ‘an immense incapacity to 
even conceive of the possibility of a society without classes’.48 French 
workers are criticised for wanting ‘interesting work’, for their ‘profes-
sionalism’ [fierté de métier], for wanting a ‘democratisation’ of the 
workplace, for taking pride in the creation of a ‘quality product’ (a 
concept the group found absurd in the context of planned obsoles-
cence), for their chauvinism, their racism and for clapping when union 
bosses, such as Georges Séguy, general secretary of the Confédération 
générale du travail (CGT), give speeches in favour of French arms 
manufacture.49 Even the recent LIP factory incident, where workers at 
a watchmaking factory, who had been let go, famously seized the prem-
ises and ran the company themselves for more than a year, is considered 
merely a ‘Pyrrhic victory’.50 It is necessary, the group argues, to con-
front the ‘formidable spread of the cultural and moral values of the 
generalised Gulag’, which large swathes of workers have internalised.51

This critique of the proletariat from the left, consisting essentially of a 
critique of its positive identification with labour, is about recognising that 
the problem is not only the existence of an autonomous representation of 
the working class—in unions and parties—but also, and even primarily so, 
a class that is, except in exceptional circumstances, willing to listen to these 
kinds of pro-work discourse. One of the most vehement expressions of 
this kind of critique is addressed to workers who attended a union- 
organised rally against unemployment in the name of the ‘right to work’:
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The tools of the bosses – the workers’ unions – must have really made you 
thick-headed that you would in your thousands demand to lose your life 
(whether you die in an accident at work or little by little), demand to be 
alienated, that is, you would submit to dispossession and the negation of 
yourselves through labour. Shit, when you work, you look forward to clock-
ing out, you hate Mondays, you are always thinking about the weekend, 
about your days off, you love it when there is a power outage and the noise 
stops, the bosses run about and you are prevented from working. And you 
would wear out your shoes to go on a protest demanding work!!! You think 
that’s normal? Or do you see that you are being fucked? Do you see, for 
goodness’ sake, that your union masters have used you? […] They order you 
(and you obey) not to contest exploitation, to go on surviving our shite 
existence. Moreover, they suggest that you should demand a shite existence: 
start work at eighteen, retire at sixty, return to a forty-hour workweek, more 
work, more work … ‘Let’s fatten capital’ would become, from this point of 
view, a good slogan. Go on, shout it! […] Your union strategists do not say: 
‘Death to labour, never work, let’s abolish wage slavery, right to laziness, 
death to survival’ … Wonder why…52

Although the criticisms are still couched in terms of a critique of the unions, 
it is clear here that Workers Union is addressing a working-class subject that 
lends itself to, and even actively promotes, a self-conception and an under-
standing of its confrontation with capital purely in terms of living labour. 
The group even goes as far as to say that ‘capital is workerist’, which, by 
implication, suggests that workerism is fundamentally capitalist. The next 
step might be to say that the ‘worker’ in as far as he or she exists as a ‘sub-
ject’ is nothing more than the ‘object’ of capital, that is, that the worker 
acting as a worker, and without a categorical critique of labour, is funda-
mentally capitalist. However, such a logical step was impossible for the 
ultra-left of the 1970s to make so long as it held onto a revolutionary the-
ory in which capital created its own gravedigger in the ‘worker’. Essentially, 
Workers Union, like all the other groups of the period possessed of a cri-
tique of labour, was faced with the same conundrum as the Situationists: 
how to reconcile revolutionary theory in which the proletariat was to act as 
the ‘subject’ of history, bringing about the end of wage labour, with a ‘real-
existing’ proletariat that proved to be an integral part of the capitalist social 
matrix, even, for example, cheering for French arms manufacture because 
it creates jobs? It was a question that, frankly, was never properly answered 
and remains a problem for most far-left currents.
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Neither the Situationists nor the critics of work of the 1970s were 
unaware that capitalism was capable of adopting aspects of the critiques 
levelled against it.53 The Situationists, after all, developed the concept of 
‘recuperation’ precisely to describe the process whereby oppositional val-
ues and works of art that were originally designed to damage capitalism 
could, over time, be used to heal it again. In 1972, Guy Debord and 
Gianfranco Sanguinetti, the last remaining members of the SI, noted:

The language of power has become frantically reformist. It shows nothing 
but well-being in every store window, all sold at the best price; it denounces 
the ever-present defects of its own system. The owners of society have sud-
denly discovered that everything has to be changed without delay, in educa-
tion as in urbanism, just as thoroughly in the way work is lived as in the uses 
of technology.54

Debord recognises that capitalism was, in the 1970s, in the process of 
seeking to address the criticisms of the post-war spirit of capitalism. 
However, such ‘recuperation’ of criticisms directed at certain empirical 
phenomena—such as assembly line work—changes nothing essential 
about the domination of social life by the economy, the ‘Spectacle’, that 
Debord criticised in 1967. To the extent that the Situationists developed 
a categorical critique, the fundamental criticism cannot be recuperated. 
Workers Union, also, in the 1970s recognised that capitalism was in the 
process of reincorporating these criticisms back into itself. As we saw 
above, the group criticises concrete workers’ demands for the democrati-
sation of the workplace, for ‘good’ bosses and for more interesting work. 
Berger, likewise, asks us to ‘imagine a self-managed factory making batons 
for the CRS [the riot police] or gadgets that break very quickly, as soon as 
one uses them, with, at the heart of it all, a self-managed boss and always 
wage labourers’.55 It would be wrong therefore to suggest, as Boltanski 
and Chiapello seem to, that the ‘artistic’ critiques of work were unaware 
of the possibility that they could be incorporated, in some fashion, into 
capitalism. It was, in fact, a tendency that they were already witnessing. 
Nor is it entirely correct to suggest that they have been entirely denuded 
of radical potential. The central point is that it is only those aspects of the 
critique that are ‘affirmative’ in nature that are open to recuperation (and 
even then, only partially—it is not as though most work today is now ‘fun’ 
and ‘spontaneous’). The categorical critique of work, however, remains as 
relevant today as it was in 1967, or 1867 for that matter.
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TowardS a CriTiqUe of abSTraCT laboUr

As the ‘crisis of work’ began to wind down at the end of 1970s, the far left 
in France sought to address the reasons why the dreamt-of proletarian 
revolution had never materialised. Roland Simon and others associated 
with the journal Théorie Communiste, founded in 1978, criticised the pre-
ceding period of revolutionary theory as a form of ‘programmatism’.56 
Groups such as the Situationists, they argue, had imagined revolution as a 
programme—the abolition of work—that the proletariat would put into 
practice. The workers would, that is to say, immediately become autono-
mous from capitalism through the self-management of production. The 
problem, according to these more recent ‘Communisation’ theorists, is 
that such a model of revolution presupposes an essentialist conception of 
class that passes over the fact that the proletariat must come into conflict 
with its own being as a class through struggle. After the ‘crisis of work’, 
however, the proletariat is increasingly, through its immanent struggles, 
confronted by its own class being. Communism, as such, is understood as 
the struggle of the working class in the here and now to establish new 
social relations outside capitalist socialisation and, in so doing, overcome 
its class being. These criticisms, on the one hand, provided the far left with 
an explanation of the limitations of the preceding period and, on the other 
hand, did so in a way that permitted it to retain its traditional focus on 
class struggle as a motor of revolutionary social change. The proletariat 
could remain, for Simon and others, the subject of history.57

The 1970s and 1980s also saw the emergence of a critique of work 
within academia and public intellectual life. André Gorz (1923–2007), a 
key theorist of the New Left in France and a journalist who co-founded Le 
Nouvel Observateur in 1967, took on many of the themes that had been 
addressed within the ‘crisis of work’ of the 1970s and that were brought 
increasingly to the fore as the global economic crisis deepened. Gorz 
courted controversy among the left when he published Farewell to the 
Proletariat (1980), an unequivocal critique of the cult of the worker that 
had dominated  the traditional workers’ movement.58 In this text, Gorz 
argues that the working class no longer represents the only road to resolv-
ing the social issues raised by the new productive technologies. Likewise, 
in A Critique of Economic Reason (1988), Gorz takes issue with the persis-
tence of the Protestant work ethic and seeks to historicise labour with 
reference to the writing of Karl Polanyi.59 Gorz, throughout his life, essen-
tially sought out what he considered to be workable solutions to the prob-
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lems of a society organised around the system of wage labour in the 
context of the global economic crisis. He was for or a long time one of the 
greatest proponents in France of introducing a universal income as official 
public policy. Nevertheless, his critique of capitalism remained, until the 
end of his life, largely within the confines of an affirmative critique of 
labour. His main focus of criticism is on the empirical problems themselves 
and not on the deeper categories that lay behind them. It was only later, 
thanks in part to his friendship with the French philosopher Jean-Marie 
Vincent (1934–2004), that Gorz became interested in a categorical cri-
tique of labour.60

Jean-Marie Vincent is an important figure in the history of the develop-
ment of a categorical critique of labour in France. Vincent was an aca-
demic who founded the political science department at Paris VIII 
university. He was also a member of the Revolutionary Communist League 
(though his ideas diverged greatly from the Trotskyist mainstream of the 
group). Vincent spoke fluent German and was deeply affected by the re- 
interpretations of Marx’s theory that occurred across the Rhine in the 
1970s. He was, moreover, one of the first to introduce the French- 
speaking public to the foundations of these debates in The Critical Theory 
of the Frankfurt School (1976).61 Vincent, perhaps in contrast to many of 
his French contemporaries, displays a deep understanding of the esoteric 
reading of Marx, that is, the categorical nature of the critiques levelled at 
value and labour in the Grundrisse and Capital. There are many similari-
ties between Vincent’s work and certain critique of value theorists such as 
Moishe Postone. Anselm Jappe states that his seminal study, The Critique 
of Work: Doing and Acting (1987),62 is the French book that ‘most closely 
resembles the critique of value’.63 We might add that Vincent also recog-
nises aspects of value-dissociation.64 It would not be going too far to say 
that Vincent represents perhaps the first example of a self-consciously cat-
egorical critique of labour in French thought. He understands that labour 
is an historically specific, negative and fetishistic category that dominates 
the concrete world in the tautological cycle of the valorisation of value: 
labour for the sake of labour. Moreover, Vincent criticises the post- modern 
trend in French thought on the basis that it tends to treat the abstractions 
that dominate social life purely in terms of language, that is, codes and 
symbols of power. Vincent, in contrast, insists that there are ‘real abstrac-
tions’ that dominate social life.65

Vincent equally breaks with the traditional Marxist cult of work and its 
teleology of praxis, or action, that conceives of human beings purely in 
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terms of an objectification of the subject through the labour process.66 He 
criticises, for example, the phenomenological focus of traditional sociol-
ogy on the basis that researchers have ‘largely adopted the perspective of 
labour as activity’, that is, not as a determinate moment in the supra- 
sensible process of the valorisation of value.67 Sociology, as a result, seeks 
to understand labour through empirical categories—such as the satisfac-
tion or dissatisfaction of workers—in order to give it meaning. Vincent 
argues, however, that it is incorrect to assume that human beings define 
work. Rather, the opposite is true. An ‘epistemological reversal’ is required 
in order to allows us to see that it is work, in the historically specific sense 
of abstract labour, that defines or at least ‘strongly marks’ us: ‘Labour as a 
social relationship detaches itself in some sense from those who produce it 
in order to subordinate them and carry them in its movement.’68 As such, 
Vincent argues that all manner of changes could be made to the world of 
work—including automation and the democratisation of the workplace—
without changing anything essential about work per se.69 Vincent sug-
gests, in fact, that it is only once capitalism threw off its pre-modern forms 
of authoritarian discipline that the full fetishism of labour could develop 
and lead to the belief that it constitutes a form of individual expression.70

Vincent, in ‘The Legend of Labour’, also takes aim at another sacred 
cow of the left.71 He argues that the subject of living labour, the worker, is 
not actually in the best position to understand what labour is due to his 
identification with it. The worker, in as far as he exists within the strictly 
phenomenological world of labour, apprehends only the specific activity in 
question. Work per se appears, from this limited perspective, as a relation-
ship between the worker, his tools and his end-product.72 However, labour 
is not essentially or even primarily a human relationship between subject, 
man, and its object, nature. Rather, it is simply a point in the process of the 
valorisation of value for its own sake:

It is a moment in the coming into relationship of the value form of technol-
ogy and the value of form activity in order to give a value form to products 
(material or immaterial). In this sense, the labour process is the process of 
transforming values into values, a process in which the supra-sensible (valo-
risation) overdetermines the sensible.73

The phenomenological reality of labour, the sensible experience, is deter-
mined by the metaphysical, the supra-sensible, literally that which cannot 
be ascertained directly with the senses. The simple fact of experiencing 
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work, while it might incite revolt, does not give a worker special access to 
understanding its essential nature or determinate form. The worker, in 
other words, does not occupy a special subject position that, thanks to his 
closeness to the labour process, gives him immediate, direct, access to the 
fetishistic social process in which he is caught. Vincent argues, moreover, 
that it is only when the worker has demonstrated that he can adapt to the 
exigencies of valorisation (that he has become an object) that he is allowed 
to express himself through labour (and is therefore awarded the status of 
subject).74 Even when workers engage in collective action to improve 
working and living conditions, the degree of ‘sociability’ that can be 
attained is limited to what is permissible under the valorisation of value.75 
Any anti-capitalist movement must therefore seek to go beyond the valo-
risation of value to be at all effective.76

The fact that a certain ‘artistic’ critique of work was incorporated into 
the management speak of the late 1980s and 1990s does not immediately 
invalidate every aspect of that critique, nor does it mean that all forms of 
anti-work discourse are equally ‘recuperable’. Jean-Marie Vincent, in the 
best of his writing, represents a continuation of the tradition of the cri-
tique of work that has been examined in the current work, but on a more 
solid theoretical foundation. Although he still couches opposition to capi-
talism in terms of a workers’ movement that confronts it, his critique is 
aimed squarely at the categories themselves.77 He is careful, that is to say, 
to distinguish between the ontological and phenomenological levels of 
critique. Vincent is, in this sense, close to Marx, but arguably goes much 
further. He emphasises the oppressive character of labour as such, labour 
qua labour, labour sans phrase. Vincent’s critique therefore embodies an 
alternative solution to the impasse in which the ‘critique of work’ in France 
found itself in the 1970s. The categorical nature of his critique and others 
like it means that they are logically less likely to be open to the kind of 
recuperation that the ‘artistic’ critique suffered over the course of the past 
50 years. Today, the critique of work remains a vibrant tradition in France, 
and it will be all the more effective if it continues to develop on the basis 
of an ‘ontological break’ with abstract labour.
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CHAPTER 7

News from Nowhere, or an Epoch of Rest

The critique of labour sans phrase is perhaps one of the most challenging 
ideas that critical theory has produced in the course of the past few decades. 
We are so used to identifying human activity in general with labour that it 
seems at first glance to be an absurd and impossible task. The abolition of 
labour would, from such a perspective, appear to mean the abolition of 
any kind of human endeavour or engagement with the world. One might 
as well create a critique of breathing or eating. However, what I hope to 
have shown in this book is that labour is not, as it appears to be, a neutral, 
positive or universal category of human being that can and must be pro-
jected onto every form of activity. Human beings have not always ‘worked’. 
They have always sown fields, built homes, created luxuries and taught 
children—often, throughout much of its history, they have even been paid 
in coin or kind for these tasks—but these concrete activities have not 
always had the essentially abstract form that defines them in capitalism. 
The Ancients were aware of ‘labour’ as pain, but labour as such—labour as 
the undifferentiated expenditure of human energy, measured in socially 
necessary labour time, for no other purpose than turning £100 into 
£110—was unknown to them. They could not even imagine, at a subjec-
tive level, applying a single category to all of the varied activities that make 
up human existence, let alone physical reality as a whole. It is only we 
Moderns who do this. It is only we, of all the historical societies that have 
existed before, alongside and, perhaps, will exist after us, who ‘work’. No 
other definition of work is satisfactory. We cannot detach it from  capitalism. 
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Work is capitalism and capitalism is work. This does not mean that capital-
ism simply reshapes a pre-existing, transhistorical, ‘work’ for its purposes 
or that it merely alienates it (even if capitalism has indeed taken over our 
‘metabolism with nature’). Rather, it signifies that capitalism alone reduces 
all human activity to the abstract expenditure of human energy for no 
other purpose than its own tautological development. Our tendency to 
identify work as such with human activity in general comes to us, as 
‘subjects’, from our internalisation of the value form, or ‘dead labour’, 
which sees, in the particular concrete qualities of human beings and the 
natural world, only so much undifferentiated human and natural material 
to be used up in its furnace of abstraction.

The critical theory of work put forward by the ‘critique of value’ is such 
an exciting new development because it allows us to deepen our critique 
of capitalism as a whole. It gives us the conceptual tools to criticise labour 
as a fundamentally negative, fetishistic and destructive social form. That is 
what makes it such an effective and radical perspective for analysing and 
understanding the concrete world: it provides us with criticisms of labour 
that show us that it is already, even before the bourgeoisie comes into the 
mix, an oppressive, absurd and dangerous category. Labour debases our 
mode of living to a deterministic social matrix that obeys laws entirely 
beyond our control. It recognises no boundaries—neither moral, nor aes-
thetic, nor anthropological, nor environmental—to its own formal move-
ment. It forces the whole of humanity to live what is essentially a 
meaningless and absurd life. It debases and degrades even further every-
thing that it does not consider ‘productive’ such as housework and child-
care. It is so voracious as to kill—most immediately through accident and 
stress—and it has even developed as far as to bring the very future of the 
planet into question. Ironically, now that it has used up and extracted the 
life energy of billions, it leaves us completely superfluous to requirements 
thanks to its own technological successes. Its final crisis threatens to 
destroy us. The categorical critique of work then is not some academic 
exercise—even if it currently represents ‘esoteric’ knowledge that is not 
widely understood—but is absolutely central to understanding present- 
day society and confronting the concrete problems that currently face us. 
It is, in this sense, much more radical than a critique of labour from the 
traditional moral point of view that sees in capitalism only a personal dom-
ination by a particular class of people. There is so much more to be said.

The ‘critique of value’ shows us that there are really only two fundamental 
approaches to the ‘critique of work’: the phenomenological and the categorical. 
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Phenomenological critique concerns criticisms that are directed at the 
sensible, or concrete experience, of the world of work. They may criticise 
how work is experienced, how it is remunerated, how it is managed and 
organised, who controls it, how long it lasts, the kinds of concrete products 
it produces and so on and so forth. All of the material that is the usual subject 
of a book on work. These kinds of criticisms can be important to the extent 
that they can tell us what is at stake empirically speaking (though direct expe-
rience of the workplace is often enough for that). A book with a similar title, 
The Critique of Work in Modern French Thought, might have focused almost 
exclusively on an intellectual history of empirical economic and sociological 
studies of conditions in factories and offices over the course of the past 
200 years. These kinds of criticisms are certainly more numerous, and they 
are not even necessarily anti- capitalist in nature. What often makes such criti-
cisms so dry and dull, however, is that, in focusing so closely on the surface 
of society, they are incapable of saying anything of importance about the 
essential character of labour. Instead they reaffirm it. We certainly need a 
level of critique that concerns empirical reality. However, any critique of the 
concrete world has to be grounded in an understanding of the deeper, supra-
sensible, reality behind it: a categorical critique. The genius of Marx, in his 
‘esoteric’ side, is to have understood that labour is certainly not what it 
appears to be on the surface. Understanding labour requires abstract think-
ing that goes beyond the merely phenomenological to the strange ‘meta-
physical subtleties’ behind it. That is what makes the knowledge ‘esoteric’: it 
is not immediately accessible to us and requires the mediation of theory. The 
problem is that, as capitalist subjects, we, and this includes Marx himself for 
all his insights, struggle not to think with and through the category of labour. 
Traditional anti-capitalist approaches lack the language to theorise and com-
municate without it. Our incapacity to apply the category of labour precisely 
and to think beyond it—when it comes to imagining a different mode of 
life—is probably the greatest barrier to the development of a more effective 
critique of capitalism in theory and in practice. That is why the categorical 
critique of labour put forward in this book is so important.

The history of the critique of work in France demonstrates that capital-
ism cannot convince all of the people all of the time. It is true that work, 
through a process of reification, appears to us as synonymous with human 
activity and as a universal aspect of human experience in all forms of soci-
ety. It is for this reason that, while it is commonplace to hear criticisms of 
money and of markets, and even of the state, it is much rarer to come 
across a critique of labour. Work, despite its ubiquity (or perhaps because 
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of it), is arguably the least criticised category of modern social life. If, 
however, one accepts the argument that work is an historically specific and 
essentially destructive aspect of modernity, one is easily shocked at the 
extent to which modern philosophy, revolutionary politics and even criti-
cal theory have rallied to its cause. That is what makes the critical thinkers 
examined in this book, and the intellectual tradition of which they are a 
part, such an important object of study. In a world in which it seems 
almost everyone worships at the church of labour, these artists, poets, 
theorists and revolutionaries belie capitalism’s false claims to universality. 
They grasp, in spite of all the conditioning to which we are subject, that 
there is something fundamentally destructive and oppressive about the 
labour form in and of itself. The fact that these insights exist at all demon-
strates that capitalism has not and cannot entirely root out its opposition. 
There is always the possibility, even in the most inauspicious circumstances, 
for a genuinely critical consciousness to emerge. The critique of work rep-
resents therefore a radical tradition in French thought that, as we have 
seen in this book, stretches back at least as far as the early nineteenth 
century; and it has arguably accompanied capitalism since its very beginning.

Perhaps most surprisingly, given its marginal status in mainstream 
accounts of French intellectual history, the critique of work has been asso-
ciated with some of the most objectively creative movements in European 
intellectual history. Fourier was in many respects a genius whose visionary 
critique of early industrialisation inspired generations of thinkers, from 
Zola to Marx himself.1 Lafargue, likewise, was for a long time the main 
representative of Marxian thought in France and crucial to the creation of 
its first Marxist party. Most of all, the Surrealists and the Situationists, who 
held the critique of work to be central to their respective critical projects, 
were highly ‘productive’ creators and innovators of new forms of being 
and expression. A fact that even bourgeois commentators would readily 
admit. In the UK also, when the critique of work surfaced most radically, 
it was William Morris, the father of the Arts and Crafts movement, who 
was its greatest advocate. The critique of work should not be considered 
therefore a marginal tradition, at least not with reference to its actual place 
in cultural history and intellectual opposition to modern life. Nor should 
we imagine that the tradition rests upon the advocacy of the fatuous lazi-
ness, or land of Cockaigne, of modern consumers, whose brief escape 
from work, as Debord points out, is still structured by its logic. The 
 enemies of work focus precisely on the fact that the labour form impedes 
the creation of a meaningful and creative human existence. Work, for the 
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best of these critics, has never been the embodiment of human expression, 
but rather its absolute negation.

We can only speculate as to exactly why France, more than any other 
country, became a hub for anti-work radicalism over the course of the past 
200 years. The French Revolution certainly embedded in the national 
psyche the idea that immediate and dramatic social change to the estab-
lished order is both realistic and likely to occur. Fourier, although he was 
deeply critical of the Revolution, was clearly heavily marked by it as dem-
onstrated in his belief in grand utopian proposals for social transformation. 
Likewise, despite its bourgeois ideological core, the legacy of the 
Enlightenment in French thought at least carried within it the notion of a 
healthy scepticism for gods of any kind. Lafargue, as we saw in Chap. 3, 
criticises the nineteenth-century bourgeoisie precisely for abdicating these 
values before the altar of labour. Uneven historical development is perhaps 
another significant factor. France came relatively late to the Industrial 
Revolution and for a long time, outside the capital, highly developed 
pockets of industry existed alongside pre-modern, quasi-medieval, modes 
of life. Graham Robb’s The Discovery of France (2008), which explores the 
opening up of the provinces to Parisians in the mid-to-late nineteenth 
century, paints a picture of a country chock full of social worlds that 
seemed backward, strange and bizarre to visitors from Paris.2 The co- 
existence of pre-modern and modern forms of life occasionally promotes 
critical reflection. Lafargue mostly looks to Spain for inspiration for an 
anti-work popular sentiment, but he might have found, in other parts of 
France, particularly in the South, similar attitudes. Nonetheless, undoubt-
edly the most important factor was the fact, highlighted in Chap. 3, that 
Paris was the capital of intellectual and artistic endeavour for most of the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Parisian Bohemia and art provided 
direct, lived, inspiration for an alternative model of living. Romantic theo-
ries of art laid much of the groundwork for the hostile stance to work 
found in the artistic avant-garde explored in Chaps. 3 and 4.

The critique of work in modern French thought can serve as an impor-
tant source of inspiration for contemporary anti-capitalist social move-
ments. However, we cannot blandly insist upon the immediate utility and 
contemporaneity of these critiques. One of the major themes of this book 
has been precisely to highlight the tension that exists between a phenom-
enological and a categorical critique of work in the writing of these 
authors. They were, in many respects, far in advance of their own times 
and we must respect their historical context. Nevertheless, the authors in 
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question retained, alongside their greatest insights, many of the weak-
nesses of bourgeois political economy and traditional Marxism. These 
concern primarily a tendency to see all of human society through the prism 
of labour and to conceive of the essentially oppressive nature of capitalism 
in terms of a form of personal domination. Such arguments belong to the 
past, to a time when capitalism still bore much of its pre-modern charac-
ter, and they are of no use in helping us grasp what is presently at stake. As 
much as this book is a history of an intellectual tradition, it is also there-
fore the pre-history of a genuinely categorical critique of labour. These 
critiques, that is to say, anticipated and perhaps created the conditions for 
the emergence of the fully developed, critically negative, theory of labour 
that we find in contemporary authors concerned with the ‘critique of 
value’, such as Moishe Postone and Robert Kurz, mentioned in Chap. 1. 
The critique of work in this latter form is, in the opinion of this author, the 
basis for any further effective theoretical and practical development on this 
subject. More generally, with the critical analysis put forward in this book, 
I hope to have demonstrated the efficaciousness of the ‘critique of value’ 
as an analytical tool for grasping many different aspects of the concrete 
world, from interpreting art and culture to analysing competing theories 
and making much larger observations about our present historical 
moment. There is still a great deal of ‘work’ that can be done from this 
perspective.

William Morris published his classic anti-work novel, News from 
Nowhere, in 1890 with the subtitle, or an Epoch of Rest. Morris took the 
main title from Thomas More’s Utopia (1516), meaning, literally, ‘no 
place’. Morris’s book refers to a journey into a land that does not, or at 
least not yet, exist, where labour has been transformed into play. The novel 
depicts a world of ‘rest’ where there is, nonetheless, a surprising amount 
of activity that could be described as work in modern eyes.3 The difference 
is that there are no abstract, fetishistic, laws governing human activity in 
his imagined world. Social life is the product of debate and derives its 
meaning from the choices made by the members of society. Work is not 
abolished through machinery, rather it is the abstract form that is lifted off 
the shoulders of mankind; that is what makes it an ‘epoch of rest’. Such a 
world would indeed have seemed unrealistic and utopian even to most 
socialist thinkers in the late nineteenth century. Work, if it was ever seen as 
a burden, was supposed to be overcome through productive technology 
more than a social transformation. The genius of Morris was to have seen 
past the technophilia of the age to a deeper truth. Today the real utopia is 
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to believe, in the face of the reality of the disintegration of the labour form 
under the weight of its own technological success, that we can carry on 
working forever. We are living through an age of crisis in which it is com-
pletely unrealistic, and ‘utopian’, to imagine that we can continue to orga-
nise society on the basis of work. We might therefore offer a new 
interpretation of the title in light of our current predicament. We could 
read it as a question: ‘News from Nowhere’ (the fantasy that we can con-
tinue to base society on work) or an ‘Epoch of Rest’ (a society freed from 
the fetishistic form of labour once and for all)?

Contemporary French society is riven with anxiety about the future of 
work. On the right, the response to the difficulties of competing in an 
increasingly globalised and technologically advanced marketplace has been 
to attack workers’ rights and wages. Successive French governments have, 
since the 2008 financial crisis, sought to pass measures to make the job 
market more flexible, not least, by making it easier to hire and fire indi-
vidual workers. These proposals have a surprisingly large amount of sup-
port among a certain part of French society that simply accepts, uncritically, 
that the problem is to be found, not in the world economy, but in a sup-
posedly intractable, rebellious and unproductive national culture (if only it 
were true!). French people, particularly of the middle class, might even 
react with embarrassment in front of British and American visitors if a 
strike, among transport workers for example, inconveniences anyone. 
There is the assumption that this sort of thing should simply not happen 
in civilised society. On the left, however, the situation is not much better. 
A transversal populism, which attracts adherents from the right, has 
emerged that blames everything on the ill intentions of particular actors, 
especially finance capital, and calls upon the state to reign in the market, as 
though it were a simple matter of enacting legislation that benefits the 
‘people’. The last presidential election even saw serious proposals from a 
left-wing candidate to tax robots. These tendencies on the left and the 
right are both ‘utopian’ to the extent that they rest upon a completely 
erroneous understanding of what is actually happening to capitalist civili-
sation and what, as a result, is even realistic from a strictly ‘political’, or 
managerial, standpoint.

More ‘radical’ proposals for confronting the problem of work are not 
much better. Putting aside the issue of economic feasibility, proposals for 
a ‘universal income’, currently gaining popularity among far-left circles in 
France and abroad, do not address the problem of capitalism’s constant 
need for growth, the destruction of the environment and the insipid 
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nature of consumer culture. It seems to be little more than a fantasy of 
continuing capitalist society on the basis of pure monetary circulation 
without the need for labour; as though the valorisation of value could go 
on without it. Ironically, since the 1970s, this is essentially what is already 
happening. The creation of money, or profits, through speculation on 
debt has been the only way of maintaining capitalism in light of the crisis 
brought on by the Third Industrial Revolution. Perhaps it is not surprising 
that universal income was for a long time also popular among neo-liberal 
ideologues and was a pet theory of Milton Friedman. The reality, however, 
is that the current model of valorisation is completely unsustainable, even 
if necessary in the medium term, from the standpoint of labour and capi-
tal. The whole bubble will inevitably burst when no value materialises. 
Nevertheless, the idea that capitalism can save us from work is as strong as 
ever. Much of the far left continues to dream of a consumer paradise made 
possible by automation. This is despite the fact that it is logically impossi-
ble for capitalism to free us from labour, as work and capitalism are effec-
tively one and the same. One wonders, amongst all of these proposals for 
addressing the famous ‘work-life balance’, what it actually is about capital-
ism that these so-called ‘anti-capitalist’ critics actually want to do away 
with, certainly nothing essential.

Historically, human emancipation from capitalism, or ‘revolution’, was 
always imagined as a paroxysm of frenetic activity. ‘The new world has to 
be built with all haste! Work, work, work, for the good of future genera-
tions! Shift, move, surge as a crowd on the Winter Palace!’ The tendency 
was always towards one of acceleration and a general intensification of 
activity that was associated with the qualitative experience of passionate 
revolt and, ironically enough, work. Walter Benjamin, for his part, sug-
gests, an alternative: ‘Marx says that revolutions are the locomotive of 
world history. But perhaps it is quite otherwise. Perhaps revolutions are 
an attempt by the passengers on this train – namely, the human race – to 
activate the emergency brake.’4 The Krisis Group, in their ‘Manifesto 
Against Labour’, went one step further: ‘Workers of all countries, call it a 
day!’5 It does seem to me that, given the terrible pace of human exis-
tence—the intensification of time and incredibly rapid changes in every-
day life—over the course of the past 500 years, humanity would be well 
advised to take it easy for at least a millennium. The obsession with being 
always ‘active’—engaged in some kind of toil or other—seems  redolent of 
a subject that cannot recognise the decidedly concrete rhythms of the 
body and the natural world. Psychological wounds, of which we all bear 
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the mark from our early formation as ‘subjects’, will also take many 
generations to heal. Relearning to cultivate land, to provide for ourselves 
and to ‘work’ with one another on a communal basis will also not be 
something that can be achieved overnight. Morris, in casting a positive 
future for humanity in terms of an ‘epoch of rest’, demonstrates a degree 
of sensitivity to these issues that is frankly all too rare in anti-capitalist circles.

Obviously, ‘taking it easy’ does not mean that one could, as though 
with the wave of a magic wand, create a better society. Rather, it means 
opposing those forces in the here and now that would wish it otherwise. 
This can only be done through the construction of a mode of life that does 
not depend upon the mediation of work, value, money and the state. 
Right now, there are plenty of disparate social movements that, with a bet-
ter understanding of what is at stake, might serve as the basis for just such 
a new society. We must not be afraid to take over land for our own cultiva-
tion where it is unused or used for commercial crops. We must not let 
houses sit empty while people sleep in the streets, nor insist people con-
tinue to pay rent when there are no longer any jobs to support them. 
Increasingly, over the course of the century, we will see a deepening of 
trends that can already be observed today as the ‘work society’ slowly col-
lapses under the weight of its own technological development. It simply 
will no longer be possible, for example, to get good food easily. There will 
be more and more cuts to public health services and, save for an ever- 
dwindling number of pockets of prosperity, even the mass consumerism of 
the present may begin to look like a distant dream for many in the most 
developed countries. The question we are faced with is not one of seizing 
the state and controlling the market, nor of fantasising about technologi-
cal solutions, but one of asking how we will respond when neither the 
market nor the state can provide for even the most basic aspects of human 
existence that make any kind of life worth living. Will we blindly follow the 
Hobbesian war of all against all that capitalism has prepared for us, and 
truly collapse into the looming barbaric nightmare of militarisation, gangs, 
drought, poverty, anomie and chaos? Or will we construct a society based 
on communities that finally allow us to discuss, without the absurd con-
straints of the valorisation of value, how we would actually like to live, in 
relationship with each other, ourselves and our natural environment? We 
know for a fact that human beings are capable of living differently because 
historical and anthropological evidence shows that capitalism is not at all 
the norm but a radical break with all other forms of society. There may not 
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be infinite variations for human interaction, but there is certainly a great 
deal of diversity, forms of social life past, present and imaginable that are 
more or less desirable.

The ‘critique of value’ has often been interpreted by its critics as a fun-
damentally pessimistic theory that is uninterested in the development of a 
different form of social life. It is true that it rejects the notion of a revolu-
tionary ‘subject’ and that it predicts that the laws of capitalism develop in 
a destructive direction. However, it does so precisely to point out the 
pitfalls of an anti-capitalist left that has resoundingly failed, over the course 
of the past 200 years, to mount effective opposition to capitalism. If any-
thing, the workers’ movement, taken as a whole, contributed a great deal 
to its further development. The cult of labour was, in particular, one of its 
greatest weaknesses. If the ‘critique of value’ then criticises ‘work’ and the 
‘subject’, it does so to lay the theoretical groundwork that will allow cur-
rent social movements, and those of the future, to develop in a more effec-
tive direction: towards a categorical break and not a mere ‘adjectival 
change’ on the surface of an already collapsing civilisation. The outlook 
may not be good. Right now, it does seem as though we really will work 
ourselves to death. Nevertheless, pessimistic predictions are not the same 
as a pessimistic attitude, particularly when it comes to the possibilities for 
human intervention in the world. There remains a chance for positive 
social change so long as there is critical theory and social movements; 
occasionally, the two will meet. Louis Scutenaire, the Surrealist poet, pro-
vides the best summation of our current predicament when he said, ‘But, 
pessimists, what was it you were hoping for?’6 Perhaps though, it is still 
best to leave Marx with the last word on the matter: ‘The point is not to 
free labour but to abolish it.’7

Notes

1. Just to underline the ambiguity of Fourier as a critic of work, Zola, upon 
reading some of his writing, was driven into a pro-work fever: ‘I am reading 
it right now in amazement, I don’t know what will come from my research, 
but I want to glorify work and, in so doing, oblige those who profane it, 
subjugate it and cover it in ugliness and misery to respect it’, cited in 
Desroche, La Société festive, p. 327

2. Graham Robb, The Discovery of France (London: Picador, 2008).
3. Morris, nevertheless, retains the term ‘work’ in his utopia.
4. Walter Benjamin cited in Jappe, The Writing on the Wall, pp. 9–10.
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5. Krisis Group, ‘Manifesto Against Labour’ (1999), http://www.krisis.
org/1999/manifesto-against-labour

6. Scutenaire, Mes Inscriptions in Vaneigem, Louis Scutenaire, p. 116.
7. MECW, The German Ideology, vol. 5, p. 205. Translation changed.
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